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Abstract 
Thaddeus D. Seher’s “A computational approach for microbial genome editing” is 

submitted in partial fulfillment of the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Quantitative and 

Systems Biology at the University of California, Merced, awarded in 2021. The committee 

in charge is Dr. Aaron D. Hernday (Chair), Dr. Chris T. Amemiya (Member), Dr. Zhong Wang 

(Member), Dr. Suzanne S. Sindi (Advisor), and Dr. Clarissa J. Nobile (Advisor). 

This dissertation describes the work that I performed with a team to develop the AddTag 

method for genome editing. First, I introduce genome editing through CRISPR/Cas-induced 

homology-directed repair, and I introduce the Candida albicans biological system (Chapter 

1). Next, I describe how AddTag editing utilizes CRISPR/Cas-induced homology-directed 

repair to edit the C. albicans genome, and then the process of validating the edits through 

phenotyping, sequencing, and PCR (Chapter 2). I introduce the ADDTAG software which 

assists with AddTag editing. First, I describe how ADDTAG identifies genome targets for RNA-

guided nucleases (Chapter 3). Then I demonstrate how the software constructs artificial 

sequences for use as genome repair templates. Lastly, I explain a computational method for 

producing a set of verification PCR primers for determining if genome edits are successful 

(Chapter 4). 
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1.1 Introduction 
This dissertation focuses on a new method of genome editing called AddTag. In Chapter 

1, I first introduce the historic and technical concepts of genome editing (1.2). Next, I detail 

the components for CRISPR/Cas genome editing (1.3) used in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and 

Chapter 4. Then, I describe the Candida albicans model system—how C. albicans affects 

human health, and why we chose to edit the C. albicans genome (1.4). Chapter 2 focuses on 

editing the Candida albicans genome using AddTag. In this dissertation, I present the ADDTAG 

software for use with designing AddTag genome editing experiments. Chapter 3 describes 

the computational method for obtaining oligonucleotide sequences used in AddTag editing. 

Finally, Chapter 4 communicates how ADDTAG identifies PCR primers used for validating 

genome edits. 

1.2 Genome editing is fundamental to microbial genetics 
In Chapter 2 of this manuscript, we edit the genome of the fungus Candida albicans. 

Genome editing has been used extensively in yeast model systems for various pursuits: 

economic (agricultural, pharmaceutical, and biotechnological) [1-5], medical [6], and 

environmental [7]. Genome editing in model organisms is also used to attain knowledge of 

cellular functions of other organisms [8]. Genome editing is a field of study focused on 

changing the heritable genetic information, encoded in chromosomes made of 

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), within living organisms. Genome editing is applied to large-

scale manufacturing of biomolecules, therapeutic treatment of genetic diseases, 

environmental remediation, and crop improvement. Some examples, in no particular order, 

include: creation of caffeine-free coffee beans [9, 10], increased standing variation in 

banana cultivar genomes [11, 12], deactivation of cancer cells [13], treatment of muscular 

dystrophy [14], opioid biosynthesis in yeast [15], and addition of a visual marker for the 

sex of chicken eggs [16]. Artificial genome editing has been applied across all domains of 

life (bacteria [17], archaea [18, 19], amoebozoa [20, 21], fungi [22], plants [23-27], and 

animals [28, 29]). 

There are two broad categories of genome editing: (1) inserting exogenous DNA into 

a heritable DNA element (such as a chromosome), and (2) inducing an organism to modify 

its own genome. Many researchers use a combination of these two techniques to bring about 

an intended change in the genome. 

In the first method (1), exogenous DNA is inserted into the cell; the exogenous DNA is 

incorporated into the genome; and finally, the modified individuals are assayed to 

determine if editing was successful. One example is using electroporation to insert a plasmid 

into C. albicans, the cells propagate the plasmid, and the resultant cells are evaluated for 

transformation-specific selectable markers [30]. Examples of DNA delivery methods include 

microinjection [31], chemical induction [32], electroporation [33], viral transduction [34, 35], 

heat-shock, bacterial conjugation, natural uptake (transformation) [36, 37], 

liposome/micelle transmission [38-40], and biolistic particle delivery [41-43]. In general, 

these methods all enable artificial horizontal gene transfer. Following transfer of 

experimental DNA into the cell, that DNA is incorporated into the genome. There are several 

means to induce an organism to modify its genome using the exogenous DNA. In this 

dissertation, we use a nuclease to induce DNA repair [44, 45], but other methods include 

hijacking the synthesis portion of the cell cycle (recombineering) [46, 47], and recombination 

[48-51]. 
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In the second category of genome editing (2), individuals are subjected to an 

environment that drives them to use their endogenous cellular machinery to modify their own 

genomes. Certain carbon sources can induce C. albicans to duplicate portions of its 

chromosomes [52]. Another example is that growing Candida albicans under non-

physiological temperatures can induce chromosomal loss of heterozygosity (LOH) at the 

mating type like (MTL) locus [53, 54]. 

Following either genome editing method (1 or 2), the experimental organisms are 

assayed for genomic modifications. Broadly speaking, these methods are polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR)-based, sequencing-based, and linkage-based. Examples include differential 

real-time PCR [55], whole genome sequencing, or phenotyping by linkage with a selectable 

marker. Many genome edits are phenotypically associated with ribonucleic acid (RNA) 

transcript production. Thus, RNA-based assays—like quantitative, reverse transcription PCR 

(RT-qPCR) and transcriptome sequencing—can be appropriate as well. 

In this dissertation, I describe the results of delivering a DNA repair template into 

Candida albicans cells through electroporation, and I report the results of incorporating that 

exogenous template into the genome through a programmable nuclease and endogenous 

homology-directed repair (HDR) (Chapter 2). Then, I show the genomes were edited as 

intended using both an amplicon sequencing-based method as well as a diagnostic PCR-

based method (Chapter 2). We also use three separate phenotype-linked assays to 

evaluate edits to the C. albicans ADE2, BRG1, EFG1, ZAP1, and ZRT2 loci (Chapter 2). I next 

describe how the nuclease was programmed (Chapter 3), and how the PCR primers were 

identified (Chapter 4). 

1.3 CRISPR/Cas-directed homology-directed repair is used to edit 

genomes 
To edit the C. albicans genome (Chapter 2), we use a molecular technique based on 

Clustered, regularly-interspaced, short, palindromic repeat (CRISPR) sequences found in 

bacteria and archaea. A subset of the family of genes found to be CRISPR-associated (Cas) 

are RNA-guided (endo)nucleases (RGNs), which typically couple a nuclease, helicase, or 

polymerase domain with a poly-nucleotide binding domain [56]. RGNs are a class of 

programmable nucleases, which include zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) and transcription 

activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) [57]. RGN examples include both single-molecule 

proteins like Cas9 and Cas12a, as well as protein complexes like Cas3. In this dissertation, 

we use Cas9 to induce double-stranded breaks (DSB) in the C. albicans genome at specific 

locations called “Targets.” 

To cut the chromosomal DNA, the RGN first forms a complex with a guide RNA (gRNA). 

The gRNA is a single RNA molecule whose sequence is composed of two parts: a Spacer 

region and a Scaffold region [58]. This gRNA is a synthetic fusion of the crRNA and tracrRNA 

sequences [59] typically found in bacteria, and provides both targeting specificity (Spacer) 

and RGN binding ability (Scaffold) for nuclease activity [58, 60-62]. Spacers used for 

artificial genome manipulation are commonly 20 nucleotides (nt) in length [63, 64]. Using a 

gRNA simplifies the components needed for genome editing. Once the gRNA:RGN complex 

forms, it preferentially associates with genome segments containing a protospacer-adjacent 

motif (PAM) sequence [65]. The PAM sequence is a few nucleotides that serve as a binding 

signal for the RGN [60], and its presence is a strict requirement for most RGN-mediated 

DNA cleavage. For Cas9 the gRNA’s Spacer segment hybridizes with the Target, and the 
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PAM sequence is on the chromosome just outside the 3’ end of the hybridization zone. If both 

the RGN:PAM interface and the Spacer:Target interface bind strongly enough, the RGN will 

cleave the chromosomal DNA. 

The subsequent DSB is either fatal, mutagenic, or corrected through homology-directed 

repair (HDR). When two segments of DNA share an abundance of identically-ordered base 

pairs, they are referred to as sequence homologs. HDR is a DNA repair mechanism that uses 

a template to repair nicks or double-stranded breaks (DSBs). Most molecular 

characterizations of HDR present it as an error-free process that removes sequence around 

the DNA break, then replaces it with sequence from the template DNA through the process 

of recombination. Recombination is the process of transferring nucleotide segments between 

DNA molecules. In this dissertation, I term the sequence that is removed from the chromosome 

the “Feature.” Features are specific chromosomal locations intended to be engineered, and 

are each defined by a name, contig, strand, start position, and end position. A Target is 

considered on-target if it lies within the bounds of the Feature, and it is considered off-

target if it lies outside a Feature’s bounds. 

In the experiments presented in this dissertation, chromosomal DSBs induce DNA 

recombination between chromosomal DNA and an artificially-introduced donor DNA 

(dDNA). The sequences on either end of the dDNA, called homology arms (HAs), contain 

DNA identical to the DNA flanking the Feature on the genome. The homology allows the 

endogenous DNA repair machinery to use the dDNA as a template to repair the artificially 

cut chromosomes, thereby replacing the entire sequence of the Feature with the dDNA. 

Therefore, following restriction at the Target by the RGN, the middle of the dDNA sequence 

is added to the genome (knocked in) using endogenous cellular homologous recombination 

machinery. 

This dissertation presents a novel computational method for choosing genomic Targets 

and dDNA sequences based on arbitrary genomic Features (Chapter 3). There are three 

specific problems with typical genome editing [66] through CRISPR/Cas-induced HDR that 

we address. First, because the dDNA sequence must omit the original Target [67, 68], the 

Target needs to be disrupted so it does not exist in the edited genome. Second, the genomic 

Feature and exogenous dDNA must not share homology, and the HAs shared between the 

dDNA and Feature should not repeat throughout either of them. Third, since edits must 

include sequence changes to the Target, and the dDNA must not have homology in excess 

of the flanking arms, the Target needs to be within or adjacent to the Feature. 

1.4 The Candida albicans biological system 
In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, we edit the genome of the fungus Candida albicans 

using the novel AddTag method we describe. Editing the genome of C. albicans has the 

potential to provide insight into several aspects of human health. C. albicans has a close 

association with humans—it is found on the skin [69-71], ocular surface [72], the 

oropharyngeal tissues [73, 74], the gut [75-77], and the genitourinary system [78, 79] 

(Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1 – Sources of Candida albicans and other Candida species infection isolates 

Two representative studies with body locations of Candida and C. albicans isolates. Source 

locations of nosocomial and non-nosocomial C. albicans isolates are from 1,005 patients 

from a Korean hospital [80] (left). Source locations of healthcare associated infections 

attributed to Candida species are from 32 patients in a survey of 11,282 patients across 

183 hospitals in the United States [81] (right). 

C. albicans typically exist in a commensal state with their human hosts—neither harming, 

nor measurably helping the person. In individuals who are immunocompromised or immune 

deficient, C. albicans can become pathogenic [82]. When a patient acquires an infection 

during their hospital stay, medical practitioners record this as a nosocomial infection, which 

make up a large fraction of observed C. albicans isolates. Bloodstream (systemic) C. albicans 

infections are considered the most dangerous, and have a 40-65% lethality rate, even with 

comprehensive medical treatment [83-87]. 

Most human-associated Candida samples are isolated when a person demonstrates 

abnormal symptoms, and then a culture is taken at a medical clinic. When the symptoms are 

attributed to fungal overgrowth, the isolate is considered an invasive fungal isolate. Candida 

species consistently account for ~95% of invasive fungal infections in humans [88-90], with 

C. albicans consistently comprising ~65% or more of invasive isolates from hospital settings 

(Figure 1.2, right) [85]. However, not all fungal isolates are associated with disease (Figure 

1.2, left). 

 

Figure 1.2 – Proportion of fungal, clinical isolates that are Candida albicans. 
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(Left) Frequency of C. albicans in fungal clinical isolates. (Right) Percentage of invasive 

clinical isolates that are C. albicans. The percentages are obtained from a 10-year global 

survey spanning 256,882 fungal isolates from 142 sites in 41 countries [80, 90, 91]. 

One reason C. albicans is pervasive is because it can form biofilms—structured cellular 

communities that are resistant to stressors like antimicrobial compounds [92] and immune 

cells [93]. Biofilms are encased in a protective substance, called an extracellular matrix, 

and are often cellular reservoirs for reinfection [94-96]. C. albicans biofilms contain a 

network of different C. albicans cell types [97] that can rapidly adapt to evade the human 

immune system [98]. Because C. albicans can form biofilms by itself (monomicrobial) or with 

other species (polymicrobial) [99], it is well-adapted to living in human hosts. 

Modifications to the C. albicans genome can potentially reveal details about the 

biological mechanisms within the fungus that lead to human disease. In 2.4.3, we edit the 

EFG1 and BRG1 genes that directly influence C. albicans hyphal growth [100], which is 

essential for robust biofilm development. In 2.4.1 we edit the WOR1 [101] and WOR2 

[102] genes involved in cell type switching between the “white” and “opaque” states [103]. 

Finally, in 2.4.2 and 2.4.4 we edit the ZAP1 and ZRT2 genes involved in cellular response 

to zinc, which is implicated in regulation of the “goliath” cell type [104] as well as the 

biofilm’s protective extracellular matrix [105]. By editing the C. albicans genome, we 

demonstrate the utility of the AddTag approach. 

At the time of this writing, the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)—

one central, public repository for sequence databases—lists 70 C. albicans genome 

assemblies and contains information on 91 different strains [106]. This is an under-

representation of the total genome data available for C. albicans across the literature. The 

first published C. albicans whole-genome sequence assembly was of strain SC5314 in 2004 

because of its already widespread use in molecular biology labs [107]. Over time, that 

assembly has been revised, and it now represents a full haplotype-resolved (phased) 

genome assembly [108, 109]. SC5314 has subsequently maintained a high frequency of 

use; and SC5314 is considered the most commonly-accessible, described C. albicans strain. 

Since its isolation [110], SC5314 has been manipulated in the lab to introduce or remove 

biological functions in order to make it more amenable to genetic manipulations and 

laboratory conditions. Therefore, we use the genome information for SC5314 as the 

reference for our bioinformatics-based approach, and we leverage the assembly 

completeness to provide increased software prediction accuracy. 

C. albicans is frequently a diploid yeast [111-113], although it can be induced to stably 

exist in haploid [113-117] or tetraploid [118-122] states [111, 112]. While this dissertation 

demonstrates only how to perform homozygous genome edits (Chapter 2), it also describes 

how the AddTag system handles polyploid genomes and can perform allele-specific 

genome edits (Chapter 3). 
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2.1 Abstract 
CRISPR/Cas-induced genome editing is a powerful tool for genetic engineering; 

however, targeting constraints limit which loci are editable with this method. Since the length 

of a DNA sequence impacts the likelihood it overlaps a unique target site, precision editing 

of small genomic features with CRISPR/Cas remains an obstacle. We introduce AddTag—

a novel genome editing strategy that virtually eliminates CRISPR/Cas targeting constraints 

and facilitates precision genome editing of elements as short as a single base-pair at 

virtually any locus in any organism that supports CRISPR/Cas-induced genome editing. This 

two-step approach first replaces the locus of interest with an addtag sequence, which is 

subsequently replaced with any engineered sequence, and thus circumvents the need for 

direct overlap with a unique CRISPR/Cas target site. In this study, we demonstrate the 

feasibility of our approach by editing transcription factor binding sites within Candida 

albicans that could not be targeted directly using the typical gene editing approach. We 

also demonstrate the utility of the AddTag approach for combinatorial genome editing and 

gene complementation analysis, and we present the ADDTAG software package that 

automates editing designs (https://github.com/tdseher/addtag-project). 

 

Figure 2.1 – Graphical abstract 

Typical (1-step) CRISPR/Cas-mediated genome editing (tan) often will fail to edit non-

coding genetic elements or loci far from the targeted restriction site. The AddTag (2-step) 

method surmounts these issues by using two editing events (violet, green). 
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2.2 Preface 
This chapter is adapted from the manuscript authored by myself, Namkha Nguyen, 

Diana Ramos, Priyanka Bapat, Clarissa J. Nobile, Suzanne S. Sindi, and Aaron D. Hernday, 

titled “AddTag, a two-step approach with supporting software package that facilitates 

CRISPR/Cas-mediated precision genome editing,” which was published by the peer-

reviewed journal G3 Genes|Genomes|Genetics [1]. 

2.3 Introduction 

2.3.1 Description of the Typical (1-step) genome editing method 

RNA-guided nucleases (RGNs) such as Cas9 have revolutionized genome editing by 

enabling the introduction of targeted double stranded breaks (DSBs) within the genomes of 

living organisms (The process where an RGN cuts DNA is also called DNA 

restriction/cleavage). These DSBs create a powerful selection for DNA repair, which can be 

harnessed to promote integration of engineered exogenous “donor” DNA (dDNA) sequences 

in place of a cut target site, resulting in precision genome edits such as insertions, deletions, 

or substitutions in the genomes of organisms that support efficient homology directed repair 

(HDR). Since RGNs can be directed to introduce DSBs at specific user-defined genomic 

locations through the use of synthetic guide RNAs (gRNAs), this system represents a powerful 

customizable platform for genome editing [2-4]. Certain constraints, however, limit the 

flexibility of this technology, particularly when attempting to edit segments of genomic DNA 

(Features) that are short. 

The primary limit is the need for a specific protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) sequence, 

which is recognized directly by the RGN protein, to be immediately adjacent to the user-

defined target site [2, 5-7]. For instance, the commonly used Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 

protein recognizes a 3’-adjacent NGG PAM sequence, thus limiting the extent to which A/T-

rich sequences, such as non-coding DNA regions, can be targeted. Furthermore, the 

engineered dDNA must avoid including sequence containing the user-defined RGN target 

site (defined by the gRNA’s spacer region and adjacent PAM sequence) in order to prevent 

repeated cutting of the repaired target locus [8], which would otherwise result in 

uncontrolled mutations via non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) (Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4, Figure 

2.28) rather than the intended precision editing via HDR (Figure 2.31) [9]. In practicality, 

successful RGN-mediated genome editing requires the Feature being modified to contain, 

or overlap, the user-defined RGN target site; and the intended genome edit(s) must ablate, 

or substantially change, the sequence region of the genome that defines the RGN target 

(Figure 2.2) [9-11]. While these constraints are generally not significant in the context of 

deleting or inserting large genetic elements, such as entire protein-coding genes, they 

substantially limit the number of loci that can be modified with small-scale edits, like cis-

acting regulatory elements [12]. 

Common Figure Description 1 

Thick horizontal lines represent DNA, with genomic DNA (gDNA) terminating in helices, and 

donor DNA (dDNA) terminating in blunt ends. The sequence intervening between the genomic 

region selected for editing (Feature) and the RNA-guided nuclease (RGN) restriction site 

(Target) is colored gray. The superscript X (X) indicates there are unintended genomic 

changes in the terminal gDNA. The stopwatch (⏱) indicates a transient sequence that is not 

heritably maintained. 
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Stretched rectangles labeled with upstream (US) or downstream (DS) indicate regions of 

homology between different DNA molecules and represent the intended recombination 

events during HDR. 

Rectangles with internal labels represent annotated regions. Rectangles with staggered 

edges represent DNA breaks at the edge of the annotated region. Rectangles with 

uncolored, dashed lines indicate the bounds of an expanded Feature. Annotations with 

striped shading and labels preceded by an asterisk (✲) represent modified sequences. 

Annotations with effectively identical sequences are shaded the same color. Spacer regions 

of the guide RNAs (gRNAs) are color-matched with the genomic regions the RNA-guided 

nuclease (RGN) is programmed to cleave. In general, the Target site that corresponds to the 

reference (+) genome, and hence the wild-type Feature, is colored red. The insert encoding 

for either an addtag or mintag is colored cyan, with the Target denoted by a colored 

rectangle with dashed lines. Allelic variants on DNA are colored orange, and fixed variants 

are colored dark grey. 

Black arrows represent specific biological processes with substrates at the tail and products 

at the head. Half-arrows pointing right represent annealing positions of “forward” primers, 

and half-arrows pointing left denote annealing positions of “reverse” primers. Genomic sites 

where primers anneal are color-matched to their respective primers. 

 

Figure 2.2 – Direct (1-step) typical method 

The direct (1-step) “typical” method turns the reference (+) genome into the modified (✲) 

genome by incorporating a single dDNA. Direct editing requires the RGN restriction site 

(Target) to be disrupted. The modified target site (✲Target) must be sufficiently different 

from the target sequence to prevent RGN restriction with the same gRNA. Therefore, unless 

the Feature and Target are largely overlapping, the final modified genomic sequence 
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(✲gDNA) must contain modifications outside of the modified feature (✲Feature). Any 

intervening sequence between the feature and target must also be short to ensure that the 

feature is replaced with the intended ✲Feature. If the ✲Target and ✲Feature sites are not 

overlapping or closely adjacent, then HDR at the cut target site can result in ✲Target 

incorporation without ✲Feature incorporation (Figure 4.2). 

The grey arrows connecting “Adjacent” to the Feature and Target are for clarity only, and 

do not represent a biological process. Vertical black arrows represent RGN-mediated 

cutting of the target locus, followed by dDNA incorporation via HDR. More detail can be 

found in Common Figure Description 1. 

 

Figure 2.3 – When single-stranded dDNA contains an identical Target, edits are possible, 
but the Target is disrupted 

Genomic DSB must be repaired to maintain cell viability. If the input is single-stranded DNA 

(ssDNA), and the RNA-guided nuclease (RGN) is double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)-specific, 

then the modified Feature (✲Feature) can be integrated, but the Target is still disrupted 

through uncontrolled mutation. Otherwise, the Target is disrupted, and the Feature is not 

modified as intended. 

Black arrows represent gRNA and RGN complex association and restriction of gDNA, 

followed by either homology-directed repair (HDR) as the process by which dDNA is 

incorporated into the gDNA, or double-stranded break repair through non-HDR methods 

(NHEJ) (Figure 2.28) representing uncontrolled mutations to maintain cell viability. More 

detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1. 
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Figure 2.4 – When double-stranded dDNA contains an identical Target, edits are not 
possible, and the Target is disrupted 

If the Target sequence is on the donor DNA (dDNA) (left), then it will be cleaved by the 

gRNA:RGN complex, thereby preventing dDNA incorporation into the genomic DNA 

(gDNA). Additionally, the Target on the gDNA (right) is disrupted, then repaired 

erroneously. 

Black arrows represent gRNA and RGN complex association and restriction of gDNA, 

followed by double-stranded break repair through non-homology-directed repair methods 

(NHEJ) (Figure 2.28) representing uncontrolled mutations to maintain cell viability. More 

detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1. 

2.3.2 Description of the AddTag (2-step) genome editing method 

We present AddTag (Figure 2.5), a powerful 2-step genome editing method that 

bypasses the targeting constraints that limit typical (1-step) RGN-mediated genome editing 

approaches and thus enables precision editing of practically any genetic locus, independent 

of its size (Figure 2.6). In 2-step editing, the genomic region to be edited (Feature) does not 

need to overlap a unique RGN restriction site (Target); instead, a user can utilize any 

potential RGN target site that is within the vicinity of the feature to be edited. In Step 1, an 

RGN is directed to cut at a user-defined target sequence that is near the genomic feature 

to be edited, and both the Target and the Feature, along with any intervening sequence, 

are replaced by a unique addtag sequence that contains a new Target. In Step 2, RGN-

mediated cutting of the addtag sequence enables the introduction of almost any DNA 

sequence of choice in place of the genomic region that was originally deleted in the first 

step. By decoupling the Feature to be edited from the Step 2 Target, and thus removing the 

need to disrupt the original Step 1 Target, this 2-step methodology virtually eliminates 

typical RGN targeting constraints and enables genome edits that would otherwise not be 

possible. This 2-step methodology is uniquely effective at introducing small scale edits into 

genomic features that cannot be directly targeted by RGNs. In addition, this general 

strategy also enables a wide range of reverse genetic approaches including the introduction 

of targeted deletion or substitution mutations, as well as the reintroduction of the gene of 

interest (i.e., complementation). 
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Figure 2.5 – Indirect (2-step) AddTag method 

The indirect (2-step) AddTag method first changes the reference (+) genome into an 

intermediate (∆) genome, and then turns the ∆ genome into the add-back (AB) genome. 

AddTag enables precision feature editing without the need for a proximal target or any 

modifications outside of the intended ✲feature. Step 1 removes the Feature and Target, 

along with any intervening sequence, and replaces them with a unique engineered RNA-

guided nuclease (RGN) Step 2 Target site. Step 2 uses RGN cutting of the Step 2 Target to 

enable re-introduction of the previously removed intervening sequence (grey) and target, 

along with a modified ✲feature (or even the unmodified feature). Since the target sequence 

is not cut during Step 2, modifications to the target, or any other portion of the previously 

deleted locus, are not required. Vertical black arrows represent RGN-mediated cutting of 

the target locus, followed by donor DNA (dDNA) incorporation via HDR. See Common 

Figure Description 1 for more details. 
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Figure 2.6 – AddTag method outperforms Typical method in C. albicans 

The 2-step AddTag methodology enables precision genome editing of genetic loci that 

would not be possible using traditional (1-step) methods. Each curve shows the proportion 

of genomic loci (vertical axis) that are potentially editable with either the Direct (1-step) 

typical method (tan line) or Indirect (2-step) AddTag method (violet-green line), as a of size. 

10,000 C. albicans genomic loci were uniformly, randomly selected, and the Feature at each 

locus was varied across 11 sizes, ranging from 1 to 1024 bp (horizontal axis). For Direct 

editing, sites were considered potentially editable if there was at least 1 bp of overlap 

between the Feature and a Cas9 target motif ('N{17}|N{3}>NGG'). For Indirect editing, 

sites were considered potentially editable if a Cas9 target motif was found within a 

maximum expanded feature size of 4096 bp (3.4.1). For both Direct and Indirect editing, 

targets were required to pass the default AddTag quality controls (3.3.2): polyT ≤ 4.5, 25 

≤ GC ≤ 75, post-alignment Errors ≤ 5, AZIMUTH on-target ≥ 45, and HSU-ZHANG off-target 

≥ 90. 

To demonstrate the utility of the AddTag approach, we performed a series of genome 

edits in the diploid human fungal pathogen Candida albicans. First, we show that it is possible 

to edit small genomic features, such as transcription factor binding sites (bs), that could not 

be edited using the typical (1-step) approach due to RGN targeting constraints (Figure 

2.19, Figure 2.20, Figure 2.21). Second, we demonstrate that the AddTag approach can 

be used to generate a matrix of isogenic strains to investigate the effects of combinatorial 

mutations in neighboring genomic features (Figure 2.23). We also highlight the advantage 

of using the AddTag approach for gene complementation analyses by completely restoring 

the wild-type phenotype of gene deletion strains where previous approaches had failed to 

achieve full phenotypic restoration (Figure 2.24). 

We also provide a custom software package that automates the extensive manual 

design work that would otherwise be necessary to implement the AddTag approach to 

genome editing (Figure 2.7, Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9, Figure 2.10, Figure 2.11). This ADDTAG 
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software introduces new functionality unavailable in competing gRNA design utilities (Table 

3.2). ADDTAG not only automates RGN target selection and dDNA design for both steps of 

the AddTag approach (Chapter 3), it also designs an integrated set of PCR primers for 

validation of the intended genome edits after each step (Figure 2.11, Figure 2.26, Chapter 

4). These integrated experimental and computational tools greatly expand the range and 

feasibility of precision genome editing applications in any organism that supports in vivo 

genome editing via RGN-mediated HDR. ADDTAG requires the following inputs: a reference 

genome sequence (+) with the annotated Feature to be edited, a ✲Feature sequence with 

which to replace the wild-type feature, and one or more RGN Target motifs, representing 

the specific RGN(s) being used for HDR-mediated genome editing. The following figures 

illustrate the internal process that the ADDTAG software uses to produce its output. 

Features that are difficult to modify with 1-step genome editing either lack a Target or 

have excess heterozygosity. ADDTAG solves these issues by facilitating removal of more DNA 

than what is defined by the bounds of the Feature (Figure 2.7). If necessary, ADDTAG will 

expand the bounds of a user-defined feature to include an RGN target that meets or 

exceeds gRNA quality control filters. The Feature expansion process also ensures that 

flanking homology arms manifest an acceptable level of polymorphism (Figure 3.5). The 

software also automatically generates the dDNA sequences used in Steps 1 and 2, based 

on specific user inputs and the outcome of the Feature expansion process. 
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Figure 2.7 – AddTag (2-step) genome editing with Feature expansion 

ADDTAG automatically identifies the Step 1 Target sequence (red) and designs the Step 2 

Target sequence (cyan) used for RGN-mediated cutting of genomic DNA in Steps 1 and 2, 

respectively. In this example, the Feature is expanded in both directions (violet arrows) such 

that the Target and variant are enclosed within the bounds of the expanded Feature. 

The Step 1 donor DNA (dDNA) consists of upstream and downstream homology sequences 

(violet US and DS regions) derived from the reference gDNA (+gDNA) sequences that flank 

the expanded feature, combined with the addtag insert to create a new RGN target (box 

with dark blue, dashed lines). Step 2 dDNA consists of expanded upstream and downstream 

homology regions (green US and DS regions) flanking the expanded genomic feature that 

was removed in Step 1 (grey box with dashed line border). A wild-type version of the Step 

2 add-back dDNA (not shown) can be amplified from +gDNA using the output AmpF/AmpR 

primer pair (green), while Step 2 dDNAs with modified sequences (✲Feature) can be 

generated by stitching PCR or DNA synthesis (not shown). 

Violet arrows are for clarity and do not represent biological processes. Vertical black 

arrows represent gRNA and RGN complex association and restriction of gDNA, followed 

by homology-directed repair (HDR) as the process by which dDNA is incorporated into the 

gDNA. See Common Figure Description 1 for more details. 
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Next, ADDTAG systematically searches for candidate primer sequences to populate a 

standardized set of verification PCR (vPCR) primers that can be used for dDNA amplification 

and genotype confirmation for each genome editing step (Figure 2.8). Some regions, such 

as the far upstream and far downstream (blue), are shared among all gDNAs (+, ∆, and 

AB genotypes). Other regions are genome-specific, like the Step 2 Target (cyan) and 

expanded feature (grey) regions. The software uses a sliding window approach to identify 

all potential primers within each region, but for simplicity only a few are depicted for each 

region. 

 

Figure 2.8 – Identify potential primers within diagnostic regions 

Alignment of the experimental locus from the reference (+), intermediary (∆), and add-back 

(AB) genomes. ADDTAG searches for forward primers in the “Far upstream” and 

“Insert/Feature” regions and for reverse primers in the “Insert/Feature” and “Far 

downstream” regions. When the Insert is small, such as the 23 bp addtags used in this 

study, primer tails are allowed to overlap with adjacent homology arms. More detail can 

be found in Common Figure Description 1. 

ADDTAG then identifies candidate primers that would be suitable for the generation of 

PCR amplicons (Figure 2.9), indicated by dark grey bars. These include: the sF/sR primer 

pair, which spans all genomes (+, ∆, and AB gDNAs), and 3 primer pairs which are specific 

to each genome, labeled sF/oR, oF/sR, and iF/iR. The software assigns a weight to each 

primer (4.4.4), then it evaluates the compatibility of every pairwise combination of forward 

and reverse primers for each amplicon and assigns a weight to that primer pair (4.4.5). If 

the (possibly expanded) Feature or addtag are small, then usable iF/iR primer pairs might 

not be found within those regions. 
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Figure 2.9 – Evaluate amplicons from different combinations of vPCR primers 

The vPCR primer pairs, and amplicons they form, are shown below the aligned genome from 

each editing step. In this example, the +oF, +oR, +iF, and +iR primers anneal to identical 

locations as the AoF, AoR, AiF, and AiR primers, respectively. More detail can be found in 

Common Figure Description 1. 

ADDTAG selects an optimal integrated set of PCR primers from the pool of potential 

primer pairs (Figure 2.10). Each color-coded stack of primers represents an arbitrarily large 

set of primers identified through the sliding window approach for that like-colored region 

in Figure 2.8. Simulated annealing identifies the set of primer pairs with highest compatibility 

(black outline) (4.4.3). 
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Figure 2.10 – Pick set of primers with highest compatibility across all amplicons in all 
genomes 

Primers identified from each stranded region (stacks of half-arrows with identical 

orientation) at the experimental locus in each genome (Figure 2.8) are subjected to a process 

of optimization (4.4.3). ADDTAG predicts the set of primers that are most compatible with 

each other for use with verification PCR (vPCR). One primer is selected (black outline) from 

each stranded region (Figure 2.8) for inclusion in the vPCR design. 

ADDTAG calculates expected vPCR amplification for each gDNA using in silico PCR 

(Figure 2.11). Given restrictive vPCR conditions (pictured), the sF/sR pair is expected to 

amplify only the intermediary, genomic DNA (∆gDNA), and fail to amplify the reference, 

genomic DNA (+gDNA) and add-back, genomic DNA (ABgDNA). Alternatively (unpictured), 

if the feature size is small, amplification should occur at all gDNAs and band migration on 

a gel should indicate the successful Step 1 dDNA integration. Amplification of the sF/oR and 

oF/sR pairs across the gDNAs indicates the Feature or insert is present at the expected locus 

(it is possible dDNA may incorporate at an unintended locus). In this example where none 

of the optimal primers overlap with the feature or ✲feature, several primers are identical: 

+/AoF (+oF and AoF), +/AoR (+oR and AoR), +/AiF(+iF and AiF), and +/AiR (+iR and 

AiR). The iF/iR pairs amplify if the feature or insert exists anywhere in the gDNA, regardless 

of its locus. 

 

Figure 2.11 – Calculate expected verification PCR amplification across all genomes 

Each column displays the expected amplification of the indicated verification PCR primer 

pair (two stacked half-arrows pointing in opposite directions). Each row represents a 

different PCR template DNA—the reference (+), the intermediate (∆), and the add-back 

(AB) genomes. A check (✓) symbol indicates that amplification is expected when using that 

column’s primer pair with that column’s genome. Empty boxes mean no amplification is 

expected with the primer pair for that genome. 

To circumvent the above limitations of 1-step CRISPR/Cas-induced HDR, several 2-step 
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interest [14], a random transient Target in the intermediary genome [11], the use of 

transposons [15], single-stranded dDNA [16], and a defined Target in the intermediary 

genome [17]. AddTag is a generalized approach for developing 2-step CRISPR/Cas 

genome engineering experiments that expands on these previous approaches. After each 

step, the genomes are assayed for CRISPR/Cas-induced recombination events with a PCR-

based assay [18]. Most software packages that choose gRNA Targets and design 

verification primers are confined to a single engineering step and genome [19], but ADDTAG 

primer design can span any number of serial genome editing steps and can apply to any 

sequenced genome. 

2.3.3 The AddTag method simplifies and improves gene complementation 

analyses 

Reverse genetics is the process by which known genotypes are assayed for unknown 

phenotypic differences (Figure 2.12) [20]. Genetic deletion and complementation are 

fundamental tools for evaluating the relationship between a locus and a phenotype [21]. 

These methods can be used to determine if alleles are dominant or recessive and ascertain 

where a gene product lies within a biological pathway. An elemental step in 

complementation is either adding a Feature into a genome lacking any similar ones, or 

removing a Feature from a genome, then identifying any differences in phenotype between 

the genotypes. If a Feature is removed from a genome, thereby breaking a certain 

biological function, then that Feature is considered necessary for that function. Conversely, 

if a Feature is added to an organism lacking similar ones, and a new biological function is 

observed, then that Feature is considered sufficient for that function in that genetic 

background. 

 

Figure 2.12 – Reverse genetics approach using AddTag genome editing 

A general workflow of a reverse genetics experiment, moving from the annotated genome 

through to the function assignment. Rectangles with dashed borders are processes that are 

not addressed in this study. Below some processes, an example segment of a genome is 

given. Arrows bent at right angles indicate transcription at the locus. More detail on the 

genome fragments below the processes can be found in Common Figure Description 1. 

A common reverse genetics paradigm is to remove a Feature from a parent strain 

(+/+), thereby creating a deletion strain (∆/∆), then re-introduce the removed Feature back 

into the deletion strain (AB/AB). Often, this re-introduction happens at a different locus than 

where the Feature originated—an Auxiliary, non-native locus (Figure 2.15, Figure 2.17). 
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Because the Native and Auxiliary loci have different genomic contexts, they can be subject 

to different regulatory processes and result in different measurable phenotypes. For 

instance, the chromosomal position of URA3 in the C. albicans genome can have dramatic 

effects on virulence (filamentation phenotype), mRNA expression, and cellular traits (growth, 

reproduction, survival, and morphology) [22-27]. One of the advantages of the AddTag 

(2-step) approach is that it facilitates returning wild-type alleles to the Native locus (Figure 

2.14, Figure 2.16), thereby avoiding the partial phenotypic restoration of Auxiliary loci. 

We select well-characterized genes in C. albicans that show a pattern of insufficient 

complementation at Auxiliary loci; and we use the AddTag method to (1) demonstrate the 

necessity of each gene to confer a phenotype by removing its coding sequence (CDS), and 

to (2) demonstrate the sufficiency of each gene to confer the phenotype by returning it to 

its Native locus. 

It is possible that any observed phenotype changes could be either due to the intended 

modification or due to some different, unintended genomic alteration, denoted by an 

asterisk (*). If a deleted Feature is re-introduced into the genome at the Native locus and 

the wild-type phenotype is recovered, then this outcome provides evidence that the intended 

deletion is responsible for the change in phenotype. If the deleted Feature is re-introduced 

into the genome at an Auxiliary locus and the wild-type phenotype is recovered, then this 

result offers additional information about cis-regulatory elements and epistasis. However, 

if the Feature incorporated at the Auxiliary locus fails or only partially-recovers the wild-

type phenotype, then it is unclear if the Native locus, the Auxiliary locus, or unobserved 

genomic changes cause the phenotype.  

Gene deletion and complementation are two fundamental techniques in the reverse 

genetics approach to understanding gene function [20, 21]. However, typical 

complementation (add-back) approaches rely on gene expression from a non-native locus, 

often in single copy, and thus are prone to issues with partial complementation or inconclusive 

results (Figure 2.15, Figure 2.17) [22-27]. 

To conceptually demonstrate the utility of an add-back at the Native locus compared 

to an Auxiliary locus, consider a loss of function gene. Each additional locus involved in 

phenotyping confers a combinatorial expansion for the number of interactions. Therefore, 

using the Native locus eliminates the potential for interference by cis-acting regulatory 

elements (CREs), and reduces the potential for interference by unintended mutations. Figure 

2.14 and Figure 2.15 depict examples where the phenotype is determined wholly by 

expression of the gene, denoted as the CDS. Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17 depict examples 

where the phenotype is determined by expression of some unknown gene at the other locus. 

Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.16 show likely results from add-back at the Native locus, while 

Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.17 show likely results from add-back at an Auxiliary locus. While 

the AddTag (2-step) approach removes possible interference by CREs, it does not guarantee 

unintended mutations will not occur. Therefore, experimental design utilizing blocking, 

repetition, and randomization should be used where possible, and orthogonal experiments 

that test the link between the gene and phenotype should be performed. 

 

Figure 2.13 – Legend for gene complementation at Native and Auxiliary loci 

+ Gene naturally present

- Gene naturally absent

A Gene artificially present

∆ Gene artificially absent

* Uncharacterized mutation

Wild type or rescued phenotype

Regulated, abnormal phenotype

Unregulated phenotype

Locus conferring wild type or rescued phenotype

Locus conferring unregulated phenotype

Symbol Description Symbol Description Symbol Description Symbol Description

Full, positive regulation

Partital, negative regulation

Full, negative regulation

Partial, positive regulation
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Row labels (+, ∆, A) represent different genotypes, with numeric subscripts denoting 

alternative genotypes. Grey arrows show the progression from removing a gene from its 

native locus, then re-introducing that gene to either its Native locus, or an Auxiliary locus. 

Rows with repeated labels show alternative genic regulations that could be possible given 

the genotype and phenotype. The genotypes are provided using C. albicans notation (Table 

0.1). Each genotype is composed of three loci (Native, Auxiliary, Other). If an unintended 

mutation occurs during a genome editing event, then an asterisk (*) is added to the Other 

locus. Genes conferring a dominant phenotype are written in upper-case letters, and genes 

conferring recessive phenotypes are written in lower-case letters. 

 

Figure 2.14 – AddTag method (add-back at Native locus); phenotype caused by Gene 

When using the AddTag method to return GENE to its native locus, unintended mutations 

have only limited possibilities for affecting the phenotype. Either the phenotype is restored, 

it remains abolished, or it becomes dysregulated. For more details, please refer to Figure 

2.13. 

 

Figure 2.15 – Traditional method (add-back at Auxiliary locus); phenotype caused by 
Gene 

The Traditional add-back method returns the deleted gene to the Auxiliary locus. When the 

genomic context differs between the Native and Auxiliary loci, there are more regulatory 

possibilities, and thus more uncertainty in the phenotype. Whenever there are multiple 

potential explanations for a phenotype, additional experiments are needed to determine 

the true explanation. CREs are depicted as squares adjacent to the loci they regulate. White 
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squares indicate effectively identical CREs between loci which drive equivalent regulation 

patterns. Grey squares indicate CREs that affect GENE differently. For brevity, only a 

limited number of interactions are depicted for the CREs and the unintended mutation (*) at 

the Other locus. For more details, please refer to Figure 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.16 – AddTag method (add-back at Native locus); phenotype caused by Other 
locus 

If the locus that is intentionally modified (Native) does not directly control the phenotype, 

then the deletion and complementation will not affect the phenotype (+, ∆1, A1). If an 

unintended mutation affects the causative locus, then there is a chance that the experimental 

results will resemble Figure 2.14 (+, ∆2, A2), where the GENE at the Native locus confers the 

phenotype. For more details, please refer to Figure 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.17 – Traditional method (add-back at Auxiliary locus); phenotype caused by 
Other locus 

If the two intentionally-manipulated loci (Native, Auxiliary) do not directly control the 

phenotype, then deletion and complementation will not affect the phenotype (+, ∆1, A1). If 

an unintended mutation affects the causative locus, then there is a chance the experimental 

results will resemble Figure 2.15 (+1, ∆1, A1), where GENE at the Auxiliary locus confers the 

phenotype. For more details, please refer to Figure 2.13. 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 The AddTag method enables precision genome editing of small features 

that do not overlap RGN target sites 

To demonstrate how the 2-step AddTag approach enables precision editing of small 

genomic features that cannot be targeted directly by typical (1-step) methods, we modified 

three independent DNA binding sites for the Wor1 transcriptional regulator in C. albicans: 

WOR2DS (Figure 2.19), WOR1USd (Figure 2.20), and WOR1USp (Figure 2.21). C. albicans 

can exhibit multiple morphologies, depending on environmental, genetic, and epigenetic 
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factors [28, 29]. Each morphology is characterized by a different transcriptional regulatory 

network that defines the profile of gene expression. Two of the morphologies, “white” and 

“opaque,” possess distinct regulatory networks from each other [30]. The WOR1 and WOR2 

genes are involved in the white/opaque morphological switch. 

 

Figure 2.18 – Common legend for AddTag (2-step) sequencing results 

The AddTag method was used to edit short genomic features, including those that lacked 

overlapping RGN targets. For Step 1 (violet), the wild-type (+/+) genome was turned into 

the intermediary (∆/∆) genome. For Step 2 (green), the intermediary genome is turned into 

one or more an add-back (AB/AB) genomes. 

Segments of Sanger sequencing chromatogram traces are depicted for the experimental 

Target and Feature at the edited locus. Grey bars in the traces represent the Phred [31, 

32] quality score from 0 (low) to 62 (high). 

 

Figure 2.19 – Sequencing confirms intended, precise editing of WOR2DS using AddTag 
(2-step) method 

A 9 bp Wor1 binding site (Wor1 bs) that is located downstream of the WOR2 coding 

sequence (WOR2CDS) and lacks an overlapping RGN target site was edited via the AddTag 

method. In Step 1, both the Wor1 bs and an RGN target 172 bp upstream, along with 

intervening and flanking sequences included in the expanded feature, were replaced with 

a Step 2 Target to create the intermediate wor2DS ∆/∆ genotype. Two parallel Step 2 

transformations converted the intermediary genome into either an add-back genome 

containing the wild-type Wor1 bs (AB0/AB0) or an add-back genome containing an edited 

Wor1 bs (AB1/AB1). All sequences outside of the Wor1 bs that were deleted in Step 1 were 

subsequently restored to their wild-type state in Step 2. 

More details can be found in Common Figure Description 1 and Figure 2.18. 
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Figure 2.20 – Sequencing confirms intended, precise editing of WOR1USd using AddTag 
(2-step) method 

A 9 bp Wor1 binding site (Wor1 bs) that is located upstream of the WOR1 coding sequence 

(WOR1CDS) and lacks an overlapping RGN target site was edited via the AddTag method. 

In Step 1, both the Wor1 bs and an RGN target 81 bp upstream, along with intervening 

and flanking sequences included in the expanded feature, were replaced with a Step 2 

Target to create the intermediate wor1USd ∆/∆ genotype. Two parallel Step 2 

transformations converted the intermediary genome into either an add-back genome 

containing the wild-type Wor1 bs (AB0/AB0) or an add-back genome containing an edited 

Wor1 bs (AB1/AB1). All sequences outside of the Wor1 bs that were deleted in Step 1 were 

subsequently restored to their wild-type state in Step 2. 

More details can be found in Common Figure Description 1 and Figure 2.18. 

 

Figure 2.21 – Sequencing confirms intended, precise editing of WOR1USp using AddTag 
(2-step) method 

A 14 bp Wor1 binding site (Wor1 bs) that is located upstream of the WOR1 coding 

sequence (WOR1CDS) and lacks an overlapping RGN target site was edited via the AddTag 

method. In Step 1, both the Wor1 bs and an RGN target 33 bp downstream, along with 

intervening and flanking sequences included in the expanded feature, were replaced with 

a Step 2 Target to create the intermediate wor1USp ∆/∆ genotype. Two parallel Step 2 

transformations converted the intermediary genome into either an add-back genome 

containing the wild-type Wor1 bs (AB0/AB0) or an add-back genome containing an edited 

Wor1 bs (AB1/AB1). All sequences outside of the Wor1 bs that were deleted in Step 1 were 

subsequently restored to their wild-type state in Step 2. 

More details can be found in Common Figure Description 1 and Figure 2.18. 
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Wor1 regulates transcription of the WOR1 and WOR2 genes. Wor1 has a 6 bp core 

TAAACT/AGTTTA consensus binding motif, and is known to bind DNA up to 14 bp in length 

[33-35]. Since this consensus sequence lacks an NGG PAM sequence, and the binding targets 

for Wor1 fall within A/T-rich intergenic regions, genomic Wor1-bound sites are either 

challenging or impossible to edit using typical (1-step) genome editing methods. We 

selected 3 Wor1 binding sites that lack any significant overlap with potential Cas9 target 

sites. Only one of these three Wor1 binding sites (WOR1USd) has any overlap with a 

potential Cas9 target site. However, the overlap lies 16 base pairs (bp) away from the 

PAM, and thus would likely require additional genome edits beyond the boundaries of the 

Wor1 binding site to enable direct (1-step) editing [36, 37]. The targeting constraints we 

observe with the three selected Wor1 binding sites are representative of all predicted 

Wor1-bound sites genome wide. Of the 352 predicted Wor1-bound sites, 217 (61.6%) 

have at least a single base pair of overlap with a potential Cas9 target site (20 bp gRNA 

target plus the NGG PAM). However, most of these binding sites lack sufficient overlap with 

the potential Cas9 targets to enable precision editing that bypasses unwanted substitutions 

outside of the Wor1 binding sites. Upon filtering for sufficient overlap between the Cas9 

target site and the Wor1-bound sites, as well as applying gRNA quality control thresholds 

to maximize on-target cutting and reduce off-target cutting, the number of Wor1-bound 

sites that could practically be edited by the direct (1-step) method is reduced to 0/352 

(0%). This observation highlights the difficulty of performing targeted precision genome 

editing of this type of small A/T-rich genomic feature using typical (1-step) methods. 

We performed AddTag (2-step) genome editing on the three selected loci containing a 

Wor1 binding site. In each, we first deleted the genomic region including the binding site 

using a nearby, high-quality, Step 1 Target, and replaced it with an addtag that encodes 

a unique Step 2 Target (CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG) (Table 0.1, Table 0.4). In a 

subsequent round of transformations, the Step 2 Target sites were cut with Cas9 and the 

previously deleted regions were restored with either the wild-type genomic sequence 

(complementation) or a modified version in which the Wor1 consensus binding motif was 

replaced with a scrambled sequence (ACCCTTGCG/CGCAAGGGT). In all three cases, 

Sanger sequencing of PCR products spanning the edited loci revealed complete restoration 

of the wild-type sequence (complementation) or precise editing of the Wor1 binding motif 

(modification) without any unintended changes to the surrounding genomic DNA that was 

deleted and subsequently restored. Thus, we successfully demonstrated the ability of the 

AddTag methodology to precisely edit genomic loci that could not be edited via typical (1-

step) methods.  

2.4.2 The AddTag method can be used to streamline combinatorial editing of 

neighboring sites  

To further exhibit the utility of the AddTag strategy, we performed combinatorial 

editing of a pair of Zap1 transcription factor binding sites that are separated from each 

other by 645 bp within the upstream intergenic region of ZRT2 in C. albicans (Figure 2.23). 

Since these two binding sites are not immediately adjacent to each other, it would be 

extremely difficult to simultaneously edit both sites using typical (1-step) genome editing 

methods without also altering the RGN Targets (Figure 2.22). 
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Figure 2.22 – Excessive homology in long dDNA reduces efficiency of combinatorial, 
direct (1-step) typical editing 

An example of combinatoric editing under the 1-step method. Here, two Features (Feature 

1 and Feature 2) should both be edited. Because they are separated by an intervening 

sequence (grey) with significant homology to the interior of the dDNA, HDR might not replace 

Feature 1 with ✲Feature 1 in the modified genome. 

Black arrows represent gRNA and RGN complex association and restriction of gDNA, 

followed by either homology-directed repair (HDR) to incorporate dDNA into the gDNA. 

More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1. 

Zap1 is a well-characterized zinc-finger transcriptional regulator that binds to DNA 

with the 11 bp consensus motif ACCTTNAAGGT/ACCTTNAAGGT [38-40]. Two instances 

of this motif are found upstream of the ZRT2 gene, and those instances have an empirically-

significant amount of Zap1 binding [38]. We defined the input Feature for ADDTAG to 

contain no more than the Zap1 binding site(s) and any intervening sequence. Since the two 

Zap1 binding sites upstream of ZRT2 are separated by 645 bp, we deleted a minimal 668 

bp region that encompassed both Zap1 binding sites and replaced this region with an 

addtag containing a Step 2 Target (CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG). The first step of 

genome editing removed both Zap1 bs and their intervening sequence, creating the deletion 

strain (zrt2US ∆/∆). We next designed synthetic dDNA sequences to edit one, the other, or 

both of the Zap1 binding sites without altering any of the intervening sequence. In separate 

but parallel operations, we transformed these three independent mutant dDNAs, as well as 

a wild-type add-back version, into the zrt2US ∆/∆ base strain. The resulting set of ZRT2US 

add-back strains successfully restored the full wild-type sequence (ZRT2US AB00/AB00), 

mutated both the Zap1 binding sites (ZRT2US AB11/AB11), or individually mutated the CDS-

proximal (ZRT2US AB01/AB01) or CDS-distal (ZRT2US AB10/AB10) Zap1 binding sites. ZRT2 

encodes a major zinc transporter. Phenotypic assessment of these mutant strains revealed 

subtle yet consistent alterations in growth between each genotype that suggests that the 

promoter proximal site is required for Zap1-mediated activation of ZRT2 on both zinc-

sufficient and zinc-deficient media (2.4.4). 
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Figure 2.23 – Sequencing confirms intended, precise editing of ZRT2US using AddTag 
(2-step) method 

AddTag method was used to perform combinatorial editing of two 11 bp Zap1 binding 

sites (Zap1 bs) that are located 645 bp apart upstream of the ZRT2 coding sequence 

(ZRT2CDS). In Step 1, the two Zap1 bs sequences, along with the intervening sequence, were 

replaced with an AddTag. Four parallel Step 2 transformations produced add-back 

genomes with neither (AB00/AB00), either (AB01/AB01 and AB10/AB10), or both (AB11/AB11) 

Zap1 bs sequences edited. Genomic positions within the feature and homology arms 

containing heterozygous allelic variants (orange) in the wild-type genomic DNA (+) became 

fixed in the homozygous state (dark grey) in each add-back genome. 

More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1 and Figure 2.18. 

2.4.3 Genetic complementation of EFG1 and BRG1 with the AddTag method 

enables full biofilm phenotype restoration 

To highlight the utility of our AddTag approach for gene complementation studies, and 

to demonstrate the power of creating homozygous gene add-backs at Native loci, we 

performed gene deletions and add-backs for two key biofilm regulators in C. albicans. 

Biofilm formation is an important virulence trait of C. albicans that allows the fungus to 

successfully colonize host mucosal layers and cause local and disseminated disease in the 

host [41]. We deleted and subsequently restored the EFG1 and BRG1 CDSs that encode 

master biofilm transcriptional regulators [42]. Under standard biofilm inducing conditions, 

strains with homozygous deletions (∆/∆) of either EFG1 or BRG1 have notably impaired 

biofilm growth [42], while strains that are heterozygous (∆/+) for either of these genes form 

biofilms that are intermediary between those produced by +/+ and ∆/∆ strains [43]. 

Previous studies showed that the traditional add-back approach, using a single-copy of 

either EFG1 or BRG1 integrated at a non-native locus, failed to fully restore the wild-type 

biofilm phenotype, thus generating partial gene complementation results [42]. 

Independent EFG1 and BRG1 homozygous gene deletion strains (efg1 ∆/∆ or brg1 

∆/∆) were generated by replacing each CDS with unique minimal Step 2 Target 

sequences—called mintags—which were automatically designed by the ADDTAG 

software (Table 0.1, Table 0.4). Homozygous gene complementation strains were 

subsequently generated using gRNAs that direct Cas9 to cut the Taget encoded by the 
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mintag, along with EFG1 or BRG1 Step 2 dDNA sequences that were derived from PCR 

amplification of wild-type genomic DNA. 

To assess the phenotypes of the EFG1 and BRG1 deletion and add-back strains, relative 

to their wild-type counterparts, we performed a standard 24-hour biofilm growth assay 

[44, 45] that assesses the extent of biofilm formation by optical density readouts (Figure 

2.24). The OD600 growth of BRG1 and EFG1 is a highly reliable phenotyping method [44, 

45]. The wild-type parental strain formed biofilms with the expected average OD600 of 

0.69 ± 0.12 (mean ± standard deviation), while the EFG1 and BRG1 homozygous deletion 

strains yielded biofilms with OD600 values of 0.17 ± 0.02 and 0.29 ± 0.06, respectively, 

revealing severely compromised biofilm growth. Upon homozygous add-back of EFG1 or 

BRG1 into the respective deletion strains, robust biofilm growth that is statistically 

indistinguishable from that of the wild-type parental strain was observed (0.85 ± 0.06 for 

EFG1CDS AB/AB, and 0.83 ± 0.15 for BRG1CDS AB/AB). We note that the wild-type 

phenotype observed with these homozygous gene add-back strains stands in contrast to the 

previously reported add-back strains (single-copy add-back at a non-native locus), which 

failed to fully complement the wild-type phenotype [42]. Together, these results 

demonstrate that the AddTag method can facilitate the generation of a complete set of 

matched isogenic strains to conclusively assess the phenotypic effects of specific gene 

deletions, without the ambiguity of partial complementation. 

 

Figure 2.24 – AddTag-mediated homozygous gene restoration at native loci confers 
full complementation of the wild-type phenotype 

Strains with EFG1 or BRG1 restored at their native loci are indistinguishable from the original 

wildtype strain background in which the efg1 or brg1 deletion strains were engineered. 

Each column represents a different genotype, with a representative image and the OD600 

of its biofilm depicted as a bar above. For each genotype, two independently derived 

strains were cultured in a 24-hour biofilm assay at n = 4 wells. Brackets at the top represent 

Student t-tests with unequal variance (Welch) where “NS” means p-value > 0.05 and “*” 
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indicates p-value < 0.05. For both EFG1 and BRG1 loci, the ∆/∆ genotype shows a biofilm 

growth defect, and the AB/AB genotype shows full phenotypic restoration. Bars are colored 

according to the experimental loci, with EFG1 in blue, BRG1 in grey, and both indicated by 

a bar striped with both blue and grey. 

C. albicans biofilms develop through a process that goes through four distinct phases 

[46]. The population of cells in the biofilm is composed of several specific morphologies. 

Hyphal cells are one of the essential morphologies for complex biofilms. Hyphal formation 

is an intricate cellular process, involving endocytic and vesicle transport [47]. Hyphal 

formation is regulated differently at the early and late stages of biofilm development, and 

it incorporates genes responsible for polarized growth and cell-separation suppression [48]. 

Hyphal growth in C. albicans results from the competitive balance between positive and 

negative filamentous growth regulator genes [49]. EFG1 is a key initiator of the hyphal 

biogenesis pathway. Mechanisms that these growth regulators target include mRNA 

translational regulation [50], mRNA stability and transport [51], and differential chromatin 

accessibility [52-54]. Under normoxia, EFG1 promotes hyphal growth, and under certain 

conditions such as low-temperature [55] or hypoxia, EFG1 represses hyphal growth [56-

59]. Therefore, EFG1 behavior differs depending on the growth conditions. On the other 

hand, BRG1 expression levels have a dominant influence on whether a cell will filament or 

not, regardless of the cell’s environment [60]. BRG1 is also important for maintaining hyphal 

growth after initiation [42]. 

Expression at the EFG1 locus depends on CREs—for instance, the LEU2 locus confers a 

different expression level than the EFG1 locus [61]. Therefore, EFG1 is an appropriate 

candidate for genetic complementation at the native locus. EFG1 is a transcription factor 

that binds to DNA upstream of genes, thereby acting as an activator or a repressor that 

modulates filamentous growth and biofilm development [42, 62]. EFG1 influences the 

expression of hundreds of genes, from cell wall organization [63] and adhesion proteins 

[64] to other DNA-binding transcription factors known to induce hyphal growth [65]. 

Like EFG1, the BRG1 gene encodes for a transcription factor protein that helps induce 

and sustain filamentous growth. BRG1 is essential for hyphal development in log phase cells 

(in N-Acetylglucosamine) because deletion of BRG1 abolishes hyphal growth under these 

conditions [66, 67]. Strains without a functional BRG1CDS have previously been shown to form 

biofilms, but they have significant reduction in hyphae [42]. Constitutively expressed BRG1 

induces NRG1 down-regulation and increases hyphal growth. BRG1 does this by reducing 

NRG1 mRNA stability [60]. HDA1 restricts NRG1’s ability to repress downstream hyphae 

inducing genes [68]. Ectopic BRG1 expression (under the promotor found at the MAL2 locus, 

and not the native promoter) cannot induce hyphal growth, but it can maintain it [68], thus 

providing only partial phenotypic restoration. 

Environmental signals such as temperature, pH, and carbon source all influence C. 

albicans growth morphology. Hyphal growth, a key factor in biofilm formation, can be 

induced through high temperature, hypoxia, high CO2, starvation, N-acetylglucosamine, 

serum, and attachment to solid surfaces [69]. Under the growth conditions we used (Chapter 

1B.7), both EFG1CDS and BRG1CDS enhance C. albicans biofilm growth. 

2.4.4 Phenotypic characterization of engineered ZAP1US and ZRT2US strains 

To demonstrate the power of 2-step editing for the introduction of small-scale genome 

edits, including at sites that do not overlap a PAM sequence, we modified the DNA binding 
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sites for the zinc responsive transcriptional regulator Zap1 upstream of the ZAP1 and ZRT2 

genes in C. albicans. A single Zap1 binding site (bs) exists upstream of the ZAP1 gene, and 

two Zap 1 bs exist upstream of ZRT2 [38]. For both loci (ZAP1US and ZRT2US, respectively), 

we directed ADDTAG to use a predefined addtag insert containing a known Step 2 Target 

within the Step 1 dDNA, and ADDTAG identified a suitable Step 1 Target and vPCR primers 

(For ZRT2US, see 2.4.2). For ZAP1US, ADDTAG identified the optimal Step 1 Target as one 

that directly overlapped the wild-type Zap1 bs ACCTTGGTGGT/ACCACCAAGGT. 

ADDTAG used Feature expansion to identify an expanded Feature containing both the Zap1 

bs and the Step 1 Target. To ensure vPCR success, the expanded Feature extended about 

200 bp on either side of the Feature. ADDTAG then safeguarded dDNA integration by 

ensuring dDNA homology arms contained no allelic variation (Table 0.4). The 

straightforward genome editing and subsequent output of expected phenotypes is a proof 

of principle that demonstrates AddTag (2-step) genome editing can enable the introduction 

of targeted genome edits at sites that do not overlap an RGN Target sequence. While we 

opted to edit 11 bp cis-acting regulatory elements, one should be able to use this same 

approach to change as little as a single base pair at nearly all site within the genome. 

We modified the DNA upstream of the ZAP1 CDS using the AddTag 2-step method, 

then we investigated the phenotypic effects of the Zap1 binding site mutants by assessing 

colony growth on zinc-sufficient and zinc-deficient media (Figure 2.25). Under zinc-deficient 

conditions, the ZAP1 upstream deletion strain (zap1US ∆/∆) showed reduced growth 

compared to the wild-type reference (ZAP1US +/+), while there was no difference between 

these strains under zinc-sufficient conditions, indicating that the upstream region is required 

for robust growth on zinc-deficient media. Reintegrating the wild-type ZAP1 upstream 

region (ZAP1US AB0/AB0) restored wild-type levels of growth, while introduction of the ZAP1 

upstream region containing a mutated Zap1 binding site (ZAP1US AB1/AB1) resulted in an 

intermediate growth defect. The zap1US ∆/∆ strain phenocopies a strain that is lacking the 

entire ZAP1 CDS (zap1CDS ∆/∆), indicating that deletion of the upstream regulatory region 

prevents ZAP1 expression. Together, these results indicate that the Zap1 bs upstream of 

ZAP1 does play a role in the autoregulatory induction of ZAP1 under zinc-deficient 

conditions, and other elements within the ZAP1 upstream region support at least a basal 

level of ZAP1 expression under zinc-deficient conditions. 

Like the ZAP1 strains, we assessed growth of the modified ZRT2 strains on zinc-sufficient 

and zinc-deficient media (Figure 2.25). We observed subtle yet consistent differences in 

growth between each genotype that were comparable under both growth conditions, 

implying that changes in environmental zinc levels might not influence Zap1-dependent 

regulation of ZRT2. Under both growth conditions, the ZRT2US AB00/AB00 and ZRT2US 

AB10/AB10 strains exhibited growth that was indistinguishable from the wild-type ZRT2US 

+/+ strain, while the zrt2US ∆/∆, ZRT2US AB01/AB01, and ZRT2US AB11/AB11 strains showed 

slightly reduced growth relative to the wild-type reference strain. This suggests that the 

CDS-proximal Zap1 binding site upstream of ZRT2 is predominantly responsible for Zap1-

mediated induction of ZRT2, and that the CDS-distal Zap1 binding site may not play a 

significant role under the growth conditions tested. Interestingly, disruption of the CDS-

proximal Zap1 binding site upstream of ZRT2 resulted in a similar growth defect as 

complete deletion of the entire region that encompasses both Zap1 binding sites, again 

highlighting the importance of the CDS-proximal Zap1 binding site. We note that although 

the observed growth defects are relatively subtle, this is not entirely unexpected. C. albicans 

has several genes that work in concert to maintain homeostasis of zinc levels. One 
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explanation for why ZRT2US +/+, ZRT2US AB00/AB00, and ZRT2US AB10/AB10 show similar 

growth phenotypes is that other zinc transporter genes, such as ZRT1, are compensating for 

any deficiencies to ZRT2 [70]. 

 

Figure 2.25 – Zap1 binding site add-backs reveal importance of cis-regulatory 
elements for ZAP1 and ZRT2 

Cells from each genotype were cultured under zinc-sufficient and zinc-deficient conditions. 

2 independent biological derivations for each genotype were plated twice, and 

representative plate images at 48 hours were selected for depiction. Each row is a different 

genotype. Each spot originated from 5 μL of culture. Spots on the left-most column of each 

condition came from cultures with OD600 of 0.3, which were serially diluted by a factor of 

10-1 in each successive column to the right. Spots were digitally aligned to a grid undistorted, 

maintaining original sizes and average spacings. 
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2.4.5 ADE2CDS is required for purine biosynthesis 

When performing experiments, it is important to have a positive control that can be 

used to diagnose unexpected results. If the RGN is somehow deficient, it may fail to cut the 

Target. We address this possibility by engineering the ADE2 locus. The ADE2CDS gene has 

been well-studied in several yeast systems [71-73] and is a staple control for yeast genetic 

engineering experiments [74-78]. ADE2 is commonly used as a genetic marker for 

spontaneous and directed recombination. A benefit of using the ADE2 locus as a control is 

that C. albicans colonies have a visually-discernable phenotype, depending on the 

functionality of the locus. 

In C. albicans, ADE2CDS encodes for a 568 amino acid phosphoribosylaminoimidazole 

carboxylase protein that turns aminoimidazole ribotide (AIR) into 1-(5-Phospho-D-ribosyl)-

5-amino-4-imidazolecarboxylate (CAIR). ADE2 genotypes are assayed on adenine-

deficient media. If a yeast has at least one functional copy of ADE2CDS, it will process AIR 

into CAIR, which is required for purine biosynthesis. If the yeast has no functional copies of 

ADE2CDS, then it will fail to convert AIR into the necessary purine precursors. Instead, AIR is 

conjugated with a targeting compound that allows for shuttling into the central vacuole [71]. 

There, the AIR is separated from the targeting compound [79-81], and AIR derivatives 

polymerize into the red pigment [82, 83]. The accumulation of these AIR-derived compounds 

makes the colony appear reddish on adenine-deficient media. Besides color, AIR-derived 

compounds display cytotoxicity [83, 84] and can alter DNA cleavage [85]. 

The ADDTAG software predicts the expected amplicon size for each vPCR primer pair. 

As an example of how the ADDTAG predictions compare to reality, we executed ADE2CDS 

vPCR in parallel for all primer pairs across the +/+, ∆/∆, and AB/AB genotypes (Figure 

2.26). We used agarose gel electrophoresis to visualize the vPCR products. On the gel, the 

amplicon band migration for each primer pair matched ADDTAG’s determination for 

successful editing. We performed a 2-step genome editing procedure to delete, and 

subsequently restore, the CDS of ADE2. C. albicans strains that lack Ade2 enzyme activity 

accumulate AIR, which is ultimately converted into a red pigment [82, 83]. ADE2 genotypes 

are easily differentiable by assessing colony colors—with mutant and wild-type colonies 

showing red and white colors, respectively. In the first transformation, ADE2CDS was replaced 

by a mintag(CC) sequence, yielding ade2CDS ∆/∆ with the expected pattern of vPCR 

verification bands and a red colony phenotype. Upon reintegration of the ADE2 CDS at the 

native locus, using a gRNA that targets the mintag generated in Step 1, the expected 

pattern of vPCR amplicon bands was observed and the white colony phenotype was fully 

restored. This experiment serves to validate the efficacy of the ADDTAG-designed gRNAs, 

dDNAs, and vPCR primers, and it demonstrates a proof of principle for the homozygous 

add-back approach. However, ADE2 add-back even at a non-native locus has previously 

been shown to restore the white colony phenotype, so this example does not fully illustrate 

the advantage of homozygous gene add-back at the native locus. 
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Figure 2.26 – vPCR amplification shows ADE2CDS was edited as intended 

Candida albicans ADE2CDS +/+ was replaced with a mintag(CC) to create the ∆/∆ 

genotype. The mintag(CC) introduced the PAM site for the intermediary Step 2 Target, 

which enabled editing a second time to create the AB/AB genotype when inserting the 

+gDNA-amplified ADE2CDS Feature into the native locus. For this locus, ADDTAG returned an 

optimal primer design lacking ∆iF, ∆iR, ∆oF, or ∆oR primers. Genomic template from colony 

lysates were added directly to the PCR mix. PCR was conducted for 30 amplification cycles. 

Hyphens (-) indicate no expected amplification. The sF/sR primer pairs did not amplify in 

the +/+ and AB/AB genotypes because the extension step was not a sufficient time 

duration. 

vPCR reaction products were subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis. At the top of the gel 

image are a row of wells that initially contained the input vPCR reaction products. After 

applying a charge differential across the gel, DNA migrated from the well down toward 

the bottom of the image. Low molecular weight DNA migrated faster, and is farther from 

the wells at the top, and high molecular weight DNA migrated slower, and is closer to the 

wells at the top. Along the left and right side of the image are bands representing DNA of 

known size and molecular weight. The size, in bp, are written on experimental bands. 
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2.4.6 The ADDTAG software automates experimental designs for 2-step genome 

editing  

To facilitate implementation of this genome editing methodology, we developed the 

ADDTAG software package which automates numerous critical experimental considerations 

that are necessary for successful 2-step genome editing (Chapter 3) and genotype 

verification (Chapter 4). Users are required to make only broad decisions to provide the 

framework by which the program automates the experimental design process, thus 

decreasing the trial and error associated with gRNA target identification, dDNA design, 

and PCR primer selection. The software automatically identifies high quality RGN targets in 

the vicinity of the genomic feature to be edited (Figure 3.12), expands the selected feature 

to encompass an optimal RGN target site (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, Figure 3.6), 

and designs dDNA fragments for both the first (Figure 3.13) and second steps of editing. 

Furthermore, ADDTAG automatically generates an integrated minimal set of PCR primers 

that enable unambiguous genotypic verification at each step of the genome editing process 

(Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9, Figure 2.10, Figure 4.6). All genome edits described in this study 

were successfully performed using ADDTAG-generated gRNA, dDNA, and PCR primer 

sequences, thus validating the utility of this automated design software. For a representative 

example of the PCR-based genotype verification assay, see Figure 2.26. 

2.5 Discussion 

2.5.1 Summary 

The novel 2-step genome editing methodology presented here is highly flexible and 

enables a wide-range of genome editing applications that would be difficult, if not 

impossible, to accomplish using traditional approaches. Perhaps the most striking capability 

of this methodology is the introduction of small-scale precision genome edits at loci that 

cannot be directly targeted by Cas9 (or your RGN of choice). Using the human fungal 

pathogen C. albicans as a test case, we demonstrate this capability by introducing targeted 

substitutions within three independent 9 bp transcription factor binding sites, all of which 

lack the necessary overlap with potential Cas9 target sites for typical (1-step) editing. We 

also demonstrate that the AddTag approach enables facile combinatorial editing of loci 

that are proximal to each other in the genome, without the need to modify the intervening 

sequence. Furthermore, we restored previously deleted genes to their native loci, 

demonstrating how the AddTag approach facilitates improved gene complementation 

analyses without the need for molecular cloning. This native locus gene add-back approach 

resulted in complete restoration of the wild-type phenotype for the two gene deletion strains 

tested, whereas traditional methods had previously failed to achieve full phenotypic 

complementation for the same genes, further highlighting the advantages of the AddTag-

mediated complementation method. While these examples are by no means exhaustive 

representations of the potential applications supported by the AddTag approach (other 

applications include, but are not limited to, the construction of translational fusions, 

construction of large mutant libraries, and modification of the lengths of repetitive elements), 

they highlight how this 2-step process facilitates a wide-range of reverse genetic 

experiments by enabling seamless and efficient deletion and subsequent complementation 

or modification of virtually any locus in an organism that supports efficient RGN-mediated 

genome editing.  

Although we opted to edit 9 bp cis-regulatory motifs as a proof of concept for 

introducing small-scale targeted edits at sites that do not overlap RGN target sites, it should 
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be possible to use the AddTag approach to change as little as a single base pair at virtually 

any site within the genome. While this methodology is highly flexible and facilitates 

otherwise challenging or impossible precision genome edits, there are some caveats and 

limitations that are worth considering when implementing this strategy.  

2.5.2 Loss of heterozygosity 

A caveat of the AddTag approach is that heterozygosity within the region being edited 

(including any sequences that lie between the feature and target loci) can be lost. Indeed, 

we observed loss of heterozygosity within the 645 bp region between the two Zap1 binding 

sites during our combinatorial editing of ZRT2US. However, the potential effects of this loss 

of heterozygosity can be controlled for by performing Sanger sequencing of the affected 

region and selecting a matched set of wild-type add-back and mutant strains which are 

homozygous for the same allelic variant. 

Often, loss of heterozygosity (LOH)—a term that to encompass various molecular 

processes including gene conversion [86] and specific instances of mitotic recombination 

[87]—can convert a heterozygous locus into a homozygous one. LOH demonstrates that a 

single dDNA integration is often all that is necessary to produce a homozygous edit. 

Enzymatic kinetics supports that only a minority of gDNA RGN associations result in 

restriction, and furthermore, only a minority of dDNA-gDNA interactions result in integration 

events. This phenomenon means that unless there are significant differences in either the 

specificity of allele cutting, or in the specificity of dDNA homology regions, if alleles are 

similar enough, then gene conversion will occur (Figure 2.27). LOH is a common phenomenon 

in fungal species, including the C. albicans model we use. One paramount implication of LOH 

is that if a researcher wishes to target only a specific allele for editing, it may be difficult 

if there are insufficient polymorphisms nearby. ADDTAG does allow the user to preferentially 

design against polymorphic sites, but it does not estimate LOH frequency. 
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Figure 2.27 – Loss of heterozygosity is possible using CRISPR/Cas-induced HDR 

One allele (A) of an arbitrary locus undergoes CRISPR/Cas-induced HDR. Without RGN 

restriction of the other allele (B), the modified Feature and Target (✲Feature, ✲Target) are 

copied to the locus. More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1. 

2.5.3 Reducing off-target effects 

The AddTag method can utilize any number of serial genome edits. In this manuscript, 

we specifically describe editing in 2 steps. Each step of editing risks introducing unintended 

(off-target) mutations into the experimental organism. However, if one is using the addtag 

sequence as the launching point for subsequent edits, then each subsequent strain created 

will be subject to the same laboratory manipulations. Regardless of the modifications 

introduced at the loci of your choice, each strain is subject to the same selective pressures 

(the selection is only for the genes encoding for the gRNA and Cas9 enzyme), with specific 

differences due to only the dDNAs used. Thus, mutations that happen in some Step 2 

reactions but not others are the ones to be wary of. Using this design (like what was done 

with the ZRT2US and ZAP1US loci), fixation of unintended mutations is equal to a typical, 1-

step genome edit. 

CRISPR/Cas technologies demonstrate variable levels of unintended mutagenicity 

driven by off-target cutting, which is both genome- and cell type-dependant [88-90]. The 

AddTag approach requires cutting at two distinct RGN target sites during two sequential 

steps of genome editing, whereas the typical approach requires only one round of cutting 

and HDR repair. While the extra round of cutting and repair increases the opportunity for 

unintended off-target cutting, we note that the AddTag approach and accompanying 
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software enables the use of highly stringent gRNA selection criteria, which should 

significantly mitigate this risk. In contrast, when using the typical (1-step) approach, 

particularly in the context of small-scale edits, one can often be faced with the decision of 

whether to proceed with a poor-quality gRNA or forego the desired experiment altogether. 

We also note that the overall genome editing strategy implemented in the AddTag 

approach controls for the potential effects of any off-target RGN cutting; since homozygous, 

wild-type, add-back strains can be generated in parallel with the desired modified strains, 

using the same pair of RGN target sites and the same base strain, any phenotypic effects 

of unintended off-target cutting should be apparent in both the mutant and add-back strains 

when compared against the original wild-type strain. 

There are several types of errors inherent in CRISPR/Cas genome engineering 

experiments that produce undesirable outcomes [88, 91-93]. One possible off-target effect 

of AddTag genome editing occurs when the RGN restricts an unintended location in the 

genome. Several engineered RGNs have been developed to address this phenomenon. 

Other than the use of a sole Cas9, there are alternative methods that yield lower off-target 

rates. One is a mutated Cas9 that cleaves only one of the two strands (Cas9n), and is thus 

a nickase [94]. Two different gRNA, each directing the Cas9n to different strands of DNA, 

thus together creating a DSB. This technique has shown increased Target specificity at the 

cost of less total DSB [95, 96]. 

2.5.4 AddTag (2-step) editing efficiency 

For serial genome engineering protocols, like the targeted knock-out then knock-in 

performed in this study, final engineering efficiency is the product of each step’s efficiency. 

We observe editing efficiency of each Step closely parallels the on-target score, and 

efficiency is equivalent to what was previously reported [74]. The ADDTAG software uses 

gDNA masking to addresses factors that complicate efficiency, such as RGNs failing to cut 

the Target due to differential genome accessibility [97]. 

Sometimes genome editing experiments do not work. Here are three things to do if 

dDNA does not integrate properly into the genome. (1) Obtain fresh reagents, and then try 

again. Often, large differences in editing efficiencies are attributable to different buffer 

batches. (2) As a control, design a gRNA to target a site far away from where your dDNA 

is intended to incorporate. Add a selectable marker to the insert of your dDNA. Create 

transformants, then phenotype them. If the dDNA phenotype is expressed, then this gives 

the rate at which off-target integrations happens (i.e. spontaneously). (3) Alternatively, you 

can directly measure the spontaneous rate of dDNA integration. Perform experiment sans 

gRNA and Cas, and observe incidence of dDNA integration due to naturally-occurring 

genomic double-stranded breaks. 

2.5.5 Applicability of AddTag (2-step) editing to other organisms 

The practical application of CRIPSR/Cas genome editing described in this study is 

predicated on stable expression of the gRNA and the RGN. As in the C. albicans CRISPR/Cas 

framework [74], this requires stable integration into the host genome. This might not be 

applicable to all practices, as constitutive expression of Cas genes can cause uncontrolled 

phenotypic changes [98]. The C. albicans system circumvents this by leveraging spontaneous 

excision of the transgenic gRNA and RGN genes [74]. Many CRISPR/Cas systems, such as 

those used in other organisms, rely on transient RGN and gRNA expression [77, 99], or a 

transfected RGN and gRNA [100], which can provide the same utility but with attenuated 

efficiency. 
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AddTag was designed primarily for use in cultivable organisms with a reference 

genome, short generation times, and high levels of HDR for repairing DSB. HDR is known to 

vary by species [101] or even cell type [102], and it plays a large role in the overall success 

of these types of CRISPR/Cas-induced genome editing experiments. Some molecules have 

been shown to increase activity/efficiency of the RGN complex, such as dimethylsulfoxide 

(DMSO) [103]. Certain small molecules have been found to shift the ratio of HDR/non-HDR 

repair, such as Caffeine [104, 105], NU7026 [106], Azidothymidine [107], Trifluridine 

[107], and others [108, 109]. 

Several classes of mechanisms have been described to repair CRISPR/Cas-induced 

double-stranded breaks in chromosomes. Besides HDR, non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) 

and alternative end joining (AEJ) are methods cells use to repair their genomic DNA. Figure 

2.28, Figure 2.29, Figure 2.30, and Figure 2.31 depict the first step of genome editing 

using the AddTag method, where the Feature and Step 1 Target are replaced with the 

addtag, but each depicts the DNA repaired through a different process. Figure 2.32 

summarizes the expected vPCR amplification of the resulting ∆gDNA. 

 

Figure 2.28 – Double-stranded break repair through NHEJ-mediated in/del mutagenesis 
during AddTag Step 1 

Genomic double-stranded breaks may be repaired through non-homologous end joining 

(NHEJ). This figure depicts the genomic DNA repairing itself through NHEJ, thereby 
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preventing the AddTag Step 1 dDNA from integrating. The NHEJ process commonly 

introduces insertion and deletion mutations. NHEJ-mediated non-insertion is observable 

when no dDNA sequence incorporates into the cut locus. More detail can be found in 

Common Figure Description 1. 

 

Figure 2.29 – Double-stranded break repair through NHEJ-mediated insertion during 
AddTag Step 1 

The gRNA:RGN restricts the genomic DNA (gDNA), and then the gDNA is repaired by 

erroneously incorporating the dDNA at the site of the restriction. Non-homologous end 

joining (NHEJ)-mediated insertion is detectable by the presence of the dDNA homology 

arms inserted at the cut locus. More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1. 
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Figure 2.30 – Double-stranded break repair through AEJ-mediated insertion during 
AddTag Step 1 

When alternative end joining (AEJ) processes repair the genomic double-stranded break 

induced by the gRNA:RGN complex, errors might occur (orange). These types of errors can 

be observed by sequencing the restricted locus, and designing PCR primers against the 

introduced variation. Black arrows represent gRNA and RGN complex association and 

restriction of gDNA, followed by a DNA repair process to incorporate dDNA into the gDNA. 

More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1. 
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Figure 2.31 – Double-stranded break repair through HDR or correct AEJ-mediated 
insertion during AddTag Step 1 

Both homology-direced repair (HDR) and alternative end joining (AEJ) processes can 

correctly insert the addtag from the dDNA into the restricted locus as intended. Black 

arrows represent gRNA and RGN complex association and restriction of gDNA, followed 

by a DNA repair process to incorporate dDNA into the gDNA. More detail can be found in 

Common Figure Description 1. 
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Figure 2.32 – Expected vPCR amplification of gDNA following Step 1 

The DNA repair mechanism that handles the double-stranded break introduced by the RGN 

can affect the results of vPCR verification. Therefore, vPCR is useful for diagnosing which 

repair mechanism was used for Step 1 DNA repair. NHEJ-mediated in/del mutagenesis 

(Figure 2.28) and NHEJ-mediated insertion (Figure 2.29) result in diagnostically-different 

PCR results than expected through HDR or correct AEJ-mediated insertion (Figure 2.31). 

However, AEJ-mediated insertion (Figure 2.30) may produce unintended mutations that are 

not distinguishable from correct editing. For more information on the mutually-exclusive 

amplification, please see 4.3.1 and Table 4.4. 

AddTag suffers from many of the same biases as other genome editing methods. For 

instance, multinucleate cells, which are common in fungi like Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, require 

either complete editing in each nucleus or additional culturing steps to select for non-chimeric 

cells [110]. Nevertheless, ADDTAG formalizes the process for modifying the same locus 

multiple times, editing genomic sites without direct Targets, and performing effective 

genotype validation through vPCR. For these reasons, AddTag is a useful advance in 

precision genome editing. 
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3.1 Abstract 
The AddTag (2-step) method enables scientists to serially edit a locus that displays 

redundant homology, poor quality genome binding sites (Targets) for RNA-guided nucleases 

(RGNs), and excessive allelic variation using CRISPR/Cas-induced homology-directed repair 

(HDR). I developed the ADDTAG software (https://github.com/tdseher/addtag-project) to 

identify useable Targets in or near the DNA chosen for editing (Feature), and to construct 

donor DNA sequences (dDNAs) to replace the Feature. The process has six parts: (A) Feature 

expansion and Step 1 Target identification, (B) Step 1 dDNA construction and Step 2 Target 

identification, (C) determination of Step 1 Target quality, (D) Step 2 dDNA construction, (E) 

determination of Step 2 Target quality, and (F) Final Target and dDNA ranking. Numerous 

methods for evaluating Target quality are supported and are user-selectable. I introduce a 

novel mathematical framework for comparing Target qualities across genomes and RGN 

molecules. Several methods are included for ensuring the Step 1 dDNA includes a Step 2 

Target. As a whole, ADDTAG significantly simplifies and clarifies the decisions scientists need 

to make in order to develop successful CRISPR/Cas-induced HDR editing experiments. 

3.2 Preface 
This chapter is adapted from the manuscript authored by myself, Namkha Nguyen, 

Diana Ramos, Priyanka Bapat, Clarissa J. Nobile, Suzanne S. Sindi, and Aaron D. Hernday, 

titled “AddTag, a two-step approach with supporting software package that facilitates 

CRISPR/Cas-mediated precision genome editing,” which was published by the peer-

reviewed journal G3 Genes|Genomes|Genetics [1]. 

3.3 Introduction 

3.3.1 ADDTAG simplifies decisions needed for genome editing experiments 

In this chapter I describe the operations the ADDTAG software performs to simplify 

experimental design of AddTag genome editing experiments. I report how ADDTAG 

overcomes the obstacles with 1-step genome editing (2.3.1) through computational 

processes. I describe the interdependence between the Step 1 Target, Step 1 dDNA, Step 

2 Target, and Step 2 dDNA of the AddTag (2-step), indirect editing method (2.3.2). For 

introductory information about genome editing through CRISPR/Cas-induced homology-

directed repair (HDR), please see 1.3 and 2.3. 

The objective of creating the ADDTAG software was not to create a new or better 

method for identifying RGN targets on a genome—rather, it was to integrate this process 

with the dDNA generation. Current CRISPR/Cas software facilitates two practical 

approaches toward designing genome editing experiments. First, in the name of efficiency, 

researchers often assume the genomes of their experimental organisms are accurately 

reflected in curated genome databases. The CRISPR/Cas design software they use are 

tailored to intentionally-limited sets of genomes, and pre-computed enzyme binding 

computations. These researchers prefer interactive tools with illustrated depictions of 

sequence alignments and annotations. A workable experimental scheme requires user 

guidance at multiple steps throughout the design process. While useful, these approaches 

are cumbersome when needing to consider large sets of Feature edits. In contrast, ADDTAG 

follows the second practical approach that maximizes customizability by front-loading all 

decisions, then performs the calculations without user supervision. ADDTAG is a general tool 

that allows for any genome to be used, rather than limited to a specific set of organisms. 

Additionally, any arbitrary Target motif (spacer constraints, cutting arrangement, and PAM 

sequence) can be used, even if only substandard scoring Algorithms are available for them. 

https://github.com/tdseher/addtag-project
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This makes ADDTAG ideal for labs with a high-volume of genome editing demands, labs that 

edit non-model species or species with significant divergence from reference genomes, and 

labs that are using novel RGNs. 

3.3.2 Overview of computational workflow 

ADDTAG implements a core subroutine (Table 3.1) designed for Target identification 

(3.4.2) and dDNA generation (3.4.3). For both Step 1 and Step 2 Target evaluation, all 

potential Target sequences passing the prefilter (3.4.8) are aligned to the intended gDNA 

and dDNA sequences. Then those alignments are used to calculate off-target Algorithm 

scores (3.4.10), and the remaining Algorithm scores are calculated (3.4.9, 3.4.10). Next, the 

Targets are ranked according to their Algorithm weights (3.4.11). 

Table 3.1 – Computational workflow for identifying Targets and generating dDNA 

 # Task 

(A) Expand 
 Feature 

(1) 
(2) 
3 

(Expand Feature to include potential Step 1 Target sequences) 
(Expand Feature to account for genome variation) 
Identify potential Step 1 Target sequences 

(B)  Construct 
 Step 1 dDNA 

4 
5 

Concatenate HAs with Insert 
Identify potential Step 2 Target sequences 

(C)  Evaluate 
 Step 1 Targets 

6 
7 
8 

Pre-alignment filter of Step 1 Target sequences 
Align Step 1 Target to genome and Step 1 dDNA  
Post-alignment filter of potential off-targets 

(D)  Construct 
 Step 2 dDNA 

9 
(10) 

Identify AmpF and AmpR primers 

(Concatenate HAs with ✲Feature) 

(E)  Evaluate 
 Step 2 Targets 

11 
12 
13 

Pre-alignment filter of Step 2 Target sequences 
Align Step 2 Target sequences to genome and Step 2 dDNA  
Post-alignment filter of potential off-targets 

(F)  Rank 14 
15 
16 

Calculate Algorithm scores and weights for Step 1 Target sequences 
Calculate Algorithm scores and weights for Step 2 Target sequences 
Calculate primer and primer pair attribute scores and weights 

Parentheses indicate optional tasks. Homolog arm (HA). Feature expansion and AmpF and 

AmpR primers are outlined in Figure 2.7. 

Following complete identification of all potential Step 1 dDNAs, Step 1 Targets, Step 

2 dDNAs, and Step 2 Targets, ADDTAG outputs design chains that connect these components 

together in a logical fashion. Each Step 2 Target is linked directly with a Step 1 dDNA, and 

that Step 1 dDNA is liked with a Step 1 Target as well as a Step 2 dDNA. 

3.3.3 ADDTAG introduces new features unavailable with other gRNA design 

software 

There are many software solutions available to select an RGN Target for genome 

editing (Table 3.2). However, there are experimental protocols that do not have 

computational solutions to design them. We present ADDTAG to fulfill these needs. The best 

software packages let users specify the full set of gDNA sequences in their organism, 

accounting for the ploidy and uncertainty of complete genome coverage; let users specify 

the specific RGN molecules their biological system uses (for instance, 5'-adjacent PAM or 3'-

adjacent PAM); let users choose Target scoring Algorithms compatible with their biological 

system and chosen RGN; and assist users in strain validation. ADDTAG incorporates all these 

useful enhancements into one software package. No other software suite incorporates all 

these into a single tool. 
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Table 3.2 – Comparison of gRNA design software 

Name <URL> [CITATION] 
Spacer 
motifs 

3’-adjacent 
PAM motifs 

5’-adjacent 
PAM motifs 

Command 
line Web 

Interactive 
output 

Integrated 
ranking 

Scoring 
algorithms Genomes 

vPCR 
primers 

Ambiguous 
bases 

Knock-in 
design 

ADDTAG (This study) Any Any Any ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ 13 Any ✓ ✓ ✓ 
BENCHLING [2] N{16,24} N{2,8} N{2,8} ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 2 163 Limited ✗ ✗ 
BREAKING-CAS [3] N{18,25} Any Any ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 1 1457 ✗ Limited ✗ 
CAS9 TARGET FINDER [4] GN{19} NGG ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ 1 ✗ ✗ Limited ✗ 
CAS-DESIGNER [5] Any Any Any ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 4 Any* ✗ Limited ✗ 
CASFINDER [6] N{1,} Any ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 1 Any ✗ Limited ✗ 
CCTOP [7, 8] Any Any ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 2 Any ✗ Limited ✗ 
CHOPCHOP [9, 10] N{1,}* Any* Any* ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 9 Any* ✓ Limited ✗ 
CRISPOR [11] N{20,24) 20 13 ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 16 Any* ✓ ✗ ✗ 
CRISPR4P [12] N{20} NGG ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 0 1 ✓ ✗ ✓ 
CRISPR DESIGN TOOL [13] & 
CRISPR SPECIFICITY ANALYSIS [14] 

N{18,22} Any Any ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 1 39 ✗ ✗ ✗ 

CRISPRDIRECT [15] N{20} Any ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 4 671 ✗ ✗ ✗ 
CRISPR-P [16, 17] N{20,22} 6 8 ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 4 75 plants ✗ ✗ ✗ 
CRISPRSCAN [18] 2 NGG 2 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ 2 14 animals ✗ ✗ ✗ 
GUIDESCAN [19] N{20} NGG TTTN ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 2 Any* ✗ Limited ✗ 
SGRNA DESIGN TOOL [20, 21] 2 2 2 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ 6 4 ✗ ✗ ✗ 
SYNTHEGO CRISPR 
DESIGN TOOL 

N{20} NGG ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ 1 >120,000 ✗ ✗ ✗ 

VARSCOT [22] N{20} NGG ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ 3 Any ✗ ✓ ✗ 

In the columns containing motif descriptions or quantifiers, the text “Any” refers to motifs >0 

nt in length. Motifs are defined by a string of (possibly ambiguous) nucleotide characters. 

Repeated characters are followed by braces ({}) containing comma-separated numbers 

representing the minimum and maximum number of repeats, respectively. If only one number 

is listed, then the minimum and maximum are equal. If the second number is omitted, then no 

maximum exists. Motifs are specified, when possible. Otherwise a number representing the 

total number of different motifs allowed is given. The asterisk (*) indicates that this element 

differs between the web and command line versions. The column “Ambiguous bases” refers 

to the ability to identify Targets from regions in the genome that contain ambiguous 

nucleotides. The column “Integrated ranking” means that results are ordered based on a 

combination of metrics, and not just one algorithm score. 

Many software packages exist for facilitating CRISPR/Cas-based genome edits with 

varying versatility [23, 24] (Table 3.2). Some provide interactive graphical interfaces [3], 

but require user intervention at multiple steps in the design process [25]. Some CRISPR/Cas 

design programs are tailored to specific sets of genomes (Table 3.2, “Genomes”), and pre-

computed enzyme binding computations [19, 26-28]. The programs with the simplest outputs 

order candidate Targets based on a single scoring algorithm (Table 3.2, “Integrated 

ranking”). Many let users choose a Target scoring algorithm and PAM compatible with their 

biological system and chosen RGN [5, 9-11]. Several tools simultaneously calculate multiple 

scoring algorithms [9, 10, 25], most notably CRISPOR [11]. CRISPR4P [12] introduced limited 

forms of automated knock-in dDNA and vPCR primer design. VARSCOT [22] introduced 

ambiguous nucleotide compatibility and allows for uncertainty in genome coverage and 

ploidy. CRISPRDIRECT [15] introduced integrated Target ranking. We have taken many of 

the best features of all these software programs and combined them into a single, 

universally-applicable tool. 

One feature that distinguishes ADDTAG from other Target identification software is that 

ADDTAG de-couples the PAM sequence identification from the score evaluation. For instance, 

the typical in silico Cas9 gRNA design uses NGG for searching (on-targets), and NRG for 

scoring (off-targets). Few gRNA design software programs provide the functionality to 

search for arbitrary PAM motifs (Table 3.2), largely because scoring algorithms have not 

been empirically verified for these. However, ADDTAG can identify useful gRNA Target sites 

for any set of arbitrary PAM sequences by adapting existing algorithms. Thus, 

experimenters can take into account the known flexibility of their chosen RNA-guided 

https://github.com/tdseher/addtag-project
https://benchling.com/
https://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/breakingcas/
https://shigen.nig.ac.jp/fly/nigfly/cas9/cas9TargetFinder.jsp
http://www.rgenome.net/cas-designer/
http://arep.med.harvard.edu/CasFinder/
https://cctop.cos.uni-heidelberg.de/
http://chopchop.cbu.uib.no/
http://crispor.tefor.net/
https://github.com/Bahler-Lab/crispr4p
https://horizondiscovery.com/en/ordering-and-calculation-tools/crispr-design-tool
https://horizondiscovery.com/en/ordering-and-calculation-tools/crispr-specificity-analysis
http://crispr.dbcls.jp/
http://crispr.hzau.edu.cn/CRISPR2/
https://www.crisprscan.org/
http://www.guidescan.com/
https://portals.broadinstitute.org/gpp/public/analysis-tools/sgrna-design
https://design.synthego.com/#/
https://design.synthego.com/#/
https://github.com/BauerLab/VARSCOT
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nucleases, or use the software without modification to predict binding sites of new RGNs. 

Because ADDTAG can query a genome with any number of Target motifs simultaneously, 

researchers can identify which RGNs would be most useful to edit the genome of their chosen 

biological system. 

I developed ADDTAG with the goal of maximizing utility through computational flexibility 

without requiring continual user input. ADDTAG incorporates many of the previously 

described software features into a single tool: any genome can be used, and any arbitrary 

Target motif can be used. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Identifying targets and Feature expansion 

With 2-step genome editing facilitated by ADDTAG, users need not be concerned if their 

genomic Feature contains a suitable Target sequence for their experimental RGN. Users can 

simply define the bounds of the Feature they want altered, and provide the sequence to 

which they wish to change the Feature; and then ADDTAG will design all the dDNA, primer, 

and gRNA sequences necessary to achieve this goal. At the heart of this capability is a 

powerful Feature selection and expansion utility which expands a user-defined Feature to 

enable editing of a Feature, via 2-step editing, that cannot be efficiently edited via direct 

(1-step) editing (Figure 2.6). Even if the Feature does contain a quality RGN Target 

sequence, expansion may still be needed if the flanking homology regions contain allelic 

polymorphisms that surpass user-defined thresholds (Figure 3.5). To widen the bounds of a 

Feature, ADDTAG creates an expanded Feature (eFeature) by incorporating additional 

upstream and/or downstream sequences until the criteria for RGN Target quality and 

flanking homology are met (Figure 3.1). Then this expanded Feature is used to determine 

the necessary dDNA sequences for deletion and restoration, or modification, of the original 

user-defined Feature. The Feature expansion utility is highly configurable with options such 

as the maximum eFeature size, the directionality of expansion, and constraints preventing 

expansion into neighboring annotations. 
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Figure 3.1 – ADDTAG evaluates many expanded Features for every user-defined Feature 

First, ADDTAG scans the Feature and neighboring DNA for matches to the Target motif. Each 

match is used as input, as well as the Feature itself, to construct expanded Features 

(eFeatures), respecting allelic specificity (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, Figure 3.5) and size (Figure 

3.6) and format (Figure 3.4) restrictions. More detail can be found in Common Figure 

Description 1, Chapter 2. 

ADDTAG’s objective is to identify gDNA targets within or near to specific genomic 

Features that can be cut with a given RGN, and then produce dDNAs that will replace the 

Features. If a Feature does not contain a Target, or the user wishes to attempt to find a 

higher scoring one, the user can direct ADDTAG to expand the Feature until it finds a suitable 

Step 1 Target (Figure 2.7). The bounds of the Feature will be spread up to a defined number 

of nucleotides in both the up- and down-steam directions. All Step 1 Targets identified within 

each eFeature derived from the input Feature will be scored. This will generate a 2-step 

genome editing design in which the first-round Step 1 dDNA excises more than just the input 

Feature from the genome, and the Step 2 dDNA re-introduces the extemporaneously-

subtracted DNA, along with any intended Insert or modification. 

ADDTAG allows the user to specify if the Step 1 Target identified should exist on all 

homologs (multi-allelic), a single homolog (allele-specific), or any number of homologs 

(allele-agnostic). Multi-allelic Targets comprise of invariant sites within the Feature, allele-

specific Targets match allelic variants, and allele-agnostic Targets do not check Feature 

homology. Polymorphism-aware identification of Targets and dDNA flanking homology 

regions is a five-step process (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6). 

Here I present an example with three homologous instances of a Feature, designated (A), 

(B), and (C), which are shown in a vertical alignment. First, all Targets matching the user-

provided Target motif are identified across each homologous Feature within the maximum 

bounds of an expanded Feature, designated by the vertical dashed lines (Figure 3.2). 

Within the full bounds of the potentially expanded Feature, each allele has four Targets. 

Search for Target motif

matches within bounds

of maximum eFeature

Construct an eFeature

for each Target

FeatureTarget1 Target2 Target3

Feature

FeatureTarget1

+

+

+

Feature Target2+

Feature Target3+
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Within the user-specified Feature, there is one multi-allelic set of Targets (Target A2, Target 

B2, and Target C2). 

 

Figure 3.2 – Identify all Targets within a distance from the Feature on all homologs 

Each homologous Feature, and its surrounding sequence, are scanned for matches to the 

user-defined Target motif (3.4.2). Targets of the same color have equivalent sequence 

identity. Different colored Targets have divergent sequences. More detail can be found in 

Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 

An equivalence group is a set of Targets with one site per homologous locus. Each 

equivalence group can be considered multi-allelic, allele-specific, or neither (Figure 3.3). 

Based on sequence identity, Targets are grouped into either multi-allelic or allele-specific 

equivalence groups. 

 

Figure 3.3 – Identify Targets with desired allelic specificity 

In this example, there are five multi-allelic equivalence groups. Because the red Target has 

one copy in gDNA (A), but two copies each in gDNAs (B) and (C), there are four Target 

equivalence groups containing red Targets. This is a number equal to the permutations with 

replacement. A Target whose color is shared between at least two gDNAs precludes it from 

being allele specific. Thus, there are two allele-specific equivalence groups. 

In order to facilitate diagnostic vPCR amplification, the size of the expanded Feature 

must exceed a minimal size. For each Target equivalence group, if necessary, the Feature 

is expanded according to the user-selected expansion method (Figure 3.4). AddTag 

provides 5 expansion methods, with “center_both” as the default. 
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Figure 3.4 – Feature expansion formats 

The black vertical line above each annotation represents the origin of expansion. The grey 

vertical line represents the minimum edge of the eFeature. The horizontal arrows are dashed 

where they cover the minimum eFeature size, and are solid where they represent further 

potential expansion. The methods “center_feature”, “center_target”, and “center_both” 

expand the eFeature in both upstream and downstream directions. The “justify_feature” 

and “justify_target” methods only expand in one direction. More detail can be found in 

Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 

ADDTAG allows the user to preferentially design homology arms and Targets against 

polymorphic sites. ADDTAG also supports editing multiple Features with the same dDNA when 

the user inputs a list of homologous loci. ADDTAG will then determine if the putative HAs, 

adjacent to each homologous Feature, contain variants when aligned with MAFFT [29]. The 

user can direct ADDTAG to use this information in one of three ways: 

(1) ADDTAG can require each homologous locus to have a distinct nucleotide sequence, 

thereby creating allele-specific dDNAs; 

(2) ADDTAG can require all homologous loci to have identical (or a maximal level of 

variants within the) flanking HAs, thereby creating multi-allelic dDNAs. 

(3) Finally, ADDTAG can forgo any alignment of flanking regions, thereby creating 

allele-agnostic dDNAs. 

If the homology arms of putative dDNAs would have undesired polymorphism levels, 

then the Feature can be expanded further to delimit new flanking regions (Figure 3.5). The 

expanded feature can take one of several formats (Figure 3.4). Therefore, Feature 

expansion directly informs the HAs of Step 1 and Step 2 dDNAs. 
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Figure 3.5 – Expand Feature such that flanking homology regions meet allelic specificity 

Homology arm (HA) determination for allele-specific (top) and multi-allelic (bottom) dDNAs. 

In the top example, HAs must have a minimum of 2 variants, so the Features are expanded 

to the left until the US region overlaps with 2 variants. The DS region is not shifted right 

because it already contains 3 variants. In the bottom example, HAs must have a maximum 

of 0 variants. ADDTAG expands the Feature on the left and right until no variants exist within 

the HAs. Feature expansion is triggered when the number of variants in a HA does not meet 

the requirement. The solid red, green, and blue squares on the gDNAs represent a 

polymorphism at the same genomic position, such as an alignment mismatch. The white 

squares on the gDNA represent polymorphisms at different genomic positions, such as an 

alignment gap. The grey shaded regions on either side of the eFeature represent the 

flanking homology arms that will be present in the Step 1 dDNAs. More detail can be found 

in Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 

If the user desires allele-specific Step 1 dDNAs, ADDTAG will expand the Feature such 

that the flanking homology regions contain an adequate number of polymorphisms (Figure 

3.5). In this example, the chromosome alignments outside the right side of each Feature 

contains an allele-specific gap. Homology arms (HAs) are the up- and down-stream regions 

flanking a Feature. For allele-specific HAs, these 3 variants exceed the minimum number of 

2 variants required, so no expansion is necessary. For multi-allelic HAs, these 3 variants 

exceed the maximum number of 1, so expansion occurs to the right. Outside the left of the 

user-defined Feature, there are two allele-specific variants on each chromosome. Without 

expansion, the HA on the left side would contain 1 polymorphic site. Therefore, for allele-

specific expansion requiring a minimum of 2 variants, the Feature is expanded to the left to 

encompass 2 sites that are polymorphic across all 3 chromosomes. If the user desires multi-

allelic Step 1 dDNAs, then the left HA is expanded past both variant sites. In this example, 

both the left and right sides of the Feature are expanded so there are no polymorphisms in 

either flanking homology arm. 
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Because the vPCR amplification needs to be diagnostically useful (4.3.1), the amount of 

DNA replaced with an insert in Step 1 is limited to a fixed range. The final step ADDTAG 

performs in eFeature creation is filtering potential sets based on their lengths (Figure 3.6). 

In this example, the homologous expanded Features with red multi-allelic Targets all fall 

within the accepted size range, so it is included in downstream analyses. The putative set of 

expanded Features with orange Targets has at least one expanded Feature that violates 

the size thresholds, so this set will be excluded from downstream analyses. 

 

Figure 3.6 – Enforce size limits on expanded Feature 

ADDTAG enforces size limits on expanded Features (eFeatures). Homologs with eFeatures 

smaller than the minimum, or larger than the maximum, are discarded. More detail can be 

found in Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 

After Feature expansion produces a set of eFeatures, with each linked to a set of 

equivalent Targets, each candidate Target must then pass through a pre-alignment filter 

(prefilter) before its Algorithm scores are computed (3.4.8). 

3.4.2 Target identification 

ADDTAG identifies genome positions that can be restricted by RGNs by using a Target 

motif. The Target motif is a string of characters that models the template sequence on the 

genome, and not the gRNA sequence that the RGN uses. The Target motif thus describes the 

effective spacer, homologous to the genomic DNA when experimental conditions are met 

(e.g. temperature and pH), and not the full-length gRNA sequence that may include complex 

secondary structures where only a portion of the sequence is homologous to the genome 

[30]. Candidate Target sites are identified within Features using regular expression-like 

syntax. The user must include one or more Target motifs specific to the RGN proteins being 

used. This option takes a string of characters as input, written in the 5’→3’ direction. The 
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greater than “>” and less than “<” characters point toward the PAM, and delimit the PAM 

from the region that corresponds to the Spacer. Thus, Targets with 5’-adjacent PAM 

sequences like Cas12a would encode this information with the “<” character, and Targets 

with 3’-adjacent PAM sequences like Cas9 would use the “>” character. The vertical bar 

“|” represents a double-strand cut. A slash “/” represents a forward strand (sense) cut. 

Backslashes “\” represent reverse strand (antisense) cuts. Full nucleotide ambiguity codes 

specified by the IUBMB/IUPAC are supported [31]. Open “{“ and close “}” braces 

surrounding a number or a comma-separated pair of numbers represent quantifiers. A 

period “.” represents a base used for positional information, but not enzymatic recognition. 

ADDTAG affords two options that use this syntax: motifs to design gRNA targets against, and 

motifs to include for off-target calculations only. Any number of motifs can be specified for 

each. 

For example, a typical genome editing experiment using Cas9 (derived from 

Streptococcus pyogenes) would use the Target motif 'N{17}|N{3}>NGG'. ADDTAG has 

the flexibility to deal with the PAM upstream of the spacer, such as the Cas12a (derived 

from Acidaminococcus/Lachnospiraceae species) [32], which uses the canonical Target motif 

'TTTN<N{19}/.{4}\'. 

Native microbial gRNA components typically encode for spacer sequences >30 nt in 

length [33, 34]. However, early experiments found that shortening the spacer length can 

increase specificity without severely impacting efficiency. Precedent has set 20 nt length 

spacer as the standard, but shorter 17-19 nt lengths can be used just as effectively [35]. 

For ease of use, ADDTAG includes a list of the most commonly used Target motifs identified 

across the entire family of Cas RGN molecules (such as the one provided in [36], but with a 

deeper sampling of the literature). ADDTAG thus has the most extensive compendium of all 

identified RGN Target motifs [37-39], which is accessible on the command line. It describes 

the characteristics for each RGN that have been published, including the highest-efficiency 

on-target Target motif, the lengths of the spacers tested, the empirical biological system, 

and any restriction positions determined. ADDTAG establishes a unified framework for 

working with both 3’-adjacent and 5’-adjacent PAM sequences, and both blunt and 

staggered cuts, such as with Cas9 and Cas12a. 

3.4.3 Donor DNA generation 

A critical element of successful RGN-mediated genome editing is an effectively 

designed dDNA sequence. ADDTAG automatically designs dDNA sequences for each 

genome editing step. Each dDNA sequence has three elements in its basic structure: a region 

of homology to the gDNA upstream (US) of the Feature, the insert (e.g. addtag), and a 

region of homology to the gDNA downstream (DS) of the Feature. 

The ADDTAG software gives several options for inserts in the Step 1 dDNA. ADDTAG can 

construct Step 1 dDNAs with unique (addtag) or identical (unitag), full-length Step 2 

Targets, so experimental loci can be edited in isolation or in parallel. ADDTAG can construct 

Step 1 dDNAs with minimal extrinsic DNA (mintag) while also ensuring a high-quality Step 

2 Target for efficient second step RGN restriction. ADDTAG also supports typical (1-step) 

genome editing using any user-defined dDNA insert. 

Step 2 dDNA construction relies upon identifying the AmpF/AmpR PCR primer pair that 

surrounds the Feature on the reference genome. This primer pair can be used to either 

amplify the reference genome template to produce wild-type, add-back, Step 2 dDNA (for 
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instance, the ADE2CDS, EFG1CDS, and BRG1CDS loci described in 2.4.5 and 2.4.3), or to amplify 

custom, synthetic DNA fragments for edited Features (for instance, the ZAP1US, ZRT2US, 

WOR1USp, WOR1USd, and WOR2DS loci described in 2.4.2 and 2.4.1). 

Users can specify whether dDNA homology arms should avoid or require allelic 

variation (polymorphisms) among input homologous Features (3.4.1). For allele-specific 

dDNAs, ADDTAG finds HAs that are unique for each homologous Feature. Primer amplicons 

will either be diagnostically-different sizes, or primer sequences themselves will be different. 

For multi-allelic dDNAs, ADDTAG will minimize the number of variants in HAs. This maximizes 

the sequence identity of DNA adjacent to all homologous Features. For allele-agnostic 

dDNA, HAs and primer pairs are calculated for each Feature independently. If the dDNA 

design for a given Feature fails to pass these criteria, then the Feature will be expanded 

as described above. 

Following dDNA generation, users can direct ADDTAG to perform in silico recombination 

for determining if dDNA homology arms possess significant similarity to non-target locations 

in the gDNA (4.4.1). 

3.4.4 Generating Step 1 dDNA inserts that encode Step 2 Targets 

The ADDTAG software generates Step 1 dDNA sequences with inserts that facilitate 

several genetic and molecular biology techniques. The general label for these inserts is 

addtag. ADDTAG is able to use any arbitrary user-defined sequence as the insert, as well 

as create several types of specific addtags as follows in this subsection. ADDTAG first 

generates a number of potential dDNAs, and subsequently only keeps dDNAs that encode 

for Step 2 Targets (Figure 3.13). 

What separates ADDTAG from other programs that identify RGN binding sites is its 

ability to create unique gRNA Targets at the site of cleavage. If mintag (also called “mAT” 

or “mini-add-tag” [40]) is selected as the insert type for the first round of editing, then 

ADDTAG generates the Step 1 dDNA by stitching the immediately-adjacent upstream and 

downstream regions of each Feature or eFeature together into one concatemer (Figure 3.7). 

If the junction sequence is not unique in the genome, then it uses a combination of 3 additional 

adjustments to generate a unique site: 

(1) additional bases upstream of the Feature can be trimmed (thereby effectively 

expanding the Feature), 

(2) bases can be added, 

(3) and additional bases downstream of the Feature can be trimmed (also expanding 

the Feature). 

Users can use a command line argument to specify each of these as well as the final 

fragment size of generated Step 1 dDNAs. Default mintag implementation in ADDTAG 

uses “brute force” calculation of all k-mers possible for the insert if the query insert size (k) 

is less than 5 nt. Otherwise, it samples k-mers uniformly to obtain putative sequences for 

constituting a Target site. 
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Figure 3.7 – Types of locus-specific insert sequences generated for AddTag Step 1 dDNA 

The full-length addtag and small mintag inserts are unique to each locus. Step 2 Target 

sequences are indicated by rectangles with dashed borders. More detail can be found in 

Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 

AddTag derives its name from the addtag insert type (also called “AT” or “add-tag”) 

for the first round of editing. The Step 1 dDNA is a concatenation of the upstream flanking 

region, an explicit Target sequence that matches the Target motif, and the downstream 

flanking region (Figure 3.7). As I describe next, ADDTAG will procedurally generate this 

insert so its nucleotide composition differs as much as possible (within a stochastic sampling 

distribution) from the rest of the genome, thereby minimizing the likelihood the generated 

Target sequence exists elsewhere, and maximizing the off-target score. This is especially 

useful when the input genome sequence represents only a portion of the true DNA within the 

biological system. 

First the unstranded tetranucleotide distribution of the reference genome is computed. 

A stranded tetranucleotide distribution has 256 elements, but the unstranded one has 136 

because 240 tetranucleotides reduce to 120 when they are merged with their reverse 

complement (TGGT = rc(ACCA)), and there are 16 palindromic tetranucleotides (AATT = 

rc(AATT)). The count distribution is normalized. Next, random sequences matching each 

Target motif are generated. ADDTAG then calculates the likelihood of observing the 

sequence, given the genomic tetranucleotide distribution, and selects the sequences with the 

minimum likelihood. ADDTAG uses a “batches of batches” approach, where the minimum 

likelihood of 100 random sequences is selected, and up to 10,000 selected sequences are 

generated and used as potential dDNA inserts. 

The unitag insert type is used for generating dDNAs that contain a single instance of 

a Target motif for all edited loci (Figure 3.8). Because the same insert sequence is added 

to every dDNA, each Feature edited in the intermediate genome (∆gDNA) will contain 

identical unitag sequences. This allows a single gRNA to target every locus in subsequent 

genome editing steps. Like the addtag insert, the unitag is a random sequence that is 

generated from the complement composition of the genome, thereby increasing the 

probability of specific RGN activity, even in the absence of a complete genome sequence 

as input. 
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Figure 3.8 – Types of locus-shared insert sequences generated for AddTag Step 1 
dDNAs 

The unitag insert is shared among loci. Each locus is given a different color (purple, blue), 

but because the unitag sequence is inserted into both loci, it is colored both purple and 

blue. The Target the Step 1 dDNA insert encodes for is indicated by a rectangle with a 

dashed border. More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 

The bartag inserts are short sequences that are unique across engineered strains. If 

the user wishes to add a ‘bartag’ at the Feature, then first round dDNAs will contain a 

sequence derived from the user-defined Bartag motif (similar syntax to the Target motif). 

The Bartag motif is text describing the nucleotide ambiguity allowed within the bartag 

sequences. Each bartag sequence ADDTAG generates is guaranteed a user-configurable 

minimum edit distance from all other bartag sequences. Typically, they are used for 

assigning molecular barcodes to various microbial species that are grown as a community. 

As an end-point measurement for the experiment, amplicon sequencing is performed on the 

bartag, thereby revealing the relative frequencies of all strains in the community. 

3.4.5 Generating Step 2 dDNA with edited Features 

If Feature expansion is used, each Feature can have one or more eFeatures. This shifts 

the start and end positions on the chromosomes of the regions to be removed during Step 1 

editing. Therefore, each Step 2 dDNA can have a different US HA and a different DS HA. 

The US HA begins with the annealing site of AmpF, and the DS HA ends with the AmpR 

annealing site on the reverse strand. For each eFeature, ADDTAG identifies a collection of 

AmpF/AmpR primer pairs, and ranks them with weight calculations (4.4.5). Following HA 

identification, the insert for Step 2 dDNA is calculated.  The US region trimmed in excess of 

the user-specified Feature is concatenated with either the reference Feature, or any user-

specified ✲Feature, and the DS region trimmed in excess of the Feature. Finally, the US HA, 

insert, and DS HA are concatenated together. ADDTAG assigns a rank to the Step 2 dDNA 

using the AmpF/AmpR primer pair weight. Because each input Feature can result in numerous 

potential Step 2 dDNAs due to predicted amplification efficiencies, ADDTAG encourages the 

user to use the dDNA with the highest weight. 

3.4.6 ADDTAG Aligner interface 

ADDTAG relies on the ability to align short RNA sequences to whole genomes. Several 

short-read aligners have been repurposed for use with aligning Spacer and PAM sequences 

to genomes [41] such as BOWTIE [42] in CRISPOR [11] and CHOPCHOP [9, 10]. In order to 

facilitate comparisons with other software, and to simplify updating ADDTAG with more 

sophisticated aligners in the future, we present a unified, general Aligner interface. 

The Aligner class has three primary functions: indexing, aligning, and parsing. Indexing 

and aligning conceptually mirror those same methodologies used by short read aligners. 

The index function serves as a staging ground for alignment, where scoring matrices are 
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loaded and genome hash indexes are calculated. Following indexing, the align function 

identifies the genomic coordinates that with similarity to the query RGN Target. ADDTAG 

finally parses the alignment output and converts it into an internally-usable data structure. 

ADDTAG supports the general alignment format SAM [43] and several other program-

specific formats. ADDTAG includes wrappers for the following programs, with all parameters 

preset to appropriate values: NCBI BLAST+ [44], BOWTIE 2 [45], BWA [46], and CAS-

OFFINDER [47]. For the exact shell commands, please refer to either the ADDTAG source code 

or an output log file after running ADDTAG. 

3.4.7 ADDTAG Algorithm interface 

Because ADDTAG uses a variety of scoring algorithms (Algorithm in the source code) 

for evaluating Target suitability, it implements a flexible computational interface for 

dealing with arbitrary requirements. We distinguish the Algorithm type by whether it 

requires 1 or 2 sequences to be input (SingleSequenceAlgorithm and 

PairedSequenceAlgorithm in the source code). 1-sequence Algorithms compare the 

candidate Target sequence to a model trained on empirical gRNA experiments. 2-sequence 

algorithms directly compare a gRNA Spacer sequence to a Target sequence, or compare 

two competing Target sequences. 

Any 1-sequence Algorithm can be used to calculate an on-target score. Additionally, 

several authors claim their Algorithms are appropriate to use for off-target scoring as well. 

Any 2-sequence Algorithm may be used to calculate off-target scores. After candidate 

Targets are aligned, each selected Algorithm is used to calculate a score. 1-sequence 

Algorithms use the match sequence as input. 2-sequence algorithms use the query and the 

match sequences as input. In addition, new scoring algorithms can be implemented by 

creating an Algorithm subclass in the source/algorithms subdirectory that utilizes 

the “universal” Algorithm interface developed for ADDTAG. The minimal interface is defined 

as the tuple (sequence, side, target, pam, upstream, downstream), with any number of 

additional, optional parameters. 

Nearly all published implementations of CRISPR/Cas scoring algorithms lack flexibility 

in varying spacer lengths and alternative PAM sequences. We modified the scoring 

algorithms presented in these papers to allow for assessment of spacers less than or greater 

than the typical 20 nt length. Additionally, they have been expanded to include scoring of 

ambiguous characters (using the unweighted average score, a subsampled average, and 

sometimes the maximum score). For full information on how each Algorithm was adjusted, 

please refer to the source code in the source/algorithms subdirectory.  

3.4.8 Target filtering 

In order to score how efficient a spacer sequence is at directing gDNA cutting, Targets 

identified within Features or Inserts are filtered in two steps. First, the prefilter checks the 

quality of candidate Target sequences before aligning to the genome and potential dDNA 

sequences. This reduces the total number of Targets that need to be aligned to the genome 

and then evaluated by scoring Algorithms. After aligning, the Targets are subjected to a 

postfilter that takes individual Algorithm scores into account. Only Targets that pass both 

the prefilter and postfilter are reported to the user. 

ADDTAG implements the following optional prefilters: 
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• Upper/lower case masking (ignore, upper-only, lower-only, mixed-lower, mixed-

upper, mixed-only). Users can apply several masks to the genome, which can 

prevent selecting Targets from these masked regions. 

• Process ambiguous characters (discard, keep, disambiguate, exclusive). Any 

ambiguous characters can be equivalently masked. If the user intends to target a 

region containing ambiguous characters, then ADDTAG will optionally disambiguate 

potential spacers. 

• Target motif sanity check. Some potential gRNAs derived from ambiguous character 

expansion may violate the initial motif. This filter ensures that none of these enter 

into downstream calculations. 

• Maximum consecutive T residues. Sequences containing consecutive T residues may 

cause polymerase termination [48]. 

• Upper/lower %GC content thresholds. The GC content of Cas targets may affects 

binding specificity [49]. 

• Proximal G, which evaluates if the single nucleotide of the spacer adjacent to the 

PAM is a guanine. 

Users can create any number of additional prefilters by subclassing Algorithm in the 

source/algorithms subdirectory, and setting its prefilter attribute to True. 

Then, after aligning Target queries to the gDNA and dDNA sequences and scoring them 

according to the user-selected Algorithms, the postfilter removes poor quality Targets. After 

alignment, each alignment match is scored by all selected Algorithms. Then any off-target 

Algorithm scores are calculated. Each Algorithm is given a minimum and maximum cutoff 

value. If the Algorithm score for that match is outside these bounds, then it fails the postfilter. 

For each Algorithm designated as a postfilter, if the match passes the postfilter criteria, then 

it is included as a potential on/off-target. By default, PAM-identity and the number of 

substitutions, insertions, deletions, and errors [50] are included in the postfilter. 

3.4.9 On-target calculations 

ADDTAG evaluates the predicted joint binding and cutting efficiency of a gRNA:RGN 

complex for the Target sequences it identifies. These are “on-target” scores, and they rely 

on analyzing the Target site with a model. ADDTAG implements these as 1-sequence 

Algorithms. There are 93 known Cas protein families, spread across 394 PSSMs, 2 classes, 

6 types, and more than 16 subtypes [51-54]. ADDTAG implements the field-standard scoring 

schemes for Cas9 and Cas12a (also called Cpf1). Several scoring algorithms are provided 

for use with uncharacterized Cas proteins, such as the “linear” score. However, these are 

founded on unsophisticated assumptions, such as SPACER to target homology lengths and 

positions of errors within the alignment relative to the PAM site. 

By default, ADDTAG uses the AZIMUTH on-target score for use with Cas9 motifs [55]. The 

AZIMUTH algorithm takes as input a genomic Target (including the spacer and PAM sequence 

plus a few nucleotides up- and down-stream of it), and compares it to a gradient-boosted 

regression trees model trained on cutting efficiency of over 4000 individual sgRNAs 

targeting sites in 17 genes in human A375 cells. Cas9 cutting efficiency in yeast [40] as well 

as mouse, worm, and fly cells [11] mirror these predicted values. For Cas12a motifs, ADDTAG 
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includes the CINDEL/DEEPCPF1 [56, 57] Algorithm, which predicts the likelihood of getting a 

Cas12a-induced in/del at the target locus [56, 57]. Thus, it serves as a decent proxy for an 

on-target score. CINDEL is a logistic regression classifier trained on 938 Spacer-Target pairs 

in HEK293T cells. Additional on-target scores implemented are CRISPRATER [58], DOENCH-

2014 [21], HOUSDEN [59], and MORENO-MATEOS [18]. 

The structure of the template DNA, such as its chromatin packing, can influence an RGN’s 

ability to bind and cleave [60-66]. Therefore, the on-target score of a single locus can 

differ greatly between cells that are transcriptionally active at that locus, and cells that are 

transcriptionally quiescent. When calculating Algorithm scores, ADDTAG specifically ignores 

chromatin-based DNA accessibility. However, if users have nuclease, transposase, or 

nucleosome footprint information, they can mask nuclease-inaccessible regions of the 

genome, and then they can have ADDTAG use Feature expansion to obtain Targets in regions 

known to be accessible. 

3.4.10 Off-target calculations 

The “off-target” score represents the predicted fraction of events that the gRNA:RGN 

complex will associate with the intended Feature (region of DNA to be targeted) and restrict 

it compared to all sites with similar homology to the gRNA spacer. Spacers with high off-

target scores are preferred, and indicate that unwanted restriction events are unlikely to 

occur. 

Each Target motif 𝑇 is composed of the spacer sequence (SPACER), the restriction sites 

(✂), the PAM, and the relative position of the PAM to the spacer sequence (> or <), 

defined by the following syntax: 

𝑇 = {SPACER, ≷, PAM, ✂}. 

The Target motif is encoded by the user as a string of characters (3.4.2). 

The off-target calculation we use is the general-purpose MIT Guide Score [67] 𝑆 

(Equation 1), which can be applied to the results from any number of scoring Algorithms. 

We calculate it through the following steps. 

First, align the motif 𝑇 to the Feature (or expanded Feature), which is the region to be 

disrupted, cut, or edited. Motif alignment, 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛, occurs through a regular expression text 

search using the REGEX PYTHON 3 package (Figure 3.12). Each substring in the Feature 

matching the motif is considered a query 𝑞, and the set of all matches for the Target motif 

is 𝑄 such that 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄. Thus  

𝑄𝑇 = 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑇, Feature). 

Next, each identified query 𝑞 is aligned exhaustively across the gDNA and dDNA 

expected to be present using the user-specified Aligner, 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛 (3.4.6). Each substring in the 

genome with homology to the query that passes the postfilter (3.4.8) is called a match 𝑚, 

and these are put into two categories. Those that lie within the Feature are on-target 

matches (denoted by superscript 𝑜𝑛), and those that lie outside the Feature are off-target 

matches (denoted by superscript 𝑜𝑓𝑓). Thus, each query has a set of within-Feature and 

outside-Feature matches. Alignment links each query 𝑞 with a set of matches 𝑀 
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𝑀𝑞 = 𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑞, gDNA ∪ dDNA). 

Furthermore, each match is classified mutually exclusively as either within-Feature or outside 

Feature such that 

𝑀𝑞 = 𝑀𝑞
𝑜𝑛 ∪ 𝑀𝑞

𝑜𝑓𝑓
, 

where the set of within-Feature matches is 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀𝑞
on and the set of outside-Feature matches 

is 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀𝑞
off. 

Each algorithm 𝑎 is contained within the set of all algorithms 𝐴 chosen to evaluate the 

Targets: 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴; and each algorithm can take either 1 or 2 sequences as input. The algorithm 

assigns each match a score 𝑠 such that 

𝑠𝑎(𝑞, 𝑚) = {
𝑎(𝑚|𝑇) 1-sequence Algorithm
𝑎(𝑞, 𝑚|𝑇) 2-sequence Algorithm

. 

The final off-target score 𝑆 for any particular query and algorithm pair is calculated as 

𝑆𝑎(𝑞) =
∑ 𝑠𝑎(𝑞,𝑚)𝑚∈𝑀𝑞

𝑜𝑛

∑ 𝑠𝑎(𝑞,𝑚)𝑚∈𝑀𝑞
𝑜𝑛 +∑ 𝑠𝑎(𝑞,𝑚)

𝑚∈𝑀𝑞
𝑜𝑓𝑓

. Equation 1 – MIT Guide Score 

For each off-target compatible algorithm, this procedure is followed to calculate an off-

target score. 

The final off-target score 𝑆 for any particular algorithm is thus a ratio between the sum 

of targeting efficiency for acceptable sites and the sum of targeting efficiency across all 

sites. A higher score means more of the predicted targeting is at the intended Feature. A 

lower score means more predicted targeting outside of the Feature. In other words, the off-

target score 𝑆 represents the frequency a gRNA:RGN complex will target a correct site in 

the genome. ADDTAG reports final off-target scores as percentages on a scale from 0 to 

100 (100 ∙ 𝑆). 

ADDTAG uses the MIT Guide Score [67] due to its wide adoption rather than the 

alternative Stemmer [7] method for calculating off-target scores. The Stemmer off-target 

score scales relatively to the number of matches, and thus requires additional computations 

to compare across experiments. The MIT Guide Score, contrarily, returns a value constrained 

by probability, so scores can be compared across motifs, Features, and genomes. Of note 

is that the off-target specificity is dependent on the number of errors (mismatches, inserts, 

deletions) permitted by the Aligner used. In the genome editing experiments presented in 

this study, we assume that the Aligner finds all relevant matches. ADDTAG implements the 

following algorithms for off-target scoring: CFD [55], HSU-ZHANG [68], a simple linear model 

(this study), CRISPRATER [58], DOENCH-2014 [21], HOUSDEN [59], and MORENO-MATEOS [18]. 

3.4.11 Weighing Target sequences 

A goal of the ADDTAG software is to output simple recommendations for Target and 

dDNA sequences. ADDTAG thus assigns ranking to Targets and dDNA in a method similar 

to how it assigns primer weights (4.4.4). This subsection describes how default Algorithm 

weights are calculated. 
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For simplicity, weights of on-target Algorithms are treated differently than weights of 

off-target Algorithms. On-target weights are sigmoid approximations of their cumulative 

distribution functions (CDFs). However, off-target weights are calculated based on 

Candida albicans’ genome-specific off-target density distributions. We used sigmoidal 

functions to approximate the CDFs describing the possible scores for each Algorithm 

(Figure 3.9). The sigmoid function is useful because the shape of the curve is easily 

interpretable from a small number of parameters (𝜃) to turn the score (𝑠) into the weight 

(𝑤): 

𝜃 = {𝑥, 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒} and 

𝑤(𝑠|𝜃) =
1

1+𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑥−𝑠. 
Equation 2 – Algorithm weight 

The cumulative distribution serves as a means for relative ranking of targets. Where a 

Target’s score lies on the CDF indicates its quality. The distance between two targets 

(vertical axis) represents the proportion of all possible Targets that lie between them. 

 

Figure 3.9 – Description of unisigmoidal function parameters 

ADDTAG converts Algorithm scores (horizontal axis) to weights (vertical axis) using sigmoid 

approximations. Each sigmoid function is defined by an inflection point (𝑥) and a steepness 

(𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒). ADDTAG sets the final parameter ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 1.0 for simplicity. The 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 can be 

either positive (depicted) or negative (not depicted). 

Like CRISPOR [11], ADDTAG calculates multiple types of Algorithm scores to evaluate 

how appropriate a Target is for genome editing. This raises the obstacle of effectively 

ranking Targets in a useful manner that takes the different scores into account. For our 

solution, we propose each Algorithm score is given a weight function that transforms the raw 

score into a weighted one. Thus each Target sequence (𝑠𝑒𝑞) will have a score for each 

algorithm (𝑎). Then the final weight (𝑊) is the product of all weighted scores (𝑤) across the 

set of selected Algorithms (𝑎 ∈ 𝐴) 
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𝑊(𝑠𝑒𝑞) = ∏ 𝑤𝑎(𝑠𝑎(𝑠𝑒𝑞)|𝜃𝑎)𝑎∈𝐴 . Equation 3 – Target weight 

By default, ADDTAG utilizes sigmoidal weight functions that estimate the cumulative 

distribution of scores from random Target sequences that match the Target motif. The 

parameters of the sigmoidal function utilized are the following: the magnitude of change, 

or height (importance of the score); the slope of the change (how quickly the weight changes 

based on the score); and the center of the point of inflection (where the threshold of 

importance is) (Figure 4.8). If needed, the user can apply a different weight function or 

altered weight parameters to each scoring Algorithm using command line parameters. This 

provides an easily tunable mechanism to specify which scores are most important for any 

CRISPR/Cas application. For example, the AZIMUTH [55] Algorithm returns a score in the 

inexact domain from 0 to 90, and its corresponding weight function converts the scores to 

weights on the range from 0 to 1 (Figure 3.10). The Candida albicans-specific off-target 

Algorithm weight for HSU-ZHANG [68] scores reveal that most uniformly-sampled 23 nt 

sequences within the genome yield high scores (Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.10 – A priori weight functions for on-target algorithm scores 

By default, AddTag encodes weight functions for on-target Algorithm scores that 

approximate their cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). The graphs show the AZIMUTH [55] 

and CINDEL/DEEPCPF1 [56, 57] scores for 100,000 random sequences (orange), used for 

evaluating Cas9 and Cas12a respectively. The CDF histogram frequency (blue) on right 

vertical axis also corresponds with the weight value (black). Users can adjust the weight 

functions for each Algorithm with command line parameters. 

Random  scores

Random  scores
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Figure 3.11 - A priori weight functions for off-target algorithm scores 

By default, AddTag encodes weight functions for off-target Algorithm scores that 

approximate their cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). The graph shows the HSU-ZHANG 

[68] scores for 1,000 random sequences drawn from the Candida albicans genome (orange), 

used for evaluating Cas9. The CDF histogram frequency (blue) on right vertical axis also 

corresponds with the weight value (black). Users can adjust the weight functions for each 

Algorithm with command line parameters. 

For each candidate Target, the weights of all selected Algorithms are multiplied 

together, which gives the final, reported product weight (Equation 3). All candidate Targets 

are then re-arranged in decreasing order from the highest weight to the lowest weight. 

Because the sigmoidal weight function approximates the cumulative distribution of 

scores, the transformed weight represents the percentile of the input score. Thus, the raw 

score of each Algorithm is converted into a weight that represents how good that score is 

compared to all other possible scores. This means weights of different Algorithms are 

comparable, and weights of different Target sequences are comparable as well. Because 

the on-target distributions were generated with random sequences using the uniform 

distribution, on-target weights are comparable across genomes. However, with the current 

implementation, off-target weights cannot be used to compare Targets on different 

genomes. At the time of publication, each on-target Algorithm implemented displays a 

unimodal score distribution (Figure 3.10, orange “Histogram” line), which is required for the 

sigmoidal calculation to approximate the CDF. If the score distribution was multimodal, one 

additional sigmoidal product should be added for each mode. Thus, the sigmoidal 

transformation of the Algorithm scores is sufficient for Target ranking. 

The Target weight (Equation 3) is an end-point value intended to make Target selection 

more intuitive for ADDTAG users. ADDTAG calculates Target weight for both the candidate 

Step 1 Targets (Figure 3.12) and the candidate Step 2 Targets (Figure 3.13). Targets with 

higher weights are predicted to have more success with genome editing. 

Random  scores (Candida albicans-specific)
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Figure 3.12 – AddTag ranks Step 1 Targets by combining multiple Algorithm scores into 
an aggregate, Target weight 

All relevant Step 1 Targets within or near the Feature are scored with each user-selected 

Algorithms (s1, s2, …). Then the Algorithm scores are converted to weights (w1, w2, …). 

Note that potential Step 1 dDNA sequences are included in off-target calculations. Finally, 

Targets are ranked according to their weight W, which is a combination of the individual 

Algorithm weights. Black arrows represent computational, instead of biological, progression. 

More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 
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Figure 3.13 – AddTag ranks Step 2 Targets within the Step 1 dDNA by combining 
multiple Algorithm scores into a single weight calculation 

The upstream (US) and downstream (DS) sequences flanking each expanded Feature, which 

contains both the Feature and the Step 1 Target, can produce multiple Step 1 dDNAs—

each with a different addtag sequence. ADDTAG scans these potential Step 1 dDNAs for 

Step 2 Target sequences (green) using the user-provided Target motif(s). Step 1 dDNAs 

lacking a Step 2 Target are removed from further consideration (✕). Step 1 dDNAs that 

contain valid Step 2 Targets are scored and weighed in a manner identical to Step 1 

Targets (Figure 3.12), except that Step 2 dDNA is included in off-target calculations. Black 

arrows represent computational progression. More detail can be found in Common Figure 

Description 1, Chapter 2. 

3.5 Discussion 

3.5.1 Summary 

ADDTAG automates the process of identifying quality Targets that make RGN-induced 

DSBs within, or adjacent to, the user-defined genomic Feature to be edited. ADDTAG 

searches both strands of the input or generated DNA for a sequence matching the input 

Target motif (Figure 3.12). Then ADDTAG evaluates the predicted efficiency and specificity 

of the Target using any number of on-target (3.4.9) or off-target (3.4.10) scoring Algorithms 
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(3.4.7). However, unlike most utilities for evaluating RGN Targets, ADDTAG contains a holistic 

method for ranking Targets based on the scores resulting from each of these Algorithms 

(Figure 3.10, Figure 4.8, Figure 3.12). ADDTAG implements a breadth of functions to provide 

a level of flexibility and robustness in gRNA design that is unmatched (Table 3.2). 

3.5.2 Utility of Algorithm weights 

The ADDTAG software introduces the concept of relative ranking of Target efficiency 

and specificity (for on-target and off-target scores, respectively) through use of the 

Algorithm weight (Equation 2). The weight of a Target is determined by comparing the 

Algorithm’s score for that Target with the scores of a large sample of other, potential 

Targets. This process mitigates Algorithm-specific score biases. Thus, the Target weight can 

be compared across different genomes, across Algorithms, and across RGNs. The Target 

weight is a novel and important tool for determining which RGN should be used to perform 

a genome edit. 

For example, if a researcher has two organismal strains—one that supports editing 

through Cas9, and one that supports editing through Cas12a—by comparing the weights 

between a Cas9 Target and a Cas12a Target, a scientist can definitively determine which 

strain would have a higher predicted editing success. Without the use of a Target’s Algorithm 

weight, the scientist would consider their Algorithm scores, but discover that they are not 

comparable. For instance, random Targets give the AZIMUTH and DEEPCPF1 different score 

distributions (Figure 3.10). It is not obvious if an AZIMUTH score of 60 is better, or worse, 

than a DEEPCPF1 score of 60. However, the Algorithm weight, which is a continuous 

approximation of the cumulative distribution function, reveals that a Target with an AZIMUTH 

score of 60 is better than around the 85% of possible Cas9 Targets, and Target with a 

DEEPCPF1 score of 60 is better than around only 50% of possible Cas12a Targets. 

Therefore, using Cas9 has a higher predicted relative editing efficiency than Cas12a. 

Please note that the Algorithm weight therefore reflects the relative score of the Target, 

and does not necessarily reflect actual editing efficiency or specificity. Presumably, the 

Algorithm score attempts to model the probability of RGN binding and cleaving, but 

ADDTAG does not guarantee this. Therefore, the AZIMUTH and DEEPCPF1 weights for a Target 

should not be treated as the probability of successful editing. Additional information linking 

an Algorithm’s score with the probability of successful editing could theoretically be added. 

However, the current trend, and more likely scenario, is that a new version of the Algorithm 

will be released attempting to output scores as probabilities between 0 and 100%. When 

this occurs, the Algorithm weights will achieve a probabilistic interpretation. 

3.5.3 Accuracy of scoring Algorithms 

Ideally, any program that evaluates gRNA specificities would have definitive accuracy 

for ex vivo, in vivo, and in vitro studies across all experimental species. However, until a 

more thorough model of extracting informative parameters from arbitrary combinations of 

gRNA, RGN, gDNA, and cell state is created, ADDTAG relies on Algorithms developed to 

address only specific combinations of these. ADDTAG incorporates field-standard methods 

for predicting RGN binding and cutting efficiencies. It requires the user assume that the 

biological conditions used to train the scoring Algorithms are general enough that they are 

transferrable to their experiments. In order to obtain the most accurate results, the user must 

select the appropriate Algorithms trained on their chosen species and RGN protein. 

Additionally, there is no definitive way to claim that one scoring Algorithm outperforms 

another scoring Algorithm unless the biological conditions used to train each are 
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comparable. While we have used probability theory as the foundation for the 

computational assumptions, there are immeasurable numbers of biological conditions that 

can violate them. We present software that is useful specifically for C. albicans editing, but 

can be applied to other organisms with different genome engineering systems. 

3.5.4 Reducing off-target effects 

With any genome editing process, unintended (off-target) changes to the genome are 

possible. The default assumption is that the largest source of unintended mutations is the 

directed chromosomal restriction by the gRNA:RGN complex. One way to determine if off-

target mutations occur is to sequence the genome of the experimental organism following 

genome editing. Future experiments may discover locations in the genome that are more 

prone to edits (attractors). Assessing the PCR, sequencing, and phenotyping signatures of 

those attractors would be important for reducing unintended mutagenicity. The ADDTAG 

software provides the ability to use a case-masked reference genome as input. Therefore, 

if problematic regions are specified, ADDTAG will avoid identifying primers and Targets 

there. 

To facilitate genome editing experiments with reduced off-target mutagenesis, the 

ADDTAG software allows the user to specify any number of Target motifs for intended edits 

as well as any number of Target motifs for unintended edits (3.4.2). ADDTAG supports the 

use of any arbitrary Target motif (Table 3.2), even if it cannot precisely calculate an on-

target or off-target score (when there is no Algorithm for that specific RGN-organism 

pairing). The off-target scores reflect the specified Target motifs for unintended edits. 

Therefore, if users suspect their RGN will cleave in unintended but predictable locations, 

they can specify Target motifs for unintended edits, and select only Targets with high off-

target scores. Additionally, because ADDTAG permits the full genome and any ancillary 

sequences to be used as input, it can do strain-specific off-target calculations. 

3.5.5 Future directions 

The flexible Algorithm interface and Target motif definition provides for forward 

compatibility with advances. Since the initial development of ADDTAG, several other 

Algorithms have rose to prominence—most notably ELEVATION [69] as a complement to 

AZIMUTH on-target scores. Interestingly, finding an ELEVATION off-target score requires a 

different formula than the MIT Guide Score (Equation 1), which is what ADDTAG uses. When 

ADDTAG implements the ELEVATION score, it will potentially determine higher-accuracy 

weights for Cas9 Targets. On another note, designs using the bartag dDNA insert type 

have not been evaluated in actual biological systems. Hence, additional biological 

validation of the computational methods could be performed. Finally, evaluation of excess 

sequence repetition in the dDNAs is deferred until in silico recombination is performed. This 

step could be incorporated into the dDNA generation steps to improve computational 

efficiency, and provide more-immediate user feedback on potential designs. 
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4.1 Abstract 
The AddTag method enables a single locus to be edited multiple times. Verification 

polymerase chain reaction (vPCR) is a primary way to assess if genome modifications 

occurred according to, or contrary to, what was intended. These vPCR designs assess if the 

original DNA (Feature) or modified DNA (Insert) is present in the genome and positioned at 

the experimental locus. We programmed the ADDTAG software to identify sets of 

maximally-reusable primers for vPCR that can be assayed in parallel using identical 

amplification conditions. First, ADDTAG uses the reference genome and dDNA sequences to 

predict the sequences after each editing step. Next, ADDTAG identifies primer pairs within 

the genome sequences of each editing step that assess editing success or failure at the locus. 

Finally, ADDTAG calculates a set of optimal primer pairs that are compatible through a 

simple genetic algorithm. By providing automated vPCR calculations, ADDTAG streamlines 

the process of validating edited genomes (https://github.com/tdseher/addtag-project). 

4.2 Preface 
This chapter is adapted from the manuscript authored by myself, Namkha Nguyen, 

Diana Ramos, Priyanka Bapat, Clarissa J. Nobile, Suzanne S. Sindi, and Aaron D. Hernday, 

titled “AddTag, a two-step approach with supporting software package that facilitates 

CRISPR/Cas-mediated precision genome editing,” which was published by the peer-

reviewed journal G3 Genes|Genomes|Genetics [1]. 

4.3 Introduction 

4.3.1 Verification PCR primers can be used to evaluate if a genome is edited as 

intended 

Each time a locus is edited, there is a possibility unforeseen errors can arise. With the 

AddTag (2-step) genome editing method (2.3.2), no direct selectable marker is used for 

determining if genome editing is successful. For many genome editing procedures, it is 

common to insert a selectable marker, such as an antimycotic resistance gene like KANR [2] 

or a fluorescent reporter like GFP [3, 4], at the edited locus. These genes enable researchers 

to streak out potentially edited cells, and assess single colonies based on growth or light 

reactivity. Since the AddTag method does not use selectable markers at the edited locus, 

an alternative method for evaluating genome edits is necessary, such as sequencing or 

verification PCR (vPCR). This chapter describes how the ADDTAG software automates design 

of vPCR primers for evaluating serial genome edits at an experimental locus. 

Following editing, vPCR should tell if the resultant genomes are as expected. If we 

consider a hypothetical AddTag experiment (Figure 4.1), each gDNA (+, ∆, AB0, AB1, AB∆) 

has unique sequences at the edited locus, and each has shared sequences (Table 4.1). We 

expect the Feature to exist in the +gDNA and AB0gDNA, but not on other gDNAs. We 

expect the Step 1 dDNA insert (often, the addtag) to exist in only the ∆gDNA, and any 

DNA trimmed in excess of the Feature during Feature expansion to exist in all gDNA except 

∆gDNA. Finally, we expect modified DNA introduced in ✲Feature to be present only in 

AB1gDNA. ADDTAG identifies primer sequences within or overlapping these regions to make 

the vPCR design. 

https://github.com/tdseher/addtag-project
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Figure 4.1 – Indirect (2-step) AddTag editing facilitates artifact-free Feature delations 

An AddTag experiment that performs three parallel add-backs (AB0, AB1, AB∆) using the 

same intermediary (∆) genome. AB0 contains the wild-type Feature; AB1 contains the 

modified ✲Feature; and AB∆ has the original Feature removed, but DNA removed in excess 

of Feature during Step 1 is re-incorporated, thereby restoring the Step 1 Target. The grey-

colored eUS, intervening sequence, and eDS regions, as well as the Target, are removed 

during editing Step 1.  The sequence identical to the upstream (US) and downstream (DS) 

dDNA homology arms (HAs) for both Step 1 and Step 2 are shown as the gradient between 

green and violet. More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 

Table 4.1 – DNA regions expected to exist in edited genomes 

gDNA Far US 
dDNA 
US HA eUS Feature 

Intervening 
sequence Target Insert ✲Feature eDS 

dDNA 
DS HA Far DS 

+ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

∆ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ 

AB0 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

AB1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

AB∆ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Rows represent genomic DNA (gDNA), and columns are DNA sequences. “eUS” and “eDS” 

represent the extra sequence on either end of the Feature that may have been trimmed 
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during Step 1 editing. The check (✓) indicates the DNA should exist in that genome, and the 

cross (✗) indicates the DNA should not exist in that genome. Cells with dark grey background 

indicate regions that have been excluded from calculations, and cells with light grey 

background were regions not explicitly identified for vPCR design. 

These genome regions need to be somehow translated into diagnostic primer annealing 

sites. We can reduce the total number of regions by considering which should be present, 

and which should be absent, in each genome (Table 4.2). 

Table 4.2 – Theoretical, presence of mutually exclusive regions on gDNA 

gDNA 
 
Feature 

 eUS/Intervening 
sequence/Target/eDS 

 
Insert 

 
✲Feature 

+  Y  Y  N  N 
∆  N  N  Y  N 

AB0  Y  Y  N  N 
AB1  N  Y  N  Y 
AB∆  N  Y  N  N 

When evaluating successful editing, the “Y” character indicates vPCR should indicate 

presence of this region at the locus, and “N” means vPCR should reflect this region is absent 

from the locus. Cells with dark grey background indicate regions that have been excluded 

from calculations, and cells with light grey background were regions not explicitly identified 

for vPCR design. 

Each row represents the genomic DNA being tested, with the reference genome (+) edited 

in Step 1 to make the intermediary genome (∆). In independent, parallel procedures, the 

∆gDNA is converted to each of AB0, AB1, and AB∆. The columns “Feature”, “eUS/eDS”, 

“Insert”, and “✲Feature” represent mutually exclusive genetic regions spread across the 

gDNAs at the experimental locus. 

When a PCR reaction fails to amplify the template, it does not definitively mean the 

primers failed to hybridize. There are alternative explanations, such as an incorrect 

annealing temperature, or too much salt or protein contamination in the sample. We 

therefore programmed ADDTAG to identify one primer pair that would amplify if the 

sequence of interest is present in the template DNA, and a different primer pair that would 

amplify if the sequence of interest is absent (Table 4.3 “Deleted” and “Present” columns). 

Also, it is possible a genome edit may occur, but instead of at the intended locus, the edit 

happens somewhere else in the genome. To address this, we programmed ADDTAG to find 

primer pairs with one primer within the Feature, Step 1 dDNA insert (Insert), or ✲Feature, 

and the other at the locus (Table 4.3 “Present at locus” columns). 
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Table 4.3 – Theoretical, expected amplification of mutually exclusive regions on 
gDNA 
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gDNA  Feature  
eUS/Intervening 

sequence/Target/eDS  Insert  ✲Feature 

+  ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓  ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 

∆  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗  ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 

AB0  ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓  ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 

AB1  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗  ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗  ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ 
AB∆  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗  ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗  ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ 

Each cell in Table 4.2, which indicates either presence or absence of the mutually exclusive 

region, is expanded to a vector of “Deleted”, “Deleted from locus”, “Present”, and “Present 

at locus”. When evaluating successful editing, the check (✓) indicates positive vPCR 

amplification should be observed, and the cross (✗) indicates no amplification should be 

observed. Cells with dark grey background indicate reactions that have been excluded 

from calculations. 

Each row represents the genomic DNA being tested, with the reference genome (+) edited 

in Step 1 to make the intermediary genome (∆). In independent, parallel procedures, the 

∆gDNA is converted to each of AB0, AB1, and AB∆. The columns “Feature”, “eUS/eDS”, 

“Insert”, and “✲Feature” represent mutually exclusive genetic regions spread across the 

gDNAs at the experimental locus. 

In order to simplify programming, we removed the mutual exclusivity requirement 

between Feature, Insert, and ✲Feature. Therefore, primers were designed against the 

entire eFeature (composed of eUS, Feature, intervening sequence, Target, and eDS) for the 

+gDNA, and the entire edited eFeature (✲eFeature, composed of eUS, ✲Feature, 

intervening sequence, Target, and eDS) for the ABgDNA. Also, experiments producing a 

Feature deletion, while simultaneously utilizing Feature expansion, were excluded from 

consideration (AB∆gDNA row with grey background). Because we decided to not distinguish 

between eFeatures and Features, the eUS/intervening sequence/Target/eDS regions are 

not explicitly used for diagnosing correct genome editing through vPCR (light grey cells in 

Table 4.1, Table 4.2, and Table 4.3). 

With these simplifications (Table 4.4), ADDTAG scans each region for potential primer 

sequences to serve for vPCR (Figure 2.8). The sF primers are found in the forward strand of 

the Far US region and the sR primers are found in the reverse strand of the Far DS region. 

ADDTAG scans the eFeature on both strands to identify potential +oF, +oR, +iF, and +iR 

primers. Similarly, ADDTAG determines the ∆oF, ∆oR, ∆iF, and ∆iR primers by searching the 

Step 1 dDNA insert (containing the addtag, mintag, etc), and the AoF, AoR, AiF, and AiR 
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primers by searching the Step 2 dDNA insert (containing the ✲eFeature). ADDTAG identifies 

a single sF/sR primer pair that surrounds the locus on each genome, and then identifies a 

sF/oR, oF/sR, and iF/iR pairs for each editing step (Figure 2.9). 

Table 4.4 – Pattern of expected vPCR amplification given correct editing 
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gDNA  ∪  eFeature  Insert  ✲eFeature 

+  ○  ● ● ●  ○ ○ -  ◉ ◉ ◉ 
∆  ●  ○ ○ ○  ◐ ◑ -  ○ ○ ○ 

AB0  ○  ◉ ◉ ◉  ○ ○ -  ● ● ● 
AB1  ○  ◉ ◉ ◉  ○ ○ -  ● ● ● 

Cells contain symbols representing no amplification (○), amplification (●), mutually exclusive 

amplification (◐/◑), potential amplification (◉), and no valid primer pair identified (-). 

Each row represents the genomic DNA being tested, with the reference genome (+) edited 

in Step 1 to make the intermediary genome (∆). In independent, parallel procedures, the 

∆gDNA is converted to each of AB0 and AB1. 

The columns “eFeature”, “Insert”, and “✲eFeature” represent regions taken from the +, ∆, 

and AB gDNAs, respectively (Figure 4.1). The primers +oF, +oR, +iF, and +iR are all 

designed against the eFeature found on +gDNA; the primers ∆oF, ∆oR, ∆iF, and ∆iR are 

all designed against the Insert found on ∆gDNA; and the primers AoF, AoR, AiF, and AiR 

are all designed against the ✲eFeature found on ABgDNA. The union (∪) column containing 

sF/sR represents a primer pair designed for use with all regions. Because the sequences of 

eFeature and ✲eFeature are not mutually exclusive, the same primers might be identified 

for them, and thus amplification may not be mutually exclusive. 

With the addtag, unitag, and especially mintag Step 1 dDNA insert types (3.4.3), 

the length of the Insert sequence is quite small. This leaves very few, if any, primers of usable 

quality for vPCR. To broaden the number of potential primers, junctions between regions 

are interrogated. The junction between a region unique to a particular gDNA and its 

neighboring region may present unique sequences that can be used for vPCR design. For 

example, the EFG1CDS locus (2.4.3) potentially has usable primer annealing sites that all 

overlap the US HA, the mintag(CCTC), and the DS HA regions of the Step 1 dDNA. 

The sF/sR primer pair will not amplify when their annealing sites are too far apart, 

therefore yielding positive amplification when the eFeature is absent from the locus (Table 

4.4, “sF/sR” column). The iF/iR primer pair will only amplify when the sequence region 

between them exists (Table 4.4 “eFeature”, “Insert”, “✲eFeature” columns). However, iF/iR 

amplification will arise even if the eFeature is at an unintended location in the genome. For 

example, if the Insert from the Step 1 dDNA incorporates into an off-target locus, then 

∆iF/∆iR may still amplify. The sF/oR and oF/sR primers hybridize both inside the sequence 

region (Feature, Insert, ✲Feature) and outside at the edited locus (Far US, Far DS), and thus 

serve to indicate if the presence of the region at the locus. In other words, upon successful 

reintegration of the Step 2 dDNA into the locus, the sF/AoR  or AoF/sR primer pairs should 

yield a positive PCR product that is indicative of the intended genomic edit. 
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4.3.2 Overview of computational workflow for vPCR primer design 

We designed the ADDTAG software to generate vPCR primers for confirming the 

presence or absence of intended editing at the chosen locus. The presence of amplification 

is usable as both a positive and negative control. Most amplicons are between 400 and 

800 nt in length so they can be amplified with minimal changes to PCR conditions. The 

amplicons resulting from sF/oR and oF/sR amplification span the intended locus on at least 

one of either the upstream junction or the downstream junction, preferably both. This enables 

diagnosing if the Feature or Insert is at the intended location in the genome. Additionally, 

these pairs enable discrimination of erroneous within-Feature/Insert HDR events. The iF/iR 

primer pair will amplify a region within the Feature/Insert, thereby indicating its presence 

somewhere in the genome. The sF/sR primer pair will amplify only if the Feature is absent 

at the locus. 

ADDTAG uses a 3-step computational process to find these vPCR primers (Table 4.5). (A) 

ADDTAG performs in silico recombination to generate the expected genomes given successful 

dDNA integration, and it links subsequent edits to the same locus together into groups 

(4.4.1). (B) ADDTAG delimits 4 discrete regions a primer can be found for each genome in 

each group, and it identifies all usable primer pairs (4.4.2). (C) ADDTAG performs simulated 

annealing to identify the best set of primers for each group of homologous Features (4.4.3). 

Table 4.5 – Computational workflow for identifying vPCR primers 

 # Task 

Parse input 1 
2 

Genome 
Series of dDNA sequences 

(A) Recombine 3 
4 

Link each dDNA to the genome by homology 
For Step 1, and then Step 2, generate expected genome sequence given 
intended editing is successful 

(B) Primer 
 Calculations 

5 
6 
7 

Identify sF and sR primers shared across all genomes 
For each genome (+, ∆, AB), identify iF, iR, oF, and oR primers 
Weigh Primers and PrimerPairs. 

(C) Optimization 8 
9 

Maximize PrimerPair weights through simulated annealing to create PrimerSets 
Rank PrimerSets by number of Primers and PrimerSet weight 

ADDTAG can perform these steps for each locus in parallel, thereby simulating dDNA 

incorporation at several loci in the same editing step. For each edited locus, it will identify 

a separate set of sF and sR primers as well as iF, iR, oF, and oR primers for each editing 

Step. 

There are 3 classes of objects implemented for primer optimization: Primer, PrimerPair, 

and PrimerSet. A Primer object stores an oligonucleotide sequence and evaluates it based 

on several thermodynamics-related criteria (4.4.4). PrimerPair objects link two Primer 

objects and evaluate their amplicon specificity (4.4.5). PrimerSet objects hold a collection 

of PrimerPair objects and finds their combined weight (4.4.6), or fitness, during the 

optimization process (4.4.3). 

AddTag designs an integrated minimal set of PCR primers with which users can amplify 

dDNA fragments and verify genome edits throughout 1- or 2-step genome editing 

applications. The AmpF and AmpR primers are selected to efficiently amplify Step 2 dDNA 

fragments for native locus add-backs (Figure 2.7). The remaining primers are designed to 

produce unique PCR products that are indicative of successful deletion and subsequent 

restoration or modification of the Feature being edited (Figure 2.11). 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 (A) In silico recombination 

Before ADDTAG can find the best primer set, it must first identify regions of DNA shared 

across all editing rounds that flank the intended locus. The initial step to achieving this is by 

generating the expected genome sequences given successful dDNA integration after each 

round of genome editing. This process is called in silico recombination, and proceeds in a 

cyclical manner. The following steps are performed for each round of genome editing: 

(1) all dDNAs are aligned to the gDNA; 

(2) each gDNA to dDNA alignment is segregated into “Far US”, “US HA”, “Insert”, “DS 

HA” and “Far DS” regions; and 

(3) any sequence on the gDNA that is between the US HA and DS HA is replaced with 

the Insert region of the dDNA. 

This process is performed in the order from higher genomic coordinates to lower coordinates, 

thereby allowing for multiple loci to be changed with dDNA in a single editing step. After 

those 3 steps in each round of editing, all dDNA edits that overlap are deemed to be 

occurring at the same locus, and these are grouped together. 

The ADDTAG program naïvely assumes the expected number of alignments parallels the 

probability of an HDR event. The E-value describes the expected number of alignments by 

chance given the scoring scheme, nucleotide composition, alignment length, and genome size 

[5]. We therefore assume that a “significant” alignment is one whose E-value is below 1 (E-

value < 1). These are the only alignments that are considered for HDR. As the length and 

percent identity of an alignment increases, the E-value decreases. Most flanking arms will 

have smaller subsequences that can align to hundreds of places in any given genome, and 

thus are potential sources of non-target HDR. However, ADDTAG assumes these hundreds of 

micro-alignments have negligible impact on the total number of HDR events because these 

sites are unlikely to have double-stranded breaks. Thus, the E-value of 1 can be thought of 

as a maximum threshold by which an alignment can be considered significant, and therefore 

likely to drive HDR. 

In silico recombination helps identify problems with dDNA design. Using traditional 1-

step CRISPR/Cas-induced HDR to directly edit a Feature may fail because of excess 

microhomology. Editing may be faulty if homology exists between subsequences within an 

eFeature HA and a dDNA (Figure 4.2) or between subsequences within the eFeature and a 

dDNA HA (Figure 4.3). Duplicate instances of HA in either the gDNA or the dDNA thereby 

decrease genome editing efficiency. 
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Figure 4.2 – Excessive homology within dDNA reduces efficiency of intended dDNA 
incorporation 

In this example, the dDNA contains a subsequence internally that is similar to one of its 

homology arms (US). Either US region in the dDNA can potentially be selected as a focus 

for HDR, producing either the intended modification (✲gDNA), or an unintended 

modification (✲gDNAX). The longer the dDNA sequence, the more likely its homology arms 

share similarity with subsequences inside the homolog arms. Therefore, longer dDNA 

sequences are less likely to produce correct edits. 

More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 
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Figure 4.3 – Excessive homology within gDNA reduces efficiency of inteded dDNA 
incorporation 

Here, the US flanking homology arm exists multiple times on the genomic DNA (gDNA). Each 

US instance is a potential focus for HDR, producing either the intended modification 

(✲gDNA), or an unintended modification (✲gDNAX). The longer the expanded Feature, the 

more likely repeats are shared between dDNA homology arms and eFeature subsequences. 

Therefore, longer eFeature sequences are less likely to produce correct edits. 

More detail can be found in Common Figure Description 1, Chapter 2. 

For simplicity, ADDTAG assumes that a single restriction event happens for each pair of 

dDNA HAs that align. When ADDTAG performs computational recombination, it reports to 

the user the identified US and DS regions it identifies for each editing Step. When these 

regions differ from what is expected, then it indicates that excessive homology exists 

between the gDNA and dDNA, and the user should select a different dDNA for genome 

editing. 

4.4.2 (B) Identify primer pairs 

After the group of homologous Features is created, AddTag (1) identifies primer 

sequences, (2) assesses their usability, and (3) assesses the usability of all required primer 

pairs. 

(1) Four strand-specific regions are identified for each locus: “Far US” where sF Primers 

reside, “Far DS” where sR Primers reside, the forward strand of “Feature/Insert” containing 

oF and iF Primers, and the reverse strand of “Feature/Insert” containing oR and iR Primers 

(Figure 2.8). AddTag uses a sliding window to identify all Primers within each region of each 

gDNA (Figure 4.4). Depending on the desired allelic specificity, certain Primers are 
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excluded from the list of potential Primers (Figure 4.5). For instance, if the Primers need to 

be multi-allelic, then Primers with identical sequences existing in all gDNA within the region 

are kept, and any Primer whose sequence does not exist in all gDNAs is discarded. 

 

Figure 4.4 – Find all primers in forward and reverse regions 

Depicted are two regions (F region, R region), each present as homologs on a pair of 

chromosomes (A, B). There is an allelic variant in the R region, denoted by the colored 

rectangles (Allele A, Allele B). First, ADDTAG uses a simple sliding window method to identify 

all potential primers within the genomic regions that should contain the forward (F) and 

reverse (R) primers. In this example, 1 valid forward primer is identified in the F region, and 

its sequence is identical in both chromosomes (green color). 3 reverse primers are 

identified—two allele-specific sequences (red and yellow colors), and one multi-allelic 

sequence (green color) in the R region. More detail can be found in Common Figure 

Description 1, Chapter 2. 

 

Figure 4.5 – Group each potential primer pair by allelic specificity 

Following sliding window identification of all individual primers (Figure 4.4), all potential 

pairings of forward and reverse primers are assigned allelic specificity. In this continued 

example, there are three possible primer pairs. 

(2) The Far US and Far DS are processed once for each group of homologous Features, 

but the stranded Feature/Insert regions are processed once for each gDNA (the reference 

genome followed by each predicted edited genome). Potential primer sequences are 

assessed for suitability (4.4.4). Following primer design best-practices [6-9], ADDTAG 

evaluates primers based on melting temperature; %GC; length; propensity to form hairpins, 

homodimers, and heterodimers, and several other metrics. 

(3) If a primer passes the suitability requirement, then it is considered for pairing. For 

each locus, a list of potential sF/sR primer pairs are assessed for compatibility. For each 

gDNA (the reference genome followed by each predicted edited genome) a list of potential 

sF/oR, oF/sR, and iF/iR pairs is similarly created. Thus, each desired vPCR primer pair (sF/sR 

for all gDNA and sF/oR, oF/sR, iF/iR for each gDNA) is associated with a list of potential 
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primer pairs (stored as PrimerPair objects). AddTag calculates the PrimerPair weight 

(Equation 6) which summarizes the primer pair’s ability to perform successful amplification 

(Figure 4.6). 

 

Figure 4.6 – Score, weigh, and rank each potential primer pair 

Following identification of forward and reverse primers (Figure 4.4), and Primer weight 

calculations (Equation 5), each potential primer pair (PrimerPair) has its attributes scored 

and then weighed (Figure 4.7). Finally, the pairs are ordered by PrimerPair weight 

(Equation 6), with the highest weight having the best ranking. The final selection of primer 

pairs for vPCR design proceeds through simulated annealing (Figure 2.10). 

After evaluating the potential primer pairs corresponding to sF/sR, sF/oR, oF/sR, and iF/iR 

across all gDNAs, ADDTAG performs design optimization (4.4.3). 

4.4.3 (C) Optimizing sets of primers 

After all lists of potential PrimerPairs are created and assessed for compatibility, those 

pairs are fed into a type of genetic algorithm, called simulated annealing, to identify the 

best set of compatible primers. Each putative optimization is stored in a PrimerSet data 

structure. For a typical two round experiment at a single locus, there is a single amplicon A 

(sF/sR), followed by the amplicons B, C, and D (sF/oR, oF/sR, and iF/iR, respectively) for 

the +gDNA, then amplicons B, C, and D for the ∆gDNA, and then amplicons B, C, and D for 

the ABgDNA. This results in a total of 10 PrimerPairs (Figure 2.9). For simplicity, ADDTAG 
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first fixes the sF/sR pair, then cycles through potential pairs for the remaining PrimerPairs, 

evaluating their weights each iteration. Note that the AmpF/AmpR PrimerPair determination 

is separate from the vPCR Primer set determination, and is therefore not included in this 

section. After using simulated annealing for each sF/sR pair, the results are sorted by first 

the number of PrimerPairs identified, and second by the weight of the PrimerSet. 

Briefly, simulated annealing proceeds as follows. The primer design is composed of 

several lists of PrimerPairs. The goal is to select one element from each list such that all 

selected elements produce a high PrimerSet weight (4.4.6). The weight of initial selection of 

elements for each list is iteratively compared with alternative selection of list elements. The 

process halts once the number of iterations is reached, or a local optimum is determined. 

ADDTAG uses a “ranked” simulated annealing process by default, where primer pairs are 

randomly selected based on their joint weight. A greedy alternative is included where the 

lowest-weighted primer pair is always swapped with a higher-weighted pair. Early tests 

indicate this results in the global optimum at a high frequency (>90% of the time). Each 

potential selection of primer pairs is stored in a PrimerSet object, and the highest-weighted 

PrimerSet is selected for each fixed sF/sR pair. Simulated annealing allows for automatic 

determination of near-optimal set of compatible primers. 

4.4.4 Evaluating single Primers 

One central utility of ADDTAG is to choose appropriate primer sequences that bind to 

genomic templates. There are many possible sequences that can potentially meet the needs 

of an experiment. However, not all segments of DNA templates yield primers with sequence 

compositions favorable for PCR. ADDTAG therefore implements a method for evaluating 

primer sequences. First, ADDTAG independently considers several attributes of the primer 

sequence, such as its length, melting temperature, and %GC. For each attribute, the primer 

sequence is scored with model to produce an attribute score. Then, ADDTAG converts each 

attribute score into a weight. Weights of multiple attributes are aggregated to give 

information about how well the primer will anneal and amplify the template DNA. The 

aggregate weight is useful for comparing between primer sequences. 

For computational expediency, a primer’s attribute scores are calculated successively. 

If a score is outside usability thresholds (Figure 4.7, vertical lines), then calculation of the 

remaining attribute scores is halted. Thus, weights are not fully calculated if a usability 

threshold is violated, and the primer is removed from consideration in downstream analyses. 

These usability thresholds are tunable by the user on the command line. Looser stringency 

means more primer sequences are kept for consideration, so later analyses take longer to 

complete. 
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Figure 4.7 – ADDTAG calculates attribute-specific weights from primer and primer pair 
scores 

Primer and PrimerPair attribute scores are converted to attribute weights using either 

uniform, unisigmoidal, or bisigmoidal functions. Minimum and maximum score cutoffs are 

indicated by vertical dashed lines. Blue areas under the curve represent bounds of the score 

domain that yield positive weights. Above each graph is a text example illustrating the 

attribute, where check marks (✓) indicate a positive weight assignment, and cross marks (🗴), 

indicate a zero weight; blue text indicates important subsequences for attribute-specific 

scores. 

ADDTAG scores the following attributes of a primer’s sequence (Figure 4.7): 

(1) the %GC of the primer sequence; 

(2) the length of the primer sequence; 

(3) the minimum change in Gibbs’ free energy (∆G) of the primer sequence (Although 

some evidence suggests the effective interference of intended behavior of primers 

differs based on whether it is a hairpin, homodimer, or heterodimer, we elected to 

consider only the minimum ∆G reported by the user-selectable software UNAFOLD 

[10], VIENNARNA [11], or PRIMER3 [12]. DNA oligonucleotides often form unwanted, 

stable, secondary structures in aqueous solutions. When two molecules of the same 

oligonucleotide attach to each other, it is called a homodimer (also known as self-

dimer). A heterodimer is when DNA molecules with different oligonucleotide 

sequences hybridize to each other. A hairpin is formed when portions of an 

oligonucleotide hybridize with itself. Each of these secondary structures has the 

potential to lower the efficiency of a PCR reaction. The more consecutive nucleotides 

that hybridize, the stronger the bond. The stronger the bond, the less likely the 

oligonucleotide will bind with the complementary DNA it is intended for. The 

ADDTAG software evaluates the minimum ∆G for each of these three secondary 
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structures. The smaller the ∆G, the more likely the oligonucleotide will form 

secondary structures and produce a problematic PCR reaction.); 

(4) the melting temperature (Tm) of the primer as a proxy for annealing temperature 

(Ta) (This holds valid only under the assumption the primer lengths are similar and 

secondary structures non-existent [7, 13, 14].); 

(5) the maximum 3’ self-complementation length [7] (Excess 3’ complementarity can 

cause PCR extension of dimerized oligonucleotides. Complementation between 

oligonucleotides can cause primer dimers, which serve as competitors to the 

intended template, thus decreasing the efficiency of the intended template 

amplification [15]. To avoid this, the ADDTAG software implements a maximum 3’ 

complementation length cutoff for both homodimer and heterodimers.); 

(6) the 3’ GC clamp length as a computationally-efficient proxy for 3’ end stability 

[16, 17]; 

(7) the number of G and C residues in the last 5 positions of the primer sequence to 

serve as a heuristic to minimize off-target hybridization by the 3’ end of the primer 

(If the 3’ end of an oligonucleotide is rich in G/C, then it might hybridize to a 

template DNA, even though the 5’ end is not hybridized. This is a phenomenon 

termed “mispriming.”); 

(8) and the number of consecutive, repeated nucleotides (also known as run length). 

A primer attribute 𝑎 describes an intrinsic property of the primer at experimental conditions 

(salinities, temperature, and nucleotide concentrations), and is calculated by feeding the 

primer sequence (𝑠𝑒𝑞) into a model that produces the attribute score (𝑠). Accordingly, 𝐴 is 

the set of all primer attribute models, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, and 𝑆 is the set of all attribute scores for a 

primer sequence 

𝑆(𝑠𝑒𝑞) = [𝑠𝑎(𝑠𝑒𝑞) for 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴]. 

Each primer attribute score 𝑠 derived from the sequence is passed through a function 𝑤 

to scale its quality on a score from 0 to 1, called its weight 

0 ≤ 𝑤 ≤ 1. 

For each attribute, 𝑤 represents the broad probability of successful hybridization to 

genomic DNA using that sequence as a primer. Higher 𝑤 correspond to higher likelihood of 

successful binding and thus amplification. We define the general formula for weight as a 

sigmoidal (also called logistic) function to model the desired attributes. Sigmoidal functions 

are useful because they define thresholds. On one side of the threshold, there is a severe 

penalty, and on the other side, the penalty is light. Additionally, ADDTAG implements hard 

minimum and maximum cutoffs for each attribute score, outside which the weight is set to 0. 

Attributes (1) and (2) apply bisigmoidal weight functions; attribute (3) applies a 

unisigmoidal weight function; and attributes (4), (5), (6), (7), and (8) apply uniform weight 

functions (Figure 4.7). 

Below, we review attribute parameters for a typical bisigmoidal weight function. Each 

attribute 𝑎 provides a defined set of parameters 𝜃 to transform the score 𝑠 into an attribute 

weight 𝑤. First, ADDTAG defines two thresholds, which we refer to as 𝑢𝑝 and 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 
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𝜃 = {𝑥up, 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒up, 𝑥down, 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒down}. 

Thus, 𝑥𝑢𝑝 and 𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 represent the inflection points of the slopes, and 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑢𝑝 and 

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 represent the steepness of the function (Figure 4.8).  

 

Figure 4.8 – Description of bisigmoidal function parameters 

Each sigmoid function is defined by an inflection point and its slope. The standard 

bisigmoidal function contains a first sigmoid term with the inflection point at 𝑥up and a 

positive steepness of 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒up; and a second sigmoid term with the inflection point at 𝑥down 

and a negative steepness of 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒down. ADDTAG sets the final parameter ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 1.0 for 

simplicity. The 𝑥 value represents the primer attribute score, and the 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 value is the 

corresponding weight for that score. 

For each of the two thresholds in this example, we add a sigmoidal factor in the weight 

calculation with its respective parameters 

𝑤(𝑠|𝜃) =
1

1+𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑢𝑝
𝑥𝑢𝑝−s ∙

1

1+𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛
𝑠−𝑥𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛

. Equation 4 – Attribute weight 

Potentially, any number of sigmoid definitions can be multiplied to produce a complex 

function for converting score into weight. 

Finally, the primer weight 𝑊 for the sequence 𝑠𝑒𝑞 is calculated as the product of all 

primer attribute weights 

𝑊(𝑠𝑒𝑞) = ∏ 𝑤𝑎(𝑠𝑎(𝑠𝑒𝑞)|𝜃𝑎)𝑎∈𝐴 . Equation 5 – Primer weight 

Because each 𝑤 is treated independently, 𝑊 functions as a proxy for the joint probability 

of successful hybridization across all attributes. ADDTAG uses 𝑊 as an essential component 

for calculating how well a primer pair will amplify as intended (4.4.5). 
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4.4.5 Evaluating PrimerPairs 

ADDTAG has the objective of identifying primer pairs that indicate the presence, or 

absence, of certain DNA sequences within a genome. Usually there are too many possible 

forward and reverse primer pairings to consider using a brute force method. For a typical 

locus, evaluating all possible primer pairs is a computationally expensive number of 

calculations. To lessen the burden, I implemented an iterative, threshold-relaxation process 

using the same framework for both Primer and PrimerPair weight evaluations. In the first 

iteration, ADDTAG requires PrimerPair attribute scores to be of the highest stringency. Each 

progressive iteration relaxes the hard thresholds for one or more attributes. These cutoff 

limitations can be specified by the user through command line options. This means that 

ADDTAG will first attempt to complete vPCR primer design using the narrowest attribute 

cutoffs, which is the least computationally-demanding. Then ADDTAG will attempt subsequent 

vPCR designs with lower levels of predicted compatibility, with each attempt taking more 

computational resources. 

A few methods have been proposed to estimate the compatibility of a primer pair, most 

notably as the sum of weighted primer attribute scores [6, 12]. We chose to implement the 

novel product strategy over this method because the sum of weighted attribute scores is 

known to exclude a large proportion of valid primers [18]. 

To determine how well a pair of primers will amplify, ADDTAG calculates pair-specific 

attribute scores using the same principles it does for calculating single attribute scores. Then 

ADDTAG converts those scores into weights and combines them with the component Primer 

weights (Equation 5) to obtain the PrimerPair weight (Equation 6), discussed below. In 

chemical isolation, several considerations exist for guaranteeing oligonucleotide sequences 

do not form secondary structures, but can anneal to their template (Figure 4.7): 

• the difference in Tm between forward and reverse primers should be minimal; 

• the minimum ∆G of the heterodimer should be as large as possible; 

• the amplicon size (2 sigmoidal functions/types) should be within thermodynamically 

achievable range; 

• and the maximum 3’ heterodimer complementation length should be as short as 

possible. 

Like individual Primer objects, PrimerPairs also have a weight that is the product of their 

attribute weights. The PrimerPair joint weight 𝑊𝐽 is the product of forward Primer weight 

𝑊(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹), the reverse Primer weight 𝑊(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅), and the pair-specific attribute weights 

𝑊𝐽(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹 , 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅) = 𝑊(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹) ∙ 𝑊(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅) ∙ ∏ 𝑤𝑎(𝑠𝑎(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹 , 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅)|𝜃𝑎)𝑎∈𝐴 . Equation 6 – PrimerPair weight 

The greater the joint weight, the better the expected amplification. While it has been 

demonstrated that template sequence composition in between the forward and reverse 

primers does affect amplification efficiency [19-21], we have omitted calculating this for 

simplicity. For example, if amplification necessitates strand displacement, efficiency can be 

lowered [22]. 
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4.4.6 Evaluating PrimerSets 

Similar to the Primer and PrimerPair data structures, the PrimerSet data structure has 

specific attributes that are individually weighed and then multiplied together to form the 

final weight. The first set of attributes regard the non-redundant list of Primer sequences. 

We make a non-redundant set of Primers 𝑆𝐸𝑄 from all 𝑛 PrimerParis. Each PrimerPair has 

a forward 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹 sequence and a reverse 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅 sequence. 

𝑆𝐸𝑄 = {𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹1
, 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅1

, 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹2
, 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅2

, … , 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹𝑛
, 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅𝑛

}. 

We calculate the mean melting temperature 𝑇𝑚, where |𝑆𝐸𝑄| is the number of elements in 

𝑆𝐸𝑄 

𝑇𝑚 =
∑ 𝑇𝑚(𝑠𝑒𝑞)𝑠𝑒𝑞∈𝑆𝐸𝑄

|𝑆𝐸𝑄|
. 

Next, we calculate 𝑊𝑃 as the product of the weight 𝑤 of the difference between 𝑇𝑚 and 

𝑇𝑚 across all elements of 𝑆𝐸𝑄 

𝑊𝑃 = ∏ 𝑤(𝑇𝑚(𝑠𝑒𝑞) − 𝑇𝑚 )𝑠𝑒𝑞∈𝑆𝐸𝑄 . 

Then we calculate one attribute based on the PrimerPair data structure—the product of the 

joint weights 𝑊𝐽, or if (𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹 , 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅) of a PrimerPair is repeated, the average joint weight 

𝑊𝐽 of those repeated PrimerPairs as a simplification. 𝑃𝑃 contains the PrimerPair objects 

[(𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹 , 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅)1 (𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹 , 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅)2 ⋯ (𝑠𝑒𝑞𝐹 , 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑅)𝑛] ∈ 𝑃𝑃, 

And can be re-written as 

[𝑝𝑝1 𝑝𝑝2 ⋯ 𝑝𝑝𝑛] ∈ 𝑃𝑃. 

The weight representing the PrimerPair, taking redundancy into account, is thus 

𝑊𝑃𝑃 = ∏ 𝑊𝐽(𝑝𝑝)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
𝑝𝑝∈𝑃𝑃 . 

Finally, the weight of a PrimerSet 𝑊ẞ̌ is calculated as the product of its two components 

𝑊𝑃 and 𝑊𝑃𝑃 as follows: 

𝑊ẞ̌ = 𝑊𝑃 ∙ 𝑊𝑃𝑃. Equation 7 – PrimerSet weight 

The weight of the PrimerSet 𝑊ẞ̌ therefore incorporates all PrimerPair joint sequence weights 

with of an additional melting temperature constraint. This process allows for simpler 𝑊ẞ̌ 

calculation by relying on pre-computed 𝑊𝐽 at the cost of the one replicated attribute 

involving 𝑇𝑚, thereby artificially increasing its net importance. Because 𝑊𝑃 relies on a non-

redundant list of sequences, a primer oligonucleotide possessing multiple pairs is only 

penalized a single time. Also, because 𝑊𝑃𝑃 relies on a non-redundant list of paired primers, 

duplicate pairs are effectively counted only once. Together, the 𝑊ẞ̌ weight encourages 

calculating a minimal set of primers that are compatible with each other. 
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4.5 Discussion 

4.5.1 Summary 

AddTag is a generalized approach for developing CRISPR/Cas genome editing 

experiments. After each step, the genomes are assayed for CRISPR/Cas-induced 

recombination events with a PCR-based assay [23]. Other software packages that choose 

gRNA Targets and design verification primers (Table 3.2, “vPCR primers”) are confined to 

a single editing step and genome [24]. Although we specifically limit the discussion in this 

chapter, as well as the empirical validations (Chapter 2), to 2-step editing in C. albicans, 

ADDTAG primer design can span any number of serial genome editing steps, and is 

applicable to any sequenced genome. 

ADDTAG finds sets of compatible vPCR primers for validating multi-step genome edits. 

ADDTAG implements a core subroutine designed for vPCR primer design that has 3 parts: 

(A) predicting the genome sequence after each editing step, (B) identifying primer pairs 

that would be useful for verification of intended genome edits, and (C) optimization of 

primer pairs. ADDTAG uses the reference genome and the dDNA sequences as input. ADDTAG 

includes the ability to discriminate between allele-specific, multi-allelic, and allele-agnostic 

vPCR amplification designs. 

For some loci edited in Chapter 2—ADE2CDS, EFG1CDS, BRG1CDS, ZRT2US, WOR1USd, 

WOR1USp, and WOR2DS—no usable ∆oF and ∆oR primers were identified (Table 0.3). 

However, ADDTAG identified usable ∆oF and ∆oR primers for the ZAP1US locus. vPCR 

Analyses of other loci, such as FLO8CDS, RBF1CDS, and HOT1CDS revealed that identification 

of usable ∆oF and ∆oR is generally mutually exclusive (Table 4.4, “Insert” column). Mutually 

exclusive sF/∆oR and ∆oF/sR amplification arose due to the hybridization constraints with 

the sF/sR primer pairing. Of the loci tested, only ZAP1US had both an Insert junction forward 

strand (origin of ∆oF) with sufficient similarity to the far upstream region (origin of sF) and 

an Insert junction reverse strand (origin of ∆oR) with sufficient similarity to the far 

downstream region (origin of sR) to allow for identification of sF/∆oR and ∆oF/sR 

simultaneously. 

In addition to ensuring that each individual primer meets or exceeds all of the evaluation 

metrics, the ADDTAG ensures the vPCR primers for validating either 1-step or 2-step genome 

editing experiments are optimized to work under identical conditions. Because all of the 

selected primers are co-optimized (Figure 2.10), any of the primer pair combinations used 

in genotype verification (Figure 2.11) can be run in parallel in the same thermal cycler, thus 

enabling higher throughput. This PCR primer co-optimization step therefore improves 

efficiency and reduces complexity during the genotype verification. All strains generated in 

this study (Chapter 2, Table 0.1) were constructed using Targets, dDNAs, and PCR primers 

that were exclusively designed by the automated ADDTAG software (Table 0.3). In all cases, 

the desired genome edits were obtained in both biological replicates, and the expected 

banding patterns were observed from PCR-based genotype verifications (for a 

representative example see Figure 2.26). 

4.5.2 Future directions 

The ADDTAG software could be improved by increasing its functionality, efficiency, and 

accuracy. For example, a future version of ADDTAG could function to predict the probability 

of each dDNA integration into the genome during in silico recombination. For ease of 

implementation, mutual exclusivity of primer annealing sites was ignored (4.3.1); however, 
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taking this into account could increase the diagnostic power of the vPCR primers. 

Additionally, ADDTAG relies on exact primer sequence matches in the genome during in silico 

PCR. This means that ADDTAG does not quantify non-specific transient primer-template 

binding, which can somewhat affect the proportion of time the primer binds to the intended 

site, and thus the amplification efficiency [25-27]. Also, PCR often demonstrates technical 

variance in efficiency [28], and ADDTAG makes no attempt to model that variance. 

Furthermore, ADDTAG would ideally generate both a high-quality Target (Chapter 3) and 

a high-quality ∆oF or ∆oR primer annealing site on the Step 1 dDNA, thereby requiring 

vPCR identification to occur concurrently with dDNA generation. This type of improvement 

would require extensive refactoring. Moreover, replacing the current, brute-force primer 

calculations, which rely on computational power to evaluate every possibility, with a heuristic 

could provide vast computer time and memory savings. Finally, ADDTAG accuracy could 

improve if it used a more nuanced primer compatibility calculation, such as one that 

incorporates the primer annealing temperature. Despite these shortcomings, ADDTAG still 

computes quality vPCR primer designs that serve to evaluate genome editing experiments 

(Chapter 2). 
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Appendix A Materials 

A.1 Software versions, database resources, and computer specifications 

We used ADDTAG r284 and ADDTAG r517 in PYTHON 3.5.3 with the REGEX 2018.2.21 

package, and with the following additional software for scoring and aligning: AZIMUTH 2.0 

[1] in PYTHON 2.7.13 for on-target scores; CFD [1] and HSU-ZHANG [2] for off-target scores; 

BLAST+ 2.7.1 [3] for predicting recombination by aligning dDNA to gDNA; BOWTIE 2 

2.3.4.1 [4] for aligning target sequences to off-target sites; MAFFT [5] for identifying 

homologous flanking regions; and UNAFOLD 3.8 [6] for the change in Gibbs’ free energy 

and melting temperature thermodynamics calculations. We used the C. albicans assembly 

22 sequence and annotations from the Candida Genome Database [7] retrieved on 

February 5, 2017. Oligo designs were computed on a Linux 3.1.0 64-bit Slurm-managed 

system with 256 Gb RAM and a 12-core (24-logical processors) Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 @ 

2.20 GHz x86 CPU. Analyses were conducted using the BASH shell [8]. Full commands to 

reproduce the analysis are included in the code repository. 

A.2 Strains used in this study 

Table 0.1 – Strains used in this study 

Identifier Strains Genotype Source 

ADE2CDS +/+ AHY940 leu2∆

LEU2
 
ADE2CDS

ADE2CDS

 
[9] 

ade2CDS ∆/∆ AHY1338, 
AHY1347 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
ade2cds∆::mintag(CC)

ade2cds∆::mintag(CC)
 

(This study) 

ADE2CDS AB/AB AHY1267, 
AHY1268 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
ade2cds∆::ADE2CDS

ade2cds∆::ADE2CDS

 
(This study) 

BRG1CDS +/+ AHY940 leu2∆

LEU2
 
BRG1CDS

BRG1CDS

 
[9] 

brg1CDS ∆/∆ AHY1219, 
AHY1220 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
brg1

cds
∆::mintag() 

brg1
cds

∆::mintag() 
 

(This study) 

BRG1CDS AB/AB AHY1263, 
AHY1264 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
brg1

cds
∆::BRG1CDS

brg1
cds

∆::BRG1CDS

 
(This study) 

EFG1CDS +/+ AHY940 leu2∆

LEU2
 
EFG1CDS

EFG1CDS

 
[9] 

efg1CDS ∆/∆ AHY1336, 
AHY1337 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
efg1

cds
∆::mintag(CCTC)

efg1
cds

∆::mintag(CCTC)
 

(This study) 

EFG1CDS AB/AB AHY1259, 
AHY1260 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
efg1

cds
∆::EFG1CDS

efg1
cds

∆::EFG1CDS

 
(This study) 

ZAP1CDS +/+ DAY185 ura3∆::λimm434

ura3∆::λimm434
 
ARG4::URA3∷arg4∷hisG

arg4::hisG
 
his1::hisG::pHIS1

his1::hisG
 

[10] 

zap1CDS ∆/∆ CJN1201 ura3∆::λimm434

ura3∆::λimm434
 
arg4::hisG

arg4::hisG
 
his1::hisG::pHIS1

his1::hisG
 
zap1::ARG4

zap1::URA3
 

[11] 

ZAP1US +/+ AHY940 leu2∆

LEU2
 
CSR1US

CSR1US

 
[9] 

zap1US ∆/∆ AHY1348, 
AHY1349 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
csr1us∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)

csr1us∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)
 

(This study) 

ZAP1US AB0/AB0 AHY1265, 
AHY1266 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
csr1us∆::CSR1US

csr1us∆::CSR1US

 
(This study) 

ZAP1US AB1/AB1 AHY1269, 
AHY1270 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
csr1us∆::CSR1US

1

csr1us∆::CSR1US
1  

(This study) 

ZRT2US +/+ AHY940 leu2∆

LEU2
 
ZRT2US

ZRT2US

 
[9] 

zrt2US ∆/∆ AHY1221, 
AHY1222 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
zrt2us∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)

zrt2us∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)
 

(This study) 

ZRT2US AB00/AB00 AHY1261, 
AHY1262 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
zrt2us∆::ZRT2US

zrt2us∆::ZRT2US

 
(This study) 
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Identifier Strains Genotype Source 

ZRT2US AB01/AB01 AHY1271, 
AHY1272 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
zrt2us∆::ZRT2US

01

zrt2us∆::ZRT2US
01

 
(This study) 

ZRT2US AB10/AB10 AHY1273, 
AHY1274 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
zrt2us∆::ZRT2US

10

zrt2us∆::ZRT2US
10

 
(This study) 

ZRT2US AB11/AB11 AHY1295, 
AHY1296 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
zrt2us∆::ZRT2US

11

zrt2us∆::ZRT2US
11 

(This study) 

WOR1USd +/+ AHY940 leu2∆

LEU2
 
WOR1USd

WOR1USd

 
[9] 

wor1USd ∆/∆ AHY1447, 
AHY1448 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
wor1usd∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)

wor1usd∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)
 

(This study) 

WOR1USd AB0/AB0 AHY1449, 
AHY1450 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
wor1usd∆::WOR1USd

wor1usd∆::WOR1USd

 
(This study) 

WOR1USd AB1/AB1 AHY1451, 
AHY1452 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
wor1usd∆::WOR1USd

1

wor1usd∆::WOR1USd
1  

(This study) 

WOR1USp +/+ AHY940 leu2∆

LEU2
 
WOR1USp

WOR1USp

 
[9] 

wor1USp ∆/∆ AHY1453, 
AHY1454 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
wor1usp∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)

wor1usp∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)
 

(This study) 

WOR1USp AB0/AB0 AHY1455, 
AHY1456 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
wor1usp∆::WOR1USp

wor1usp∆::WOR1USp

 
(This study) 

WOR1USp AB1/AB1 AHY1457, 
AHY1458 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
wor1usp∆::WOR1USp

1

wor1usp∆::WOR1USp
1  

(This study) 

WOR2DS +/+ AHY940 leu2∆

LEU2
 
WOR2DS

WOR2DS

 
[9] 

WOR2DS ∆/∆ AHY1459, 
AHY1460 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
wor2ds∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)

wor2ds∆::addtag(CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG)
 

(This study) 

WOR2DS AB0/AB0 AHY1461, 
AHY1462 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
wor2ds∆::WOR2DS

wor2ds∆::WOR2DS

 
(This study) 

WOR2DS AB1/AB1 AHY1463, 
AHY1464 

leu2∆

LEU2
 
wor2ds∆::WOR2DS

1

wor2ds∆::WOR2DS
1  

(This study) 

The identifier is the term used to represent this strain in the manuscript. Each strain name 

listed for an identifier represents a wholly independent biological derivation of the strain. 

Genotypes are listed through the standard Candida syntax: homologous chromosomes are 

separated by horizontal lines; linked loci are co-located in the same word, and non-linked 

loci are separated by white space; loci are represented by the text of their wild-type gene 

name; wild-type genes are capitalized, and mutant genes are lower-case; and specific 

modifications to genes at a locus begin with “::”. Superscript 0 and 1 numbers represent 

allelic forms, with 0 being unmodified from wild-type, and 1 being modified. Subscript CDS 

indicates the Feature of interest is only a portion of the full chromosomal gene, and subscript 

US represents a section of the upstream intergenic region of the gene. The sequence 

orientations for mintag and addtag inserts are indicated with the start as lower contig 

position and the end as higher contig position, as they appear in the reference genome (i.e. 

“+” orientation relative to the contig). 
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A.3 Plasmids used in this study 

Table 0.2 – Plasmids used in this study 

Identifier Purpose Ordering information Sequence Source 

pADH110 NAT-marked pSNR52 promoter 
fragment for use in gRNA 
expression cassette stitching 
PCR; for use with pADH119 to 
generate Target-specific gRNA 
expression cassette. 

https://www.addgene.org/90982/ GBK [9] 

pADH119 NAT-marked “empty” gRNA 
construct for use in gRNA 
expression cassette stitching 
PCR. Use with pADH110 to 
generate Target-specific part 2 
of 2 for C. albicans LEUpOUT 
CRISPR system. 

https://www.addgene.org/90985/ GBK [9] 

pADH137 NAT-marked Cas9 expression 
construct; part 1 of 2 of C. 
albicans LEUpOUT CRISPR 
system. Use with pADH118-
series gRNA expression 
constructs. 

https://www.addgene.org/90986/ GBK [9] 

The identifier is the term used to represent this plasmid in the source manuscript. Each plasmid 

is available to order from Addgene at the provided web address. Full sequence information 

is available, but is directly linked in the “Sequence” column. 

A.4 Single stranded oligonucleotide and synthetic DNA sequences 

Table 0.3 – Single stranded oligonucleotide and synthetic DNA sequences 

Identifier Sequence (5’→3’) Purpose Source 

AHO2144 CTAAGAAGGGAAAAGCACCAC ADE2CDS AmpF (This study) 

AHO2145 CTCGGTACAATCTTGTCAATGAG ADE2CDS AmpR (This study) 

AHO2137 GTGGTGGATTGGTATTTCTTTCTGTG ADE2CDS sF (This study) 

AHO2138 AAGACCCCAAACATTTTGACTCG ADE2CDS sR (This study) 

AHO2142 CCCCAATGTGTAACAAGTCATCG ADE2CDS +/AoF (This study) 

AHO2139 CATTGCCTGTCATTGGTGTTCC ADE2CDS +/AoR (This study) 

AHO2140 CAGAGTTGTGAGGTCTTGGTG ADE2CDS +/AiF (This study) 

AHO2141 GGCGTATGATGGTAGAGGTAAC ADE2CDS +/AiR (This study) 

AHO2135 CACCATAACGTTTACTTGTTTAATATGCTATTGATATC
TATATTTTTTTCCTATGTGTAGTGCTTGTATATGCGTG
TGTGATGAGAATAAGATGAATAGA 

ADE2CDS Step 1 dDNA F (This study) 

AHO2136 TCTATTCATCTTATTCTCATCACACACGCATATACAAG
CACTACACATAGGAAAAAAATATAGATATCAATAGCAT
ATTAAACAAGTAAACGTTATGGTG 

ADE2CDS Step 1 dDNA R (This study) 

AHO2134 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGAACACCAATGACAGGCAA
TGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

ADE2CDS oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 1 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO2143 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGCATATACAAGCACTACAC
ATGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

ADE2CDS oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 2 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO2168 CACATTAGTTGCTCAGGTCAC EFG1CDS AmpF (This study) 

AHO2169 GTCAATGGATTTGGGAGAAGA EFG1CDS AmpR (This study) 

AHO2161 TTAACCCCTTTGTGTCCCTT EFG1CDS sF (This study) 

AHO2162 CCCAAATAGTATAAATTCGTTCATGTC EFG1CDS sR (This study) 

AHO2166 ACCAATCACCCCAAGTTCAG EFG1CDS +/AoF (This study) 

AHO2163 GCTGTTGTTGTTGTTGTCCT EFG1CDS +/AoR (This study) 

AHO2164 CCCCCATACCTTCCAATTCTAC EFG1CDS +/AiF (This study) 

AHO2165 GACACATTACTGCCACCACTG EFG1CDS +/AiR (This study) 

AHO2159 AACGAATTAAGATTTGTTCTATTTGACTACCAAGAATA
TAACCCATATTCCTCGTGTACATCACCTTCTGCTTTCT
GCCATAAATTCCAAATTAGATTAT 

EFG1CDS Step 1 dDNA F (This study) 

AHO2160 ATAATCTAATTTGGAATTTATGGCAGAAAGCAGAAGGT
GATGTACACGAGGAATATGGGTTATATTCTTGGTAGTC
AAATAGAACAAATCTTAATTCGTT 

EFG1CDS Step 1 dDNA R (This study) 

https://media.addgene.org/snapgene-media/v1.6.2-0-g4b4ed87/sequences/05/10/180510/addgene-plasmid-90982-sequence-180510.gbk
https://media.addgene.org/snapgene-media/v1.6.2-0-g4b4ed87/sequences/05/13/180513/addgene-plasmid-90985-sequence-180513.gbk
https://media.addgene.org/snapgene-media/v1.6.2-0-g4b4ed87/sequences/05/19/180519/addgene-plasmid-90986-sequence-180519.gbk
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Identifier Sequence (5’→3’) Purpose Source 

AHO2158 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGTGGTTGGAATTGCCCCAC
AGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

EFG1CDS oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 1 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO2167 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGAGCAGAAGGTGATGTACA
CGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

EFG1CDS oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 2 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO2156 TATAAATATCAGGTCATAGATCCCTG BRG1CDS AmpF (This study) 

AHO2157 CTGCTACAGTATTGTTGTTTGAAC BRG1CDS AmpR (This study) 

AHO2149 TGCAGCTTTTGTACTACATTTGG BRG1CDS sF (This study) 

AHO2150 CCAGCTCAGGATATAATTTACAGC BRG1CDS sR (This study) 

AHO2154 GTCATTCATCAACCACCACCA BRG1CDS +/AoF (This study) 

AHO2151 ACCTCCACTAATGGTTGATCG BRG1CDS +/AoR (This study) 

AHO2152 CCACCACAACAACCACAATCAG BRG1CDS +/AiF (This study) 

AHO2153 CGACCGTTCTTCCCTTTTGTC BRG1CDS +/AiR (This study) 

AHO2147 GTACTACTGTTCATATTTGATATTTCAACGTTATTTCT
CCATCCATACTTCTGGCGGTATTCCTGTTGCTTACCCA
ACCCAAATTCCTTTAATTCGTCAT 

BRG1CDS Step 1 dDNA F (This study) 

AHO2148 ATGACGAATTAAAGGAATTTGGGTTGGGTAAGCAACAG
GAATACCGCCAGAAGTATGGATGGAGAAATAACGTTGA
AATATCAAATATGAACAGTAGTAC 

BRG1CDS Step 1 dDNA R (This study) 

AHO2146 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGGGGCTAAGTGACGATGCA
GGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

BRG1CDS oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 1 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO2155 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGAATACCGCCAGAAGTATG
GAGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

BRG1CDS oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 2 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO 2196 GTGAACCACTCATCATCATTGG ZAP1US AmpF (This study) 

AHO 2199 ACGACTAATGCTATGACTGCTC ZAP1US AmpR (This study) 

AHO 2185 CTGTGATCGTGATTATGAATGTGGC ZAP1US sF (This study) 

AHO 2186 ACGTTGTTCGTCTCAAGCTGG ZAP1US sR (This study) 

AHO 2190 GTTGTCGATGATGATGATGCTGG ZAP1US +/AoF (This study) 

AHO 2187 TACCCAGCATCATCATCATCG ZAP1US +/AoR (This study) 

AHO 2188 CGATGATGATGATGCTGGGTA ZAP1US +/AiF (This study) 

AHO 2189 GTGTTACTTGGTAGCACTTTGATC ZAP1US +/AiR (This study) 

AHO 2191 AGAAAGTGGCGTTTAATAAATACTACGTAC ZAP1US ∆oF (This study) 

AHO 2192 TGGTGTTACTTGGTAGCCCAC ZAP1US ∆oR (This study) 

AHO 2183 GTTTAAATTGATAGTATAATCTAAAATAAGAAAGTGGC
GTTTAATAAATACTACGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAG 

ZAP1US Step 1 dDNA F (This study) 

AHO 2184 TTGATGCAATATTGTTCTTGTTGAATGTAATGCCGTGT
GGTGTTACTTGGTAGCCCACTGTCGACCTGCAGCGTAC 

ZAP1US Step 1 dDNA R (This study) 

SynFrag 1 GTGAACCACTCATCATCATTGGCATTACCCTTGGTATA
TCTTTTAGCATATAATGAAGTTTAAATTGATAGTATAA
TCTAAAATAAGAAAGTGGCGTTTAATAAATACTACCTG
AGGAATACGTTTTCTCCTCTTTAAAAATGAAATAAAAA
GATCCTCTTATACTATTAAAGAAAAGAAAAAAAGAAAA
AATTTCTTTCCAAAAAGTATTATTGTTGTTGTTGTCGA
TGATGATGATGCTGGGTATAGTATAGTATAGTGATAAA
TGAATGAAAATTACAACTGTAGGGAAGAAGAAATAATA
ATTAAAGGTTGCAATGcagctgttctaTATGCCAATTT
TCGATTTTGTTCAATTTTTTTTTTCCGGTGCTGGTGGG
TGAGAGAGAAGATTAAATTAAATTAAATTGGGTGATTC
ACTTTTACTTTTACTTTACAATGAATTTTTCTTCTTGT
TCTTCTTCTTATTGTTGTTATTGTAAAGGGATTTACTT
CTAAATTAAGATACGTCGTGTATAGATGATCAAAGTGC
TACCAAGTAACACCACACGGCATTACATTCAACAAGAA
CAATATTGCATCAAGAAGTTAATATTTTCAAACTTTTC
TAAAAGGGGAGCAGTCATAGCATTAGTCGT 

ZAP1US Step 2 dDNA for AB1 (This study) 

AHO 2182 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGGAAAATTGGCATAaccac
caGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

ZAP1US oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 1 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO 2195 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGCGTACGCTGCAGGTCGAC
AGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

ZAP1US oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 2 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO2209 GCATATTTACTTGCTTGCCTG ZRT2US AmpF (This study) 

AHO2214 TTGACAGGAATATGGAGGGTA ZRT2US AmpR (This study) 

AHO2203 GAACCAATCCTTCCACATAGC ZRT2US sF (This study) 

AHO2204 GCTGGGAATTGATAATGAAAGC ZRT2US sR (This study) 

AHO2208 TATTGGTCGGATTGGGTTAC ZRT2US +/AoF (This study) 

AHO2205 TTGCGTTTCGGGTATAATCAC ZRT2US +/AoR (This study) 

AHO2206 GAGAAGAACCATAAAGTCCAAGC ZRT2US +/AiF (This study) 

AHO2207 CACCTCAAACCACACACTAC ZRT2US +/AiR (This study) 
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Identifier Sequence (5’→3’) Purpose Source 

AHO2201 CGATATTGTGTAATTTTACATTTGGGCACAGCATAGCC
TGATGCCGTCCGGGTCGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAG 

ZRT2US Step 1 dDNA F (This study) 

AHO2202 TGGTGATGGTTTTTATTAGTGGTTACAAAAATGAACAA
GAGAAAATTTGCAATACCACTGTCGACCTGCAGCGTAC 

ZRT2US Step 1 dDNA R (This study) 

SynFrag1 GCATATTTACTTGCTTGCCTGATATCCTCGACTCATAT
ACTTTGTAAATTACCTGTCACGTGTTTTTGTGAACTCC
GATATTGTGTAATTTTACATTTGGGCACAGCATAGCCT
GATGCCGTCCGGGTaccctggtagtTATCACTCAATTT
TTTTTTGTTTTTCACTGTTTTTCTGTCTTGTTGTTCCA
AATAACCACTAATATTTCTCTTATACTTGACGATTTTT
GGTGACCTATTATAGCTGGCAAGTGAAAGTGAATTAAT
AATATGCATTTTATAAAGTAGGCTTATTCATAAAATAA
TTAATTATTATTCAATCTCTAATTGATGTTCAGAAAAT
TTTTGGTTTGATGCCATACAAAGCAAAAAAAAAAATAA
TACATCAAAAATAGAACAAATGTAACTTTATGGTATTA
AATCGTAATCATACACTTACTGAGAAGAACCATAAAGT
CCAAGCTTTATAGAAAAAAGGCTAATGTTCTTTAGCAT
ATGGTTTTTTTATGTCCTGGATTAACAACGTCCTTGGA
CTTAAGTACGTATGAAAGAACTAGCTAATAATTTAAAG
CCAAACTGAGTCTTTCAACAACTACAATAGTGATTATA
CCCGAAACGCAAAATAATAAAAACTAATATTGACAATT
GAATTATTCATTATTGGTCGGATTGGGTTACATTCAGA
TTGAAATCACGGTTGTAATTGCCGAATCTCTTTTTCAT
TGTTGTTCCATTTGTAACATTACCAGCTAGAAATGTAG
TGTGTGGTTTGAGGTGCGTTTAGAcagctgttctaTAT
TGCAAATTTTCTCTTGTTCATTTTTGTAACCACTAATA
AAAACCATCACCAATTGACAATGAGTAAAAACTTTAAA
AAAAAAGTAAAAATTAGAAAGAAAAAGTCAATCTCCCT
TTTGTTGTAATTTATTTATAAATACCCTCCATATTCCT
GTCAA 

ZRT2US Step 2 dDNA for AB01 (This study) 

SynFrag2 GCATATTTACTTGCTTGCCTGATATCCTCGACTCATAT
ACTTTGTAAATTACCTGTCACGTGTTTTTGTGAACTCC
GATATTGTGTAATTTTACATTTGGGCACAGCATAGCCT
GATGCCGTCCGGGTcagggtcgctaTATCACTCAATTT
TTTTTTGTTTTTCACTGTTTTTCTGTCTTGTTGTTCCA
AATAACCACTAATATTTCTCTTATACTTGACGATTTTT
GGTGACCTATTATAGCTGGCAAGTGAAAGTGAATTAAT
AATATGCATTTTATAAAGTAGGCTTATTCATAAAATAA
TTAATTATTATTCAATCTCTAATTGATGTTCAGAAAAT
TTTTGGTTTGATGCCATACAAAGCAAAAAAAAAAATAA
TACATCAAAAATAGAACAAATGTAACTTTATGGTATTA
AATCGTAATCATACACTTACTGAGAAGAACCATAAAGT
CCAAGCTTTATAGAAAAAAGGCTAATGTTCTTTAGCAT
ATGGTTTTTTTATGTCCTGGATTAACAACGTCCTTGGA
CTTAAGTACGTATGAAAGAACTAGCTAATAATTTAAAG
CCAAACTGAGTCTTTCAACAACTACAATAGTGATTATA
CCCGAAACGCAAAATAATAAAAACTAATATTGACAATT
GAATTATTCATTATTGGTCGGATTGGGTTACATTCAGA
TTGAAATCACGGTTGTAATTGCCGAATCTCTTTTTCAT
TGTTGTTCCATTTGTAACATTACCAGCTAGAAATGTAG
TGTGTGGTTTGAGGTGCGTTTAGAaccttgttggtTAT
TGCAAATTTTCTCTTGTTCATTTTTGTAACCACTAATA
AAAACCATCACCAATTGACAATGAGTAAAAACTTTAAA
AAAAAAGTAAAAATTAGAAAGAAAAAGTCAATCTCCCT
TTTGTTGTAATTTATTTATAAATACCCTCCATATTCCT
GTCAA 

ZRT2US Step 2 dDNA for AB10 (This study) 

SynFrag3 GCATATTTACTTGCTTGCCTGATATCCTCGACTCATAT
ACTTTGTAAATTACCTGTCACGTGTTTTTGTGAACTCC
GATATTGTGTAATTTTACATTTGGGCACAGCATAGCCT
GATGCCGTCCGGGTcagggtcgctaTATCACTCAATTT
TTTTTTGTTTTTCACTGTTTTTCTGTCTTGTTGTTCCA
AATAACCACTAATATTTCTCTTATACTTGACGATTTTT
GGTGACCTATTATAGCTGGCAAGTGAAAGTGAATTAAT
AATATGCATTTTATAAAGTAGGCTTATTCATAAAATAA
TTAATTATTATTCAATCTCTAATTGATGTTCAGAAAAT
TTTTGGTTTGATGCCATACAAAGCAAAAAAAAAAATAA
TACATCAAAAATAGAACAAATGTAACTTTATGGTATTA
AATCGTAATCATACACTTACTGAGAAGAACCATAAAGT
CCAAGCTTTATAGAAAAAAGGCTAATGTTCTTTAGCAT
ATGGTTTTTTTATGTCCTGGATTAACAACGTCCTTGGA
CTTAAGTACGTATGAAAGAACTAGCTAATAATTTAAAG
CCAAACTGAGTCTTTCAACAACTACAATAGTGATTATA
CCCGAAACGCAAAATAATAAAAACTAATATTGACAATT
GAATTATTCATTATTGGTCGGATTGGGTTACATTCAGA
TTGAAATCACGGTTGTAATTGCCGAATCTCTTTTTCAT
TGTTGTTCCATTTGTAACATTACCAGCTAGAAATGTAG
TGTGTGGTTTGAGGTGCGTTTAGAcagctgttctaTAT

ZRT2US Step 2 dDNA for AB11 (This study) 
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Identifier Sequence (5’→3’) Purpose Source 
TGCAAATTTTCTCTTGTTCATTTTTGTAACCACTAATA
AAAACCATCACCAATTGACAATGAGTAAAAACTTTAAA
AAAAAAGTAAAAATTAGAAAGAAAAAGTCAATCTCCCT
TTTGTTGTAATTTATTTATAAATACCCTCCATATTCCT
GTCAA 

AHO2200 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGAAATTGAGTGATAactac
caGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

ZRT2US oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 1 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO2195 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGCGTACGCTGCAGGTCGAC
AGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

ZRT2US oligo used for stitching 
spacer to scaffold for Step 2 
Target 

(This study) 

AHO2666 GTCAGTTTCCCATACACATAAGG WOR1USd AmpF (This study) 

AHO2667 AGCAAGTATAGCCGTCATCT WOR1USd AmpR (This study) 

AHO2661 CTCTCATCAACAACAACGTCA WOR1USd sF (This study) 

AHO2662 AATAGTAGACTCCCTAACAGAGC WOR1USd sR (This study) 

AHO2664 GGAAACTAACCTAACACACAAAC WOR1USd +/AoF (This study) 

AHO2663 GTTTGTGTGTTAGGTTAGTTTCC WOR1USd +/AoR (This study) 

AHO2664 GGAAACTAACCTAACACACAAAC WOR1USd +/AiF (This study) 

AHO2665 TCCCACCCGTCTTTCATAAA WOR1USd +/AiR (This study) 

AHO2659 TAGGGACATTCAATTCGTCTTGAAAATATTAAAATTGA
CAAGAAAAACTTATTCGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAG 

WOR1USd Step 1 dDNA F (This study) 

AHO2660 TGGTAGGTTCTGTCATTTATTGCTCTATTTTATAGTAT
TTAAAGTTTAAACTTTCCACTGTCGACCTGCAGCGTAC 

WOR1USd Step 1 dDNA R (This study) 

AHO2658 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGTCATACACCAAGAAAACT
CAGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

WOR1USd oligo used for 
stitching spacer to scaffold for 
Step 1 Target 

(This study) 

AHO2195 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGCGTACGCTGCAGGTCGAC
AGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

WOR1USd oligo used for 
stitching spacer to scaffold for 
Step 2 Target 

(This study) 

SynFrag4 GTCAGTTTCCCATACACATAAGGGAATGACCACACTCA
AAAGTAATATCATAACTACAGGGCATAAAGCATATCAC
CTAGGGACATTCAATTCGTCTTGAAAATATTAAAATTG
ACAAGAAAAACTTATTCAAAGGGAGACCAAAAATACAG
ATTACCAACTATGTACACCCTAGAAAGAACTCAAAAAA
CGTAACCTTCGTTTCAAGTTGCACTTTAAAACAACAAA
TCCTGCTTTGATCAGATGAAACTATAATGCACGAATAT
GGAAACTAACCTAACACACAAACAATATATCATACACC
AAGAAAACTCATGGTTTGTTGTTGTTGTTAGTGTATAA
TGTTAAAAAACTCTATTTTCACAATGACCCAAATAAAA
CCAAAAAAACACTAAGAAGacccttgcgTTTGAAACTT
TTCAAAATGTATAGAGATCCCAAATCTAAAAAATGTTA
TTCACTATGGTTGTTGTTGTTTATTCAGAATTTAGTTA
TGGTTATATTAATGAAACTGTAACATAAAAAAAAACAA
GGGAATAATTAGAGTTTTACAAGAAATTTATGAAAGAC
GGGTGGGAAAAAAGTTTAAACTTTAAATACTATAAAAT
AGAGCAATAAATGACAGAACCTACCAGTAGTGATTCAT
AAATTATTATTTCTTGTTATACAATCAAAACCCCAGAT
ATGATAACAGGAAAAAAAAAAGTACTTATATAGATGAC
GGCTATACTTGCT 

WOR1USd Step 2 dDNA for AB1 (This study) 

AHO2664 GGAAACTAACCTAACACACAAAC WOR1USp AmpF (This study) 

AHO2676 CCCACCTTCTCCCTCTTTC WOR1USp AmpR (This study) 

AHO2666 GTCAGTTTCCCATACACATAAGG WOR1USp sF (This study) 

AHO2671 CTCCCCCAACAACAAGTCTT WOR1USp sR (This study) 

AHO2675 GAGCAATAAATGACAGAACCTACC WOR1USp +/AoF (This study) 

AHO2672 TCCCACCCGTCTTTCATAA WOR1USp +/AoR (This study) 

AHO2673 CACTATGGTTGTTGTTGTTTATTCAG WOR1USp +/AiF (This study) 

AHO2674 AGTAGACTCCCTAACAGAGC WOR1USp +/AiR (This study) 

AHO2669 ACAATGACCCAAATAAAACCAAAAAAACACTAAGAAGT
TAAACTTTTTTGAAACCACTGTCGACCTGCAGCGTAC 

WOR1USp Step 1 dDNA F (This study) 
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AHO2670 ATTTTTGCATGTTCTATTTTTAGTCCATACATAATGTA
ACGCACACACATTAGACGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAG 

WOR1USp Step 1 dDNA R (This study) 

AHO2668 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGATTTATGAATCACTACTG
GTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

WOR1USp oligo used for 
stitching spacer to scaffold for 
Step 1 Target 

(This study) 

AHO2195 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGCGTACGCTGCAGGTCGAC
AGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

WOR1USp oligo used for 
stitching spacer to scaffold for 
Step 2 Target 

(This study) 

SynFrag5 GGAAACTAACCTAACACACAAACAATATATCATACACC
AAGAAAACTCATGGTTTGTTGTTGTTGTTAGTGTATAA
TGTTAAAAAACTCTATTTTCACAATGACCCAAATAAAA
CCAAAAAAACACTAAGAAGTTAAACTTTTTTGAAACTT
TTCAAAATGTATAGAGATCCCAAATCTAAAAAATGTTA
TTCACTATGGTTGTTGTTGTTTATTCAGAATTTAGTTA
TGGTTATATTAATGAAACTGTAACATAAAAAAAAACAA
GGGAATAATTAGAGTTTTACAAGAAATTTATGAAAGAC
GGGTGGGAAAcgcaaacccttgcgAAATACTATAAAAT
AGAGCAATAAATGACAGAACCTACCAGTAGTGATTCAT
AAATTATTATTTCTTGTTATACAATCAAAACCCCAGAT
ATGATAACAGGAAAAAAAAAAGTACTTATATAGATGAC
GGCTATACTTGCTCAAGTGAGTTTGATGTGATTTTTAA
CACGCTCTGTTAGGGAGTCTACTATTTTTTTTTCTGGC
GATAACAATAAGAAATCTCTAATGTGTGTGCGTTACAT
TATGTATGGACTAAAAATAGAACATGCAAAAATTGCGA
GAAAGAAAGCGAGTGAGTAAGGGCGTGCGTGCGTGCAT
GAGTGAAAGAGGGAGAAGGTGGG 

WOR1USp Step 2 dDNA for AB1 (This study) 

AHO2686 ACACACACACACACAATCACAC WOR2DS AmpF (This study) 

AHO2687 TAGCAAGGCAACCATCAAGC WOR2DS AmpR (This study) 

AHO2680 CTACTACTGATGGTCTACTGATGG WOR2DS sF (This study) 

AHO2681 CGTTTGTAGATGGTTCTGGTTTG WOR2DS sR (This study) 

AHO2685 ATCGCTCCTTGTGTTTGTGTG WOR2DS +/AoF (This study) 

AHO2682 CCCACACAAACACAAGGAGC WOR2DS +/AoR (This study) 

AHO2683 TTGTGGAAGTGTAAGAGGGA WOR2DS +/AiF (This study) 

AHO2684 CTGCTTGCTAAACCCAAACC WOR2DS +/AiR (This study) 

AHO2678 CTAAAAACCAACAAGTTACTTGATAGAACCTCGATTTC
ATTATGAATTCCACACGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAG 

WOR2DS Step 1 dDNA F (This study) 

AHO2679 AATACAAATACAGATGACACCAAAAAGAAAAAAGTTAA
ACTTGTAATAGTTAATCCACTGTCGACCTGCAGCGTAC 

WOR2DS Step 1 dDNA R (This study) 

AHO2677 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGATCGCTCCTTGTGTTTGT
GTGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

WOR2DS oligo used for 
stitching spacer to scaffold for 
Step 1 Target 

(This study) 

AHO2195 CGTAAACTATTTTTAATTTGCGTACGCTGCAGGTCGAC
AGGTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGC 

WOR2DS oligo used for 
stitching spacer to scaffold for 
Step 2 Target 

(This study) 

SynFrag6 ACACACACACACACAATCACACAAAATTAGCACTACTA
AATGTTTGAGAATGATTCGAATCAAGGGAAACTAAAAA
CCAACAAGTTACTTGATAGAACCTCGATTTCATTATGA
ATTCCACATACACAATAATACAGTACCAAAAGTTTAAA
TTTAAAAAAAAAATCAGCCCATTAGAGAAATCTAGATG
TAGATATATTTTGTGGAAGTGTAAGAGGGATAAGCCAT
TTGTAATTTTACACAATTAATCGCTCCTTGTGTTTGTG
TGGGAAAAACTTTGCAATTGGTTGATTGTGCAACAATT
GCTAAAACATTGGTTACCCATTTTCCTTTTTTTGCAAT
TTCCAAATAATAATAATGATAATACTTATCAAAACAAA
GAAACAATTAACGAGACAAGTTTAAATCAAACTCAATA
CAATTCATAAACTCTAACTGGcgcaagggtGTTTTCTA
TTTTTTGTTTGTGAATGTATTACAATAAATTGAATTTT
GATCGAAATATTAATCGGGGCTAGAGTGTGGTTTGGGT
TTAGCAAGCAGCTATTGTTTGAAAAAAATTAAAATGAC
TGCATTAACTATTACAAGTTTAACTTTTTTCTTTTTGG
TGTCATCTGTATTTGTATTTATTGCATGGGAAAGACAA
TACAGTAGTAATAACGAAACTATCAACCACGAAAAGAG
GAAATATCCCTCAACTTTCCAAATTTAATTCAAAAGAT
ACTAAAAAAAACCTTGAGTCAACAATAGAATTTATTGA
AACTTAATTCTCCTCATGTGGATTCTTTATTTGCTTGA
TGGTTGCCTTGCTA 

WOR2DS Step 2 dDNA for AB1 (This study) 
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AHO1096 GACGGCACGGCCACGCGTTTAAACCGCC gRNA cassette part 1 F [9] 

AHO1098 CAAATTAAAAATAGTTTACGCAAG gRNA cassette part 1 R [9] 

AHO1099 GTTTTAGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTT gRNA cassette part 2 F [9] 

AHO1097 CCCGCCAGGCGCTGGGGTTTAAACACCG gRNA cassette part 2 R [9] 

AHO1237 AGGTGATGCTGAAGCTATTGAAG gRNA full cassette F [9] 

AHO1238 TGTATTTTGTTTTAAAATTTTAGTGACTGTTTC gRNA full cassette R [9] 

Shared upstream and downstream primers sF and sR are colored blue. Sequences 

homologous to the AmpF and AmpR primers, used to amplify the Step 2 dDNA from wild-

type gDNA or synthetic DNA templates, are colored green. Nucleotides that are homologous 

to the AddTag-selected spacer sequences in the first and second round of genome editing 

are colored red, and fuchsia, respectively, with the associated PAM sequences in brick and 

violet. In first round donor DNA sequences (Step 1 dDNA), the upstream and downstream 

homology regions are given yellow and orange backgrounds, and any addtag insert 

sequence is given a pink background. Bold, lower-case letters are nucleotides that encode 

for the Zap1 and Wor1 binding sites. Sequences are listed in the 5’ to 3’ orientation. 

Oligonucleotide sequences used in this study did not require any special modifications or 

purifications. SynFrag sequences used to generate ZRT2 US, WOR1USd, WOR1USp, and 

WOR2DS dDNAs were synthesized as dsDNA fragments. 

Appendix B Methods 

B.1 Plasmids and synthetic DNA 

For all genetic modifications in this study, we used the ADDTAG software to automatically 

select the RGN targets, dDNAs and corresponding Step 2 Targets for Step 1 editing, 

determine optimal primers (AmpF/AmpR) for amplifying the Step 2 dDNAs, and to pick 

vPCR primers for validating integration of the intended modified features at the target loci 

following each step of editing (Table 0.3). We used the previously-published method for C. 

albicans genome editing using CRISPR/Cas-induced HDR [9], with minor modifications (B.3). 

The gRNA expression cassettes used to make all deletion and complementation/add-back 

strains were generated via an “All-in-1” PCR stitching approach (B.3). Briefly, linear DNA 

fragments containing the pSNR52 promoter and the invariable structural component of the 

gRNA coding sequence were PCR amplified from pADH110 and pADH119, respectively, 

using AHO1096/AHO1098 and AHO1097/AHO1099 primer pairs and Phusion 

polymerase (ThermoFisher) (Table 0.2, B.3). The resulting fragments were stitched together 

in a single reaction using custom target sequence-specific bridging oligos and 

AHO1237/AHO1238 amplification primers. Linear Cas9 expression cassettes were 

generated by MssI digestion of pADH137 (Table 0.2), and were transformed along with 

the stitched custom gRNA expression cassettes and custom dDNA fragments. The Step 1 

dDNA fragments for the ADE2, EFG1, and BRG1 loci were generated by annealing 

complementary 100-mer oligonucleotides. We used overlapping primer extension with 

Phusion polymerase to generate Step 1 dDNAs for the WOR1 and ZRT2 loci. Wild-type 

add-back dDNA fragments were generated by standard PCR amplification of C. albicans 

genomic DNA using ADDTAG-designed amplification primers (AmpF/AmpR) and Phusion 

polymerase. dDNA fragments containing mutated Zap1 binding sites were first synthesized 

as full-length synthetic DNA fragments (ThermoFisher) then PCR amplified using the same 

ADDTAG-designed primers used to amplify the corresponding wild-type dDNA fragments. 
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B.2 Summary of polymorphisms in Features and dDNA sequences 

Table 0.4 – Summary of polymorphisms in Features and dDNA sequences 

  Polymorphisms/Length (nt) 

 Step 1 dDNA eFeature Step 1 dDNA Step 2 dDNA 

Gene insert type eUS Feature eDS US Insert DS US ✲Feature DS 

ADE2CDS mintag 0/0 0/1707 0/0 0/49 CC 0/49 0/133 AB: 0/1707 0/140 

BRG1CDS mintag 3/42 13/1269,1272 0/0 0/50 - 0/50 3/221 AB: ND 1/115 

EFG1CDS mintag 0/1 6/1658,1653 1/12 0/49 CCTC 0/47 1/149 AB: ND 2/170 

ZAP1US addtag 3/210,213 0/11 2/199,198 0/53 CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG 0/54 1/210 AB0: 0/231 
AB1: 0/231 

0/197 

ZRT2US addtag 0/0 5/667,666 0/0 0/53 CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG 0/54 0/128 AB00: 0/667 
AB01: 0/667 

AB10: 0/667 
AB11: 0/667 

2/160 

WOR1USd addtag 0/269 0/9 0/172 0/53 CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG 0/54 0/130 AB0: 0/450 
AB1: 0/450 

0/155 

WOR1USp addtag 0/165 0/14 0/221 0/53 CCACTGTCGACCTGCAGCGTACG 0/54 0/149 AB0: 0/400 
AB1: 0/400 

0/120 

WOR2DS addtag 0/317 0/9 0/125 0/53 CGTACGCTGCAGGTCGACAGTGG 0/54 0/122 AB0: 0/451 
AB1: 0/451 

0/239 

The “US”, “DS”, “eUS”, “eDS”, “Feature”, and “✲Feature” columns, display an “a/b” format, 

with “a” representing the number of polymorphisms within “b” contiguous nucleotides. The 

eFeature columns represent the full input Feature that was expanded to circumvent 

polymorphisms, with the “eUS” and “eDS” columns representing the lengths of Feature 

expansion. For the Step 1 dDNA and Step 2 dDNA columns, the “US” and “DS” columns 

represent the flanking homology arms. Please note that the Step 1 dDNAs do not contain 

polymorphisms, but the Step 2 dDNAs do. Some genomic regions have alleles with different 

lengths, which are shown as comma-separated list of lengths. The “ND” indicates that 

polymorphisms in restored loci were not determined. The sequence orientations for mintag 

and addtag inserts are indicated with the start as lower contig position and the end as 

higher contig position, as they appear in the reference genome (i.e. “+” orientation relative 

to the contig). 

B.3 “All-in-1” gRNA cassette stitching 

This protocol describes the “All-in-1” gRNA expression cassette stitching method, an 

adaptation of the cloning-free 2-step assembly method previously described by Nguyen, 

et al [9]. The All-in-1 approach assembles two universal gRNA expression cassette fragments 

(Fragments A and B) into an intact Target-specific gRNA expression cassette in a single 

reaction using a custom bridging gRNA oligo and conserved amplification primers (Figure 

0.1). While the original method requires the generation of a new Fragment B for each 

unique gRNA target, the All-in-1 simply requires a single unique oligonucleotide and two 

universal PCR fragments as templates. The All-in-1 approach cuts the time to generate gRNA 

expression cassettes nearly in half as compared to the traditional method and is as just as 

efficient in creating gene knockouts. 
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Figure 0.1 – Schematic of “All-in-1” gRNA stitching methodology 

Arrows indicate PCR primers. The AHO1096/AHO1098 primer pair amplifies the universal 

“A fragment”, and the AHO1099/AHO1097 primer pair amplifies the universal “B 

fragment”. The AHO1237/AHO1238 primer pair is used in conjunction with a “target-

specific” gRNA oligo that bridges between the A and B fragments. 

Stranded annotations, such as CDS and promoters, are shown as irregular pentagons, 

pointing toward the right. 

Conditions for PCR amplification of the universal “A” fragment from pADH110, gRNA 

plasmid (1 of 2): 

• PCR Mix (makes enough “A” fragment for >75 “C” fragment stitching PCRs): 

(1) 75.5 µL H2O 

(2) 20 µL 5× Phusion HF buffer 

(3) 2 µL dNTP mix (10 mM each dNTP) 

(4) 1 µL pADH110 (1 ng/µL) 

(5) 0.5 µL AHO1096 (100 µM) 

(6) 0.5 µL AHO1098 (100 µM) 

(7) 0.5 µL Phusion polymerase 

• “A” fragment PCR cycling conditions: 

(1) 98 °C, 30sec 

(2) 98 °C, 20sec 

(3) 58 °C, 20sec 

(4) 72 °C, 30sec 

(5) Return to step 2 for a total of 30 cycles 

(6) End 

 

Conditions for PCR amplification of the universal “B” fragment from pADH119, gRNA 

plasmid (2 of 2): 

• PCR Mix (makes enough “B” fragment for >75 “C” fragment stitching PCRs): 

pSNR52NAT(2 of 2)

pSNR52NAT(2 of 2)

pADH110

gRNA plasmid (1 of 2)

Fragment A PCR

AHO1096

AHO1098

pADH119

gRNA plasmid (2 of 2)

Fragment B PCR

AHO1099

AHO1097

gRNA scaffold DS

gRNA scaffold DS

Fragment C “All-in-1” stitching PCR

gRNA spacerAHO1237

AHO1238

Target-specific stitching oligonucleotide
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(1) 75.5 µL H2O 

(2) 20 µL 5× Phusion HF buffer 

(3) 2 µL dNTP mix (10 mM each dNTP) 

(4) 1 µL pADH119 (1 ng/µL) 

(5) 0.5 µL AHO1097 (100 µM) 

(6) 0.5 µL AHO1099 (100 µM) 

(7) 0.5 µL Phusion polymerase 

• “B” fragment touchdown PCR cycling conditions: 

(1) 98 °C, 30 sec 

(2) 98 °C, 20 sec 

(3) 65 °C, 20 sec 

(4) 72 °C, 30 sec 

(5) Return to step 2 for a total of 10 cycles, reducing annealing 

temperature by 1 °C each cycle. 

(6) 98 °C, 20 sec 

(7) 55 °C, 20 sec 

(8) 72 °C, 30 sec 

(9) Return to step 6 for a total of 25 cycles 

(10) End 

 

Conditions for All-in-1 stitching PCR to amplify unique “C” fragment gRNA expression 

cassette: 

• PCR Mix (makes enough “C” fragment for two transformations): 

(1) 73.5 µL water 

(2) 20 µL 5× Phusion HF buffer 

(3) 2 µL dNTPs 10mM 

(4) 1 µL universal A Fragment (See note 1 below) 

(5) 1 µL universal B Fragment (See note 1 below) 

(6) 0.5 µL AHO1237 100 µM 

(7) 0.5 µL AHO1238 100 µM 

(8) 1 µL custom gRNA oligo 100 nM (See note 2 below) 

(9) 0.5 µL Phusion polymerase 

• “C” fragment touchdown PCR cycling conditions: 

(1) 98 °C, 30 sec 

(2) 98 °C, 15 sec 

(3) 60 °C, 15 sec 

(4) 72 °C, 60 sec 

(5) Return to step 2 for a total of 5 cycles, reducing annealing temperature 

by 1 °C each cycle. 

(6) 98 °C, 15 sec 

(7) 66 °C, 15 sec 

(8) 72 °C, 60 sec 

(9) Return to step 6 for a total of 30 cycles 

(10) End 

 

Notes: 
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• The A and B fragment PCR products can be added directly to the C fragment PCR 

reaction without any post-PCR purification. 

• It is critical that the custom gRNA oligo is at low concentrations so that the B fragment 

does not take over the PCR reaction. 

B.4 Using the ADDTAG software to design the genome editing experiments 

We used the ADDTAG software to guide the design for two classes of genome edits: 

coding sequence (CDS) edits and cis-acting regulatory element (CRE) edits (Table 0.4). For 

CDS edits, we directed ADDTAG to replace the CDS with a mintag insert during Step 1, 

allowing for up to and added 4 bp. For EFG1 and BRG1, we allowed for minor Feature 

expansion, such that designs would avoid known allelic variations adjacent to the CDSs. For 

CRE edits, ADDTAG replaced the input protein binding sequence, and some sequence both 

up- and down-stream of it, with a 23 bp addtag insert composed of a 20 nt sequence 

homologous to the Spacer and a 3 nt PAM sequence, that together encodes a high-efficiency 

Cas9 binding site. Round 2 dDNA was amplified from either the wild-type (+/+) gDNA or 

from synthetic DNA fragments (SynFrag) (Table 0.3). For all genome edits, RGN Target sites 

were chosen that maximized both the Hsu-Zhang and CFD off-target scores. For ADE2, 

EFG1, and BRG1 loci, these were maximal scores of 100%. 

B.5 Candida albicans cell culture and transformation 

All C. albicans strains used in this study (Table 0.1) were derived from strain SC5314 

[12]. AHY940 (SC5314 with one allele of LEU2 deleted) [9] was used as the base strain 

for all genome editing procedures, and transformations were performed as previously 

described [9]. Briefly, gRNA and Cas9 expression cassettes, along with dDNA fragments, 

were transformed into AHY940 or derivative strains via chemical transformation and plated 

onto YPD agar plates (2% Bacto peptone, 2% dextrose, 1% yeast extract, 2.5% agar) 

supplemented with 200 µg/ml nourseothricin (NAT; GoldBio). Transformation plates were 

incubated for two days at 30°C to select for integration of the gRNA and Cas9 expression 

cassettes [9], and genome editing at the target locus was validated by vPCR using ADDTAG-

generated primers. For the experimental validation of each edited locus, whole, individual 

colonies were selected, and direct cell lysate was used as template input to the vPCR 

reactions. Subsequent to genotype verification, the gRNA and Cas9 expression cassettes, 

along with the NAT resistance marker, were subsequently removed via the LEUpOUT method 

by selection on synthetic defined (SD) agar medium without leucine [9]. Strains that harbored 

mutated Wor1 or Zap1 binding sites and their wild-type add-back counterparts were 

further validated at the base pair level via Sanger sequencing [13, 14] of colony PCR 

products that spanned the engineered loci (Figure 2.19, Figure 2.20, Figure 2.21, Figure 

2.23). 

B.6 Candida albicans phenotypic assessment of Zap1 binding site mutant strains 

Strains with genotypes involving Zap1 binding site manipulations were assayed for their 

abilities to grow on zinc-sufficient synthetic complete medium (2% dextrose, 0.17% yeast 

nitrogen base without ammonium sulfate, 0.5% ammonium sulfate, and auxotrophic 

supplements) and zinc-deficient medium (2% dextrose, 0.17% yeast nitrogen base without 

either ammonium sulfate or zinc sulfate, 0.2% ammonium sulfate, 2.5 μM EDTA, and 

auxotrophic supplements) on 2% agar plates [11] (Figure 2.25). These include the ZAP1CDS 

(ZAP1CDS +/+, zap1CDS ∆/∆) and ZAP1US (ZAP1US +/+, zap1US ∆/∆, ZAP1US AB0/AB0, 

ZAP1US AB1/AB1) strains as well as the ZRT2 reference strain (ZRT2US +/+), ZRT2 upstream 

intergenic region deletions (zrt2US ∆/∆), binding site mutants (ZRT2US AB01/AB01, ZRT2US 
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AB10/AB10, ZRT2US AB11/AB11), and wild-type add-back strains (ZRT2US AB00/AB00). Each 

strain was grown to saturation via overnight culture in YPD liquid medium at 30 °C with 

shaking prior to back-dilution. Strains were grown to mid-log, washed, and then serial 

diluted in sterile 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Two independent biological replicates 

for each engineered genotype were assayed twice. Aliquots of each dilution were spotted 

onto zinc-sufficient and zinc-deficient agar plates and grown at 30°C for 48 hours. 

B.7 Candida albicans biofilm phenotype assay 

C. albicans strains were cultured from cryogenically frozen stocks at 30°C on YPD agar 

plates (2% bacteriological-grade peptone, 2% dextrose, 1% yeast extract, 2.5% agar) 

for two days. A single colony of each strain to be tested was grown overnight in liquid YPD 

medium. Biofilms were grown on the bottoms of 12-well polystyrene plates in Spider medium 

(1% nutrient broth, 0.2% K2HPO4, 1% mannitol, pH 7.2) with shaking at 200 rpm at 37°C 

using an ELMI shaker (ELMI) as described previously [15, 16]. The optical density 600 nm 

(OD600) was measured for each well using a Cytation 5 plate reader (BioTek), and biofilms 

were imaged. For each genotype, a n=4 number of wells were assayed. Two independent 

biological replicates for each engineered genotype were assayed twice. Significance levels 

and confidence intervals were calculated by the Student t statistic with unequal variance 

using HA: OD600(+/+) ≠ OD600(AB/AB) and HA: OD600(+/+) > OD600(∆/∆). 
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